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iforewordforeword

foreword
i am pleased to present this report on sustainability commitments made in relation  
to multi-dwelling developments under the BAsiX program. 

since October 2005, all new townhouses, apartments and residential flat buildings  
in multi-dwelling developments have had to meet mandatory water and greenhouse  
gas emission reduction targets of up to 40 per cent compared to an average pre-BAsiX  
nsw home. this followed the successful introduction of BAsiX for single detached houses  
in July 2004.

the average home in a multi-dwelling development is now predicted to use 78,000 litres 
less potable water and emit 2 tonnes fewer greenhouse gases per year than a pre-BAsiX 
home. this is equivalent to every new multi-dwelling home in nsw saving around 130,000 
bottles of water and around 50 per cent of an average car’s annual emissions.

Over the reporting period, BAsiX has improved the sustainability of 4,753 new multi-dwelling 
developments in nsw, comprising more than 46,000 individual homes. the cumulative 
savings across all these homes is equivalent to the water used in 2,500 olympic swimming 
pools and reduction in annual emissions that would be achieved by taking more than 9,000 
cars off the road for five years.

the department of Planning, through BAsiX, has established a sustainability policy for  
all new residential developments, setting clear, comparable and measurable targets for  
cost-effective sustainability.

BAsiX ensures that all new dwellings in nsw will contribute to state greenhouse gas  
emission and water consumption targets long after their construction, and has set  
a distinguished standard for adaptable, measurable and cost-effective sustainable  
housing policy in Australian residential development.

The Hon. Tony Kelly MLC 
NSw Minister for Planning
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1 executive 
summary
BASIX Multi-Dwelling Report 2006-2009
BAsiX is the nsw government’s residential sustainability program for all new housing in the 
state. it obliges housing developers to commit to water and energy-efficient building designs 
before development approval is granted.

the BAsiX multi-dwelling Outcomes 06-09 report presents and analyses sustainability 
commitments made under BAsiX for all new residential developments of more than one 
dwelling in nsw over the reporting period 1 July 2006 to 30 June 2009. it is published  
as part of the BASIX Ongoing Commitments Monitoring Program.

Over the reporting period, 4,753 multi-dwelling 
developments (referred to here as projects) 
comprising 46,021 individual dwellings were issued 
BASIX certificates. 62% of these dwellings were 
in the Sydney Metropolitan region.

Analysing BAsiX sustainability commitments is important for assessing the effectiveness  
of the BAsiX program in driving improvements in new residential building sustainability,  
and its contribution to meeting nsw’s state-wide water efficiency and greenhouse gas 
emission reduction targets. 

Progress towards these targets is measured by comparing predicted water consumption  
and emissions with an average benchmark set preceding the introduction of BAsiX in 2004. 
this benchmark was set by averaging the energy and water use of different single and  
multi-dwelling types across nsw.1

1 see Chapter 3 Overview of BASIX for Multi-Dwelling Projects: BASIX targets and caps for further detail.
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Changing Residential Sustainability
As an integrated part of the nsw development approval process, BAsiX is contributing 
significantly to the sustainability of new homes across nsw.

The BASIX Ongoing Commitments Monitoring 
Program has monitored BASIX commitments across 
all new multi-dwelling projects in NSW since 2006. 
The impact of BASIX is evident in the increased 
use of alternative water sources, particularly water 
tanks, for non-potable uses in most new dwellings, 
and the greatly decreased use of inefficient 
electric storage hot water systems in new homes.

these successes have been accompanied by increased uptakes of high efficiency water 
fittings and fixtures, and energy-efficient heating, cooling, lighting and ventilation systems.  
in addition, the improved thermal comfort and passive solar design elements of new  
multi-dwellings reduces ongoing demand for heating, cooling and lighting.

these trends have flow-on effects, making sustainable systems more commonplace  
and affordable in the broader market, while encouraging industry innovation  
to meet raised consumer expectations for water and energy-efficient housing.

BAsiX ensures that all new dwellings in nsw will contribute to nsw greenhouse gas emission 
and water consumption targets long after their construction, and has set a benchmark  
for adaptable, measurable and cost-effective sustainable housing policy in Australian  
residential development.
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Reduced Lifetime Water Consumption  
and Greenhouse Gas Emissions
By analysing the commitments made by developers under BAsiX, it is possible to estimate  
the annual and ongoing greenhouse gas emissions and water consumption of BAsiX  
compliant multi-dwelling projects approved between July 1 2006 and June 30 2009. 

Based on energy and water scores for each  
project, BASIX predicts that multi-dwellings 
approved during the reporting period will have 
consumed over 6.5 billion fewer litres of potable 
water and emitted over 200,000 fewer tonnes 
of greenhouse gas emissions than an equivalent 
number of average pre-BASIX dwellings. This is 
equivalent to over 2,500 Olympic swimming pools 
and the annual emissions of over 15,000 cars.2

the average BAsiX multi-dwelling will use 78,000 fewer litres of potable water per year, 
and emit over 2 tonnes fewer greenhouse gas emissions than an average pre-BAsiX 
dwelling. the following graph shows how different dwelling types contribute to these savings.

Figure 1 – Annual average potable water savings in BASIX multi-dwellings3
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2 1 Olympic sized swimming pool = 2.5 million litres. Annual emissions from 1 car = 4.36 tonnes of greenhouse gas 
emissions (CO2-e) per year (approx.).

3 ‘detached houses’ numbers are as assessed in the multi-dwelling tool and are in addition to those reported in the  
single dwellings Outcomes Report. ‘Attached houses’ include all dwellings in mixed attached and detached projects. 
‘mixed houses and units’ refers to dwellings in mixed house and unit projects.
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Figure 2 – Annual average emission savings in BASIX multi-dwellings4
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Reducing Water Consumption
A secure water supply for nsw is a key goal of the nsw state Plan. BAsiX is reducing  
the reliance of new homes on mains water by promoting alternative water supplies and  
water-efficient fixtures and appliances.

Majority of dwellings connected to an alternative water supply

61% of multi-dwelling projects certified over the 
reporting period used a tank or recycled water 
supply rather than mains water for toilets, laundry 
or irrigation. In 2004, before BASIX was introduced, 
only around 12% of NSW dwellings sourced water 
from a rainwater tank.5

the trend for alternative water supply is strongest in attached and detached dwellings, with 
over 90% using it for irrigation, around 80% using it for toilets and around 70% for laundries. 
For units in residential flat buildings, 73% of common gardens use an alternative water supply 
for irrigation.

Reducing water consumption with water-efficient fixtures and appliances

BAsiX requires developers of multi-dwelling projects to specify the wels water efficiency 
ratings of all toilets and tap fixtures.6 Over 40% of toilets had an efficiency rating of 4 wels 
stars, and just under 50% of taps had a rating of 4 wels stars or higher.

For units in residential flat buildings, committing to water-efficient dishwashers and clothes 
washers can contribute to meeting BAsiX targets. 31% of clothes washers and 38% of 
dishwashers in units had a wels rating of 4 stars or higher.

4 see previous footnote.
5 Comparable statistics on pre-BAsiX recycled water schemes are not available.
6 wels is Australia’s water efficiency labelling scheme that requires water-using products to be registered and labelled  

in accordance with the standard set under the national Water Efficiency Labelling and Standards Act 2005.
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Reducing Greenhouse Gas Emissions
BAsiX has driven a strong uptake of low greenhouse gas intensity technologies in  
multi-dwelling projects, particularly solar and gas hot water systems, energy-efficient  
heating and cooling systems, and energy-efficient lighting. in addition, BAsiX encourages  
the incorporation of improved thermal comfort and passive solar design at the design  
stage of projects, thus reducing reliance on active heating and cooling. 

Phase-out of greenhouse gas intensive electric hot water systems

69% of multi-dwellings certified over the reporting period used gas for their hot water systems, 
with 19% using solar and 8% using electric heat pumps. less than 0.1% of dwellings used 
high greenhouse gas intensity electric resistance hot water systems, compared to 67% 
of pre-BAsiX dwellings.

Encouraging efficiency improvements in cooling and heating systems

42% of 1-phase air-conditioners, the most common cooling and heating system for new 
multi-dwellings, had a star Rating scheme cooling efficiency rating of 4.5 stars or higher.7

Reducing the need for heating and cooling through good thermal design
35% of multi-dwellings were designed with thermal comfort loads equivalent to a natheRs 
rating of between 4.5 and 5 stars. A further 30% of dwellings achieved an equivalent rating 
of 5 stars or higher.8

Balancing the increased use of appliances

the increasing use and average energy consumption of household appliances, particularly 
televisions and personal computers (which are not covered by BAsiX), has driven up average 
Australian household energy consumption since BAsiX was introduced.9 

however, because of the energy efficiency improvements being achieved through better 
residential building design and the use of energy-efficient systems and fixtures, BAsiX  
certified dwellings are still expected to have lower greenhouse gas emissions than average  
pre-BAsiX dwellings.

7 BAsiX multi-dwellings were assessed prior to the October 2009 Rating scheme labelling standard upgrades  
for air-conditioning units and refrigerators.

8 thermal comfort loads refer to the amount of energy required to heat or cool a dwelling, based on design features  
such as orientation, building fabric, glazing, shading and, primarily, insulation. A higher star rating indicates less  
energy is required, and so less emissions will be produced by the home for heating and cooling

9 source: Energy Use in the Australian Residential Sector 1986-2020, published by the Federal department 
of environment, heritage, water and the Arts, 2008.



  
about  
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2 about the report
the BASIX Multi-Dwellings Outcomes 06-09 report presents and analyses the residential 
sustainability commitments made by developers of multi-dwelling projects over the reporting 
period 1 July 2006 to 30 June 2009.

this report follows on from the BASIX Single Dwellings Outcomes 05-08 report, available 
on-line from the BAsiX website: www.basix.nsw.gov.au.

this is the first time that data on BAsiX multi-dwellings has been reported, confirming  
a commitment by the nsw government to publish data essential for evaluating the efficacy  
of the BAsiX policy and identifying opportunities for its continued development and 
improvement. it represents a comprehensive study of strategies employed to improve 
residential sustainability in nsw multi-dwelling development since the introduction of BAsiX.

Report outline

this report includes 8 chapters:

1.  An executive Summary of the key outcomes of the BAsiX policy 
for multi-dwelling development. 

2. this about the report section.

3.  An overview of BaSix for Multi-dwelling Projects outlining the guiding 
principles, purpose and implementation stages of the BAsiX policy as they  
apply to multi-dwelling projects.

4.  A BaSix Multi-dwelling outcomes analysis, including a comparison of the 
predicted greenhouse gas emissions and potable water use of BAsiX-certified  
multi-dwellings with those of pre-BAsiX homes. 

5.  A Project details section reporting in detail on the site features of multi-dwelling 
projects, such as project type, site area, common areas and occupancy rates.

6-8.  three individual sections for water, Thermal Comfort and energy, 
each reporting in detail on the commitments made to meet BAsiX targets.
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The BASIX Policy
the State Environmental Planning Policy (Building Sustainability Index: BASIX) 2004 applies 
to all new residential dwellings across nsw and aims to achieve measurable improvements in 
their greenhouse gas emissions and potable water consumption. to do this, BAsiX assesses 
three components of building design: 

• water use

• thermal comfort

• energy consumption

under the BAsiX policy, all new development applications for residential dwellings must be 
submitted with a BAsiX certificate that demonstrates how the development will meet mandated 
water and energy targets. BAsiX is fully integrated into the nsw planning system, and 
implemented under the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979. 

By mandating performance outcomes, rather than prescribing compliance measures in the 
form of design or technology requirements, BAsiX offers a flexible, adaptive and cost-effective 
response to meeting residential sustainability objectives.

wHy iS BaSix iMPorTaNT To NSw?

The BASIX policy is contributing significantly to achieving two of the NSW  
State Plan’s headline objectives, including:

Green State

• Tackle climate change by achieving a 60% cut in emissions by 2050

• Secure sustainable supplies of water by increasing recycling and  
saving 145 billion litres a year by 2015, and

• Develop a clean energy future by implementing 4,000 GwH of energy  
savings a year by 2014

Supporting Businesses and Jobs

• Cutting red tape through a single, state-wide residential sustainability policy

The 2010 NSW State Plan Annual Performance report further underlined the 
importance of BASIX in realising these goals, finding that:

“The stationary energy sector (which includes residential households) continues  
to be the most significant source of greenhouse gas emissions in NSW.”10

NSW.”10
the BAsiX policy was initially introduced in July 2004 for single dwelling residential 
developments in the sydney region only. in July 2005 it was expanded to include single 
dwelling developments throughout nsw. since October 2005 it has also applied to multi-
dwelling developments. today the policy also applies to all residential alterations and additions 
with a value of $50,000 or more, and pool installations with a volume of 40,000 litres or more.

10 NSW State Plan Annual Performance Report 2010: Green State. the stationary energy sector includes emissions from fuel 
consumption for electricity generation, fuels consumed in the manufacturing, construction and commercial sectors, and 
households, such as for domestic heating.
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Table 1 - The staged expansion of BASIX coverage 2004 to 2007

Date BASIX applied to:

july 1 2004

All sydney local government areas except Blue mountains,  
hawkesbury and wollondilly:

• new single and dual occupancy dwellings and
• new boarding houses, guest houses, hostels, lodging-houses  

and backpacker accommodation under 300m2.

july 1 2005

throughout nsw:
• new single dwellings and dual occupancy and
• new boarding houses, guest houses, hostels, lodging-houses  

and backpacker accommodation under 300m2.

october 1 2005

throughout nsw:
• All new residential dwellings, including single dwellings, attached 

dwellings (such as villas and townhouses) and all unit dwelling 
developments.

 october 1 2006
• All residential alterations and additions throughout nsw with  

a total cost of works of $100,000 or more.

july 1 2007
• All residential alterations and additions throughout nsw with a total  

cost of works of $50,000 or more and new pools with a volume  
of 40kl or more.

BASIX Policy Goals and Objectives
the overriding policy goal of BAsiX is to encourage sustainable building design in residential 
developments, with the objective of reducing water consumption and greenhouse gas 
emissions.

Before BAsiX, local councils were responsible for securing sustainable outcomes for residential 
development. this was typically through development Control Plans in each  
local government area across nsw. By establishing one residential sustainability policy for  
all new developments across nsw and setting clear, measurable and reportable targets, 
BAsiX provides transparency, certainty and consistency for developers and homeowners  
to incorporate cost-effective sustainability measures. 

BAsiX delivers a number of key outcomes for planning and sustainable development:

• Regulatory efficiency through a single state-wide web-based tool

• Clear sustainable housing targets that can be used as a benchmark to monitor both 
the performance of the BAsiX policy itself, and also the progress of the state towards 
achieving national commitments to water conservation and greenhouse gas reductions

• A flexible, non-prescriptive, transparent and cost-effective approach to sustainable 
design, allowing homebuilders to determine how they will meet targets from a wide range 
of options and

• greater market certainty for industry, such as manufacturers of solar hot water systems, 
rainwater tanks and insulation, leading over time to improved affordability and cost of new 
technologies, and encouraging innovation in sustainable building design.

Other likely benefits include:

• decreased demand for new energy and water infrastructure

• more achievable supply levels for alternative water and energy efficient products

• improved peak demand management

• Reduced energy and water bills for home-owners and occupiers

• decreased air and water pollution from energy generation and use and

• increased comfort, health and amenity for occupants of BAsiX-compliant homes.
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What are multi-dwelling projects?
A multi-dwelling project is any new residential development consisting of more than one 
individual dwelling. Projects are differentiated throughout this report as follows:

• detached houses (often subdivisions or greenfield developments of separate homes)

• Attached houses (such as rows of townhouses or villas)

• mixed attached and detached houses

• low-rise units blocks (of 2 to 3 storeys)

• mid-rise units blocks (of 4 to 5 storeys)

• high-rise units blocks (of 6 storeys or more) and

• mixed houses and units (any combination of the above).

Why a separate multi-dwelling tool?

the nsw government has developed separate single and multi-dwelling tools because 
energy and water consumption patterns vary significantly between these types of residential 
development. this variance is primarily due to significant differences in occupancy rates, 
garden area, dwelling floor area and the additional energy and water requirements for common 
areas and central systems in multi-dwelling projects. the multi-dwelling tool is designed to 
include options for technologies specifically suited to multi-dwelling projects, especially unit 
blocks with significant common areas.

the BAsiX multi-dwelling tool assesses a project’s sustainability features at both the project 
level, including common areas and central systems, and at the individual dwelling level, such  
as the water and energy ratings of packaged appliances.

How BASIX Works

BASIX benchmarks and targets
Before the introduction of BAsiX, the nsw department of energy, utilities and sustainability 
(deus) and various nsw utility providers collated data on residential water consumption, 
energy use and greenhouse gas emissions in different dwelling types (including houses and 
units) across the state.11 this data was used to derive the average per capita benchmarks 
against which the BAsiX water and energy targets are set. the BAsiX average water 
consumption benchmark is 90,340 litres of water per person, per year and the BAsiX energy 
benchmark is 3,292 kilograms of greenhouse gas emissions (CO2-e ) per person, per year. 
these translate to 150,000 bottles of per water year, and 75% of one car’s annual greenhouse 
gas emissions per year.12

in order to qualify for development approval, every new residential development project in nsw 
must meet water and energy targets, meaning that developers must commit to levels  
of potable water consumption and greenhouse gas emissions that are a specified percentage 
below the BAsiX benchmark values. For instance, a water target of 40 indicates that potable 
water consumption is at least 40% lower than the BAsiX water benchmark. these targets vary 
according to geographic location and project type.

11 deus is now the nsw department of energy and the nsw department of environment, Climate Change and water. 
12 1 bottle of water = 0.6 litres. Annual emissions from 1 car = 4.36 tonnes of greenhouse gas emissions (CO2-e) 

per year (approx.).
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BASIX scores

the projected water consumption and greenhouse gas emissions against these benchmarks 
are represented by each project’s BAsiX water and energy scores. the scores are based  
on commitments made by developers to sustainable design features. For example, an energy 
score of 40 indicates that, based on the design commitments made, a dwelling’s projected 
greenhouse gas emissions will be 40% below the benchmark.

the BAsiX multi-dwelling tool analyses design data and project details specified by  
the user to estimate the water consumption, energy consumption and greenhouse gas  
emissions of a project. the percentages by which the estimated water consumption  
and greenhouse gas emissions fall below the BAsiX benchmarks determine the water  
and energy scores, respectively.

Figure 3 – On the BASIX website, progress bars help users to track water and energy 
scores throughout the certificate completion process

BASIX thermal comfort caps13

in addition to meeting water and energy targets, the estimated amount of energy needed per 
square metre for cooling and heating to maintain a comfortable temperature cannot exceed 
specified levels, known as BAsiX thermal comfort caps. the caps vary by geographic location 
and project type, and can be met through thermally-efficient design.

Figure 4 – BASIX compares predicted energy use for heating and cooling  
against an allowable maximum pass mark

13 BAsiX thermal comfort is assessed on a pass/fail basis. see Chapter 7 Thermal Comfort for further detail 
on how thermal comfort is assessed and contributes to energy scores in the BAsiX multi-dwelling tool.
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BASIX certificates

developers comply with BAsiX through an on-line program (referred to as the ‘BAsiX tool’) 
that is accessible to anyone at www.basix.nsw.gov.au. the user (usually the building designer) 
enters data relating to the design of the project and its dwellings (such as location, size, 
building materials, water sources and energy supply) into the BAsiX tool. this data is analysed 
by the BAsiX tool to determine whether the project’s water and energy scores meet mandated 
water and energy targets, and whether its estimated cooling and heating loads are below 
mandated thermal comfort caps. Only then will the user be able to generate and print a BAsiX 
certificate. 

the BAsiX certificate lists all the design commitments the user has made, and the certifying 
authority will check these at various stages of construction before final approval for occupancy 
is given. A development application cannot be processed without a BAsiX certificate.

Figure 5 – Sample BASIX certificate cover page showing project details and scores

Building Sustainability Index www.basix.nsw.gov.au

Multi Dwelling
Certificate number: 350185M

This certificate confirms that the proposed development will meet the NSW
government's requirements for sustainability, if it is built in accordance with the
commitments set out below. Terms used in this certificate, or in the commitments,
have the meaning given by the document entitled "BASIX Definitions" dated
29/06/2009 published by the Department of Planning. This document is available at
www.basix.nsw.gov.au

Director-General
Date of issue: Tuesday, 30 November 2010

Project summary
Project name Average low-rise unit
Street address 1 Test Avenue Hurstville 2220
Local Government Area Hurstville City Council
Plan type and plan number deposited 2
Lot no. 1
Section no. -
No. of unit buildings 1
No. of units in unit buildings 8
No. of attached dwelling houses 0
No. of separate dwelling houses 0

Project score
Water � 44 Target 40

Thermal Comfort � Pass Target Pass

Energy � 40 Target 35

Certificate Prepared by (please complete before submitting to Councl or PCA)

Name / Company Name:

ABN (if applicable):

BASIX Department of Planning www.basix.nsw.gov.au Version: 6.14 / CASUARINA_2_0_18_5 Certificate No.: 350185M Tuesday, 30 November 2010 page 1/14
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BASIX Targets and Caps

BASIX water targets

Before the introduction of BAsiX, the nsw department of energy, utilities and sustainability 
(deus) and various nsw utility providers collated data on residential water consumption in 
different dwelling types across the state.14 this data was used to derive an average per capita 
benchmark against which the BAsiX water targets are set.

the BAsiX potable water consumption benchmark is 247.5 litres per person, per day, or 
90,340 litres per person, per year. this benchmark incorporates the average per capita daily 
water consumption for household, common area, central system and irrigation use across 
nsw, weighted according to average occupancy in each development type. 

every new residential development in nsw is assigned a mandatory water target by BAsiX that 
depends on its location. the BAsiX tool determines whether a project meets this target based 
on commitments made by the developer regarding water supply, landscaping, common areas, 
dwelling fixtures and appliances. the assigned water target must be met or exceeded before a 
BAsiX certificate can be issued and development approved.

BAsiX water targets vary across the state according to climatic variation and water use 
patterns, in recognition of the reduced capacity to minimise mains water use in areas with 
low rainfall and high evaporation. As the following map shows, water targets are set higher in 
coastal areas where rainfall is higher, and are lower in arid inland regions, where the potential 
for minimising potable water consumption decreases.

Figure 6 – BASIX water target zones across NSW 

14 deus is now the nsw department of energy and the nsw department of environment, Climate Change 
and water. 
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in order to meet water targets, BAsiX encourages developers to commit to options such as:

• Rain or storm water collection 

• water treatment and re-use 

• water-efficient fixtures, fittings and appliances 

• Recycling of wastewater for toilet flushing, laundry and landscaping 

• efficient cooling towers 

• native low water-use landscaping and 

• Covers and shading over pools.

BASIX energy targets

Based on the type and location of each multi-dwelling project, BAsiX assigns a mandatory 
greenhouse gas emissions target (referred to as the energy target) that specifies a percentage 
by which the project’s predicted greenhouse gas emissions must fall below the benchmark 
value of 3,292 kg of CO2-e per person, per year. Currently these targets range from 5% to 40%, 
reflecting varying compliance costs between different locations and project types.

Prior to the introduction of BAsiX in 2004, energy needs for all dwelling types were assessed 
by the nsw department of utilities, environment and sustainability (deus) to ensure that all 
projects will have similar compliance costs, regardless of location or dwelling type.

the results of this analysis are illustrated in the following BAsiX energy target zone map. the 
distribution of targets across the state is determined according to climatic variation, reflecting 
the practicality of achieving low energy consumption in regional areas with greater climatic 
extremes, and recognising the historically higher energy demand for homes in these areas. 

For example, larger temperature fluctuations inland mean higher energy demand for space 
heating and cooling, which in turn often corresponds to higher greenhouse gas emissions. 
less greenhouse gas-intensive fuel sources, such as reticulated gas, are also not always 
readily available in these areas. 

Figure 7 – BASIX energy target zones across NSW
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Table 2 – BASIX energy targets

Project type Target

Zone 1 Zone 2 Zone 3

Detached and attached houses 40 35 25

Low-rise units (2 to 3 storeys) 35 30 20

Mid-rise units (4 to 5 storeys) 30 25 15

High-rise units (6 storeys or more) 20 15 5

Why do different project types have different energy targets?

energy targets for multi-dwelling projects vary according to building type.

the targets were established following data collation and analysis which found that unit 
dwellings have higher per capita greenhouse emissions than houses and were therefore likely 
to incur significant additional costs to meet a 40% reduction in emissions. Factors impacting  
on this higher energy consumption include lower occupancy rates per dwelling, common  
area energy use and heat loss in central hot water systems. On average, a pre-BAsiX high-rise 
unit generated almost twice the household greenhouse gas emissions per occupant than  
a detached house occupant.15

wHaT if a ProjeCT HaS More THaN oNe BuiLdiNg TyPe?

the BAsiX multi-dwelling tool assigns the energy target for a project based on the 
building with the least number of stories. this is done to encourage developers to certify 
the features of each building individually.

most BAsiX multi-dwelling projects tend to be of similar building types, with only about  
1% of assessed unit projects having mixed building height classifications.16

heights.16

in order to meet energy targets, BAsiX encourages developers to commit to options such as:

• energy-efficient hot water systems, such as gas, electric heat pump and solar systems

• energy-efficient heating and cooling systems

• high star Rating scheme rated dishwashers, clothes dryers, clothes washers  
and refrigerators

• lighting and operational controls for dwellings and common areas

• non-continuous ventilation systems in dwellings and common areas

• Building management systems

• Alternative energy supplies, such as co-generation plants or photovoltaic systems and

• timed filter pumps and energy-efficient heating in pools, spas and saunas.

15 see Chapter 5 Project Details: Dwelling occupancy for further information on average occupancy 
in multi-dwelling projects.

16 this does not include the 155 mixed house and unit projects certified by the BAsiX multi-dwelling tool 
during the reporting period. these will be reported separately.
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BASIX thermal comfort caps

data collated before the introduction of BAsiX indicated that the energy required to heat and 
cool an average nsw dwelling was responsible for around 13% (8% for heating and 5% for 
cooling) of total household greenhouse gas emissions.17 

thermal comfort refers to the amount, or ‘load’, of energy required to heat or cool a dwelling 
to a comfortable temperature. BAsiX sets maximum average allowable heating and cooling 
loads per square metre (referred to as ‘caps’) for each project to encourage sustainable design 
principles that minimise the need for artificial heating or cooling.

these caps are set according to dwelling type and local climate. For instance, projects located 
in colder alpine areas will have higher allowable heating loads and lower allowable cooling loads.18 

the BAsiX multi-dwelling tool requires users to specify the heating and cooling loads for each 
dwelling, and these must have been determined by an assessor accredited by the Association 
of Building sustainability Assessors (ABsA). 

in order to receive a BAsiX certificate, the average load for all dwellings in a project must not 
exceed a project-wide cap. BAsiX assigns a slightly higher cap for each individual dwelling, 
allowing for the higher heating and cooling loads of those dwellings with design obstacles to 
thermal efficiency (such as poor orientation due to location within a unit building). these can  
be balanced by the better performing dwellings in the project in order to meet the average cap.

unlike the nationwide house energy Rating scheme (natheRs) ‘star’ ratings that are based  
on total thermal loads (the sum of expected heating and cooling energy demand), BAsiX 
requires a pass to be obtained for both heating and cooling. this approach ensures that 
dwellings in a temperate climate such as nsw are designed to achieve an efficient energy 
consumption balance between summer cooling and winter heating.

BAsiX does not capture detailed information on how thermal comfort requirements are met  
in multi-dwelling projects - this information is retained by the ABsA assessor. sustainable 
design features encouraged by BAsiX to improve thermal comfort assessment for multi-
dwellings include:

• Passive solar orientation (such as facing dwellings to the north)

• Concrete slabs in floors

• insulation in ceilings and walls

• Cross ventilation allowing air to flow through dwellings, reducing the need  
for air-conditioning

• Performance glazing to retain or deflect heat and

• Roof overhangs, window eaves, pergolas and louvres to minimise solar  
heating in summer and to maximise it in winter.

17 see Chapter 8 Energy: Reducing greenhouse gas emissions in BASIX multi-dwellings for further detail on sources 
of emissions in average households.

18 see Chapter 7 Thermal Comfort for more detail on nsw climate zones.
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Translating BASIX thermal comfort into ongoing greenhouse  
gas emissions reductions

BAsiX links thermal comfort performance to energy targets by translating improvements  
in project design to reduced energy demand for household heating and cooling systems.

it is not always possible or cost-effective to reduce heating and cooling loads after building 
construction. For instance, planning the orientation and passive solar design of a dwelling  
to maximise heat gain from the sun in winter may not add significant additional development 
costs, but will be difficult to change once it has been built. 

By requiring thermally-efficient design to be incorporated into each multi-dwelling project, 
BAsiX seeks to embed ongoing energy efficiency in the building fabric and design of all new 
residences across nsw. 

however, increased consumer expectations, such as for round-the-clock cooling in summer, 
can work against the energy efficiency gains predicted by improved thermal performance. 
BAsiX works to counter this by considering the fuel source and efficiency of heating and cooling 
systems along with expected user behaviour when determining whether multi-dwelling projects 
have met their BAsiX energy targets.
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Why doesn’t BASIX use NatHERS star ratings to assess thermal efficiency?

BASIX balances summer cooling and winter heating

in natheRs-approved simulation tools, heating and cooling loads are calculated and combined 
into a total load to derive a thermal efficiency star rating. in BAsiX, these loads are assessed 
separately. BAsiX requires a pass to be obtained for both heating and cooling, leading 
to good thermal comfort in both winter and summer. this approach ensures that dwellings  
in a temperate climate such as nsw are designed to achieve an optimal balance of energy 
consumption between summer cooling and winter heating.

An assessment based on natheRs star ratings alone, as required by the Building Code of 
Australia, can allow heating or cooling loads to contribute a higher proportion of the combined 
total load than is necessary, and can mask underperformance in cooling or heating design. 

For example, in western sydney climate zones, the maximum thermal load for a 5 star  
(1st generation) building is 135 megajoules per square metre per year (mJ/m2/yr).19 the BAsiX 
thermal comfort cooling cap for an average-sized western sydney dwelling is 57 mJ/m2/yr. 
As such, a 5 star natheRs dwelling with a 100 mJ cooling load and 35 mJ heating load would 
not pass BAsiX thermal comfort due to the high demand for energy to cool the home, even 
though it does not require much energy to heat in colder times of the year.

BASIX links thermal efficiency to efficient performance of heating and cooling systems

natheRs star ratings promise increased comfort and amenity for occupants but are not directly 
linked with energy use for heating and cooling systems. without a link such as that provided  
by BAsiX, these ratings will be less effective in reducing greenhouse gas emissions from space 
heating and cooling, as inefficient systems may still be used to meet occupant expectations  
for thermal comfort.

BASIX provides a whole of house greenhouse gas emissions reduction strategy

A thermal comfort star rating alone can be misleading as a label takes into account only 
the energy used to heat and cool the building. BAsiX calculates that in the average nsw home, 
heating and cooling accounts for 13% of its greenhouse gas emissions. Other significant energy 
uses, such as lighting, refrigeration and hot water are not factored into natheRs star ratings. 

the BAsiX energy section assesses these other energy uses and therefore provides a more 
comprehensive indicator of a dwelling’s overall energy performance.

THerMaL aSSeSSMeNT requireMeNTS iN auSTraLia

to date, natheRs approved software is the only nationally required test for residential 
energy efficiency as required under the Building Code of Australia. 

in nsw, under BAsiX, comprehensive thermal evaluation using natheRs approved 
software or the BAsiX diy tool is mandatory for all new residential development.

19 Based on 1st generation natheRs v2.32A software.
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BASIX: An Adaptable Tool
BAsiX allows homebuilders a flexible range of options to meet water and energy targets based 
on individual circumstances. it recognises variability in the cost, design and performance of 
different sustainable improvements across different dwelling types and locations.

Ongoing assessment of existing and new technologies ensures that the BAsiX tool promotes 
contemporary, best-practice approaches to residential sustainability. BAsiX also provides for 
an alternative assessment method for developments that cannot be effectively described using 
the on-line tool.

wHaT SuSTaiNaBLe TeCHNoLogieS are rewarded iN BaSix?

BAsiX encourages:

• water-efficient fixtures and fittings

• Alternative water sources (such as tanks, reticulated recycled water  
or on-site water recycling)

• energy-efficient hot water systems

• energy-efficient lighting

• energy and water-efficient appliances

• improved building shell design and thermal performance

• energy-efficient heating and cooling systems

• Alternative energy generation (such as photovoltaic systems or co-generation plants).
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Meeting BASIX Targets and Caps
BAsiX certificates are generated through the BAsiX on-line assessment tool (www.basix.
nsw.gov.au). this software models user inputs on detailed design data such as location, 
size, construction material, water supply source and energy sources. these details are used 
to determine the potential water consumption and greenhouse gas emissions of every new 
residential development in nsw.

Below is an example of how data is entered into the BAsiX multi-dwelling user interface.

Figure 8 Sample BASIX multi-dwelling water fixtures and appliances screen

Completed developments are then checked by the relevant certifying authority to ensure that 
all commitments made in the BAsiX certificate have been met before an occupation certificate 
can be issued.
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BASIX Monitoring and Review Programs
BAsiX is a key nsw government initiative for achieving water efficiency and reducing 
greenhouse gas emissions across the state. As such, the performance of the BAsiX tool  
is subject to ongoing monitoring and review. this monitoring ensures that BAsiX delivers  
on its sustainability objectives and contributes to the refinement and improvement of BAsiX.

BASIX Ongoing Commitments Monitoring Program

the Ongoing Commitments Monitoring Program evaluates and reports on the selections made 
in BAsiX certificates generated by the on-line tool. these selections reflect the commitments 
that have been made by developers to meet the water, thermal comfort and energy targets  
for new residential development in nsw.

this Multi-Dwelling Outcomes 06-09 Report is the first summary of state-wide BAsiX 
commitments for energy and water efficiency in new developments consisting of more  
than one individual dwelling. it also represents a comprehensive study of the sustainable 
design strategies employed in nsw multi-dwelling development since the introduction  
of BAsiX.

Actual Performance Monitoring Program

in order to verify that the sustainable design features committed to in BAsiX certificates  
are being translated into actual improvements in residential sustainability, an ongoing Actual 
Performance Monitoring Program is being undertaken in collaboration with sydney water 
and energy utilities.

the program seeks to measure actual water and energy consumption in a representative 
sample of constructed BAsiX dwellings and compares these figures with those calculated  
by BAsiX. this provides a means of evaluating the effectiveness of the BAsiX Policy  
in reducing water consumption and greenhouse gas emissions.

BASIX reports

All reports published by the monitoring and review programs are available on-line  
at www.basix.nsw.gov.au.

Outcomes reports 

• 2004-2005 Outcomes: BASIX Ongoing Monitoring Program 
(outcomes of the first year of implementation of BAsiX in sydney)

• BASIX Single Dwelling Outcomes 05-08

• BASIX Multi-Dwelling Outcomes 06-09 (this report)

• BASIX Alterations and Additions Outcomes Summary (forthcoming)

Actual performance monitoring reports

• BASIX Monitoring Report: Water savings for 2007-08 
(with sydney water – single dwellings only)

• BASIX Monitoring Report: Water savings for 2008-09 
(with sydney water – single dwellings only)

• BASIX Multi-Unit Residential Cogeneration Demonstration Project 
(with mPi engineering – december 2007 to september 2008) 

• BASIX Preliminary Energy Savings (with energy Australia) (forthcoming)
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Future Plans for BASIX
the BAsiX policy and tools are designed to be adaptable. through regular system updates 
newly assessed technologies have been incorporated and redundant or unviable technologies 
have been removed.

the results from the BAsiX Ongoing monitoring Program are used to assess the performance 
of the BAsiX policy and determine scope for future changes, such as varying the energy, water 
and thermal comfort targets, and projecting future residential greenhouse gas emissions and 
potable water use in nsw. this also helps government and industry to calculate up-to-date 
BAsiX compliance costs. 

BAsiX also provides a rich, regionally specific data set which allows for integration with other 
regional planning data. this can be used to enhance the ability of all spheres of government  
to comprehend current trends and issues in residential development throughout nsw. 

Collaborative inter-agency projects are being undertaken to further the integration and 
compatibility of BAsiX with other federal, state and local government residential sustainability 
programs and policies. BAsiX currently utilises standards and policy settings from:

• Building Code of Australia (BCA)

• water efficiency labelling and standards (wels) scheme

• minimum energy Performance standards (mePs)

• national Appliance and equipment energy efficiency Committee (nAeeeC)  
star Rating scheme (electric)

• Australian gas Association star Rating scheme

• nationwide house energy Rating scheme (natheRs)

• sydney metropolitan water Plan and

• nsw greenhouse gas Reduction scheme.

BaSix aNd THe BuiLdiNg Code of auSTraLia

the Building Code of Australia (BCA) aims to achieve a nationally consistent set of 
minimum building standards for development and must be read in conjunction with any 
applicable local and state legislation. For nsw, additions to the BCA incorporate BAsiX  
as the dominant building control for energy and water efficiency in residential buildings.

BAsiX incorporates the BCA thermal building shell provisions and adds sustainability 
provisions for a range of additional energy and water uses.
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4 BASIX 
multi-dwelling 
outcomes analysis
this section compares the projected water consumption and greenhouse gas emissions of 
all BAsiX certified multi-dwelling projects against pre-BAsiX benchmarks over the reporting 
period 1 July 2006 to 30 June 2009.

Also featured is an overview of typical BAsiX multi-dwelling projects and their geographic 
distribution.

detailed analysis of the water, thermal comfort and energy components of BAsiX commitments 
can be found in Chapters 6 to 8.

the following graph shows the proportion of each type of multi-dwelling certified by BAsiX 
during the reporting period, indicating around 65% of assessed dwellings were units in 
residential flats.

Figure 9 – Multi-dwellings certified by BASIX during the reporting period
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BASIX Multi-Dwelling Water Consumption  
and Greenhouse Gas Emissions

Lower annual water consumption and greenhouse gas emissions

The 4,753 BASIX multi-dwelling projects certified 
during the reporting period are estimated  
to have already used 6.5 billion fewer litres 
of water and emitted 203,000 fewer tonnes 
of greenhouse gases than an equivalent number 
of average pre-BASIX dwellings.20

this represents an average saving for each dwelling of 78,000 litres of potable water and 
2 tonnes of greenhouse gases per year. this is equivalent to around 130,000 bottles of water 
and around 50% of an average car’s annual emissions saved for every new multi-dwelling 
home in nsw.

waTer CoNSuMPTioN aNd greeNHouSe gaS eMiSSioNS  
iN BaSix SiNgLe dweLLiNgS 

By comparison, the average house certified under the BAsiX single dwelling tool between 
2005 and 2008 stands to use, on average, 133,000 fewer litres of water and emit 
4 less tonnes of greenhouse gases than the average pre-BAsiX home per year. 

these savings are higher largely due to the higher occupancy rates in single dwelling  
than multi-dwelling homes – the average number of bedrooms in a multi-dwelling unit  
is 2 compared to 4 bedrooms for a BAsiX single dwelling. 

to June 30, all new residential developments approved under BAsiX are estimated to have 
used over 15 billion fewer litres of potable water, and to have emitted over 390,000 
fewer tonnes of greenhouse gases, than the same number of pre-BAsiX dwellings.

Lifetime water consumption and emission reductions

By 2050, all new dwellings approved since BAsiX was introduced are predicted to consume 
over 3 million megalitres less potable water and emit 102 million tonnes fewer 
greenhouse gases than an equivalent number of pre-BAsiX dwellings. this is equivalent 
to about one and two fifths times the capacity of warragamba dam and the annual 
emissions of over 20 million cars.

the following graphs compare the predicted water consumption and greenhouse gas 
emissions of new BAsiX nsw homes against average pre-BAsiX homes to 2050.21

20 According to figures published by the ABs on development approvals in nsw compared to the number of valid 
BAsiX certificates issued during the reporting period, 99.9% of all valid BAsiX certified single and multi-dwellings will 
be approved for development with an estimated 6 month time lag from BAsiX certification to development approval.  
the ABs categorises development in a slightly different manner, therefore data sets may show slight variations  
(source: ABS 8731.0 - Building Approvals, Australia, december 2009).

21 Based on adjusted nsw department of Planning performance projections, July 2010 and ABs housing figures, 
september 2009.
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Figure 10  – Predicted water consumption with and without BASIX in new NSW 
dwellings to 2050
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Figure 11 – Predicted greenhouse gas emissions with and without BASIX in new 
NSW dwellings to 2050
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Multi-Dwelling Performance  
Against BASIX Targets

53% of the BASIX multi-dwelling projects certified 
over the reporting period exceeded their water 
targets and 64% exceeded their energy targets. 
Average over-compliance across all projects and 
zones was 2.4 points above water targets and 
3.1 points above energy targets. 

Water scores

the following tables show the distribution of average water scores for house and unit projects. 
97% of all multi-dwellings were in the 40 target zone.22

Table 3 – Average water scores in multi-dwelling house projects

Water target zone Average score Number of projects Number of dwellings

40 42 3,187 13,929

30 33 132 761

20 24 87 350

10 17 21 83

0 21 9 105

Table 4 – Average water scores in multi-dwelling unit projects23

Water target zone Average score Number of projects Number of dwellings

40 43 1,307 30,653

30 31 4 23

20 26 8 117

10 - 0 -

0 - 0 -

the high over-compliance in zones with a lower water target suggests that multi-dwelling 
projects in these areas are meeting their targets with relative ease. As there is no explicit 
incentive to over-comply in BAsiX, this indicates that developers and market providers  
are now commonly accommodating sustainable technologies and residential design beyond  
the minimum compliance requirements of BAsiX. this is likely to be due to the improvement  
in default market options making it much easier to meet water targets than when BAsiX  
was introduced in 2004. the consistent level of over-compliance also suggests that increased 
targets would not incur significant further cost for the average multi-dwelling project in  
these zones.

22 see Chapter 6 Water: Multi-dwelling performance against BASIX Water targets for further detail on water scores 
by zone and project type.

23 includes all unit and mixed house and unit projects
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Energy scores

the following tables show the distribution of average energy scores for house and unit projects. 
note that energy targets vary by building height as well as location for unit projects.24

multi-dwelling house projects in the lowest energy target zones showed a relatively high level  
of over-compliance. like the water scores, this is likely due to improved standard market 
options, especially the widespread market preference for gas, solar and electric heat pump  
hot water systems over inefficient electric resistance systems which were the norm in 67%  
of dwellings before BAsiX was introduced.

Table 5 – Average energy scores in multi-dwelling house projects

Energy target Average score Number of projects Number of dwellings

40 43 2,854 12,305

35 38 237 1,111

25 31 346 1,816

Table 6 – Average energy scores in multi-dwelling unit projects25

Energy target Average score Number of projects Number of dwellings

40 42 166 3,343

35 38 548 7,531

30 32 340 7,954

25 26 11 174

20 23 247 11,564

15 15 4 115

5 5 3 122

How do MuLTi-dweLLiNg ProjeCTS PerforM CoMPared To SiNgLe 
dweLLiNg ProjeCTS?

the BASIX Single Dwelling Outcomes 2005-08 report found that single dwelling projects 
scored on average between 5 to 6 points above their water targets and 3 to 4 points 
above their energy targets. this higher level of over-compliance compared to that for  
multi-dwelling projects, particularly units, suggests that:

• single dwellings appear more likely to over-comply in their design, possibly due to the 
increased influence of non-cost factors such as aesthetics and personal preference.

• lower over-compliance in multi-dwellings reflects the split incentive issue in the 
property sector. i.e. a reluctance by home builders or unit developers to invest  
in higher efficiency designs and technologies that would achieve reduced running 
costs for owners and occupiers, but which may not translate into a direct return  
on investment.

• there may be room to  change the minimum energy and water targets, which in turn 
would serve to meet consumer expectations for lower running costs and further 
support the state’s water and greenhouse gas reduction targets. Any such increase 
would require a supporting cost-benefit analysis for industry.

24 see Chapter 3 Overview of BASIX for Multi-Dwelling Projects: BASIX energy targets for further analysis 
of how project type and energy zones affect multi-dwelling energy targets.

25 includes all unit and mixed house and unit projects.
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What types of development does  
the BASIX Multi-Dwelling Tool cover?
the BAsiX tool distinguishes between different types of development, allowing a close 
assessment of sustainability commitments for projects with varying demographic and structural 
characteristics. the project class definitions used in this report are as follows:

• detached houses (usually subdivided or greenfield lots)

• Attached houses (such as villa/townhouse developments - includes projects with both 
detached and attached houses)

• low-rise unit blocks (two to three storeys)

• mid-rise unit blocks (four to five storeys)

• high-rise unit blocks (six storeys or more) and 

• mixed house and unit projects (any combination of units and houses).

Development trends in BASIX

while it is difficult to determine trends with only three sample years, there was a marked 
slowing of growth in BAsiX certificate numbers between financial years 2006-07 and 2008-09. 
this is consistent with the economic slow-down and its impact on the construction industry. 
however, BAsiX certificates must be generated and issued preceding development approval, 
making data from the tool useful to forecast the types, locations and specific features of future 
development.

According to BAsiX estimates, total projects certified in the BAsiX single dwelling and  
multi-dwelling tools between July 2004 and July 2009 come to within 0.1% of total reported 
nsw house and unit dwelling approvals to december 2009. this suggests that within  
6 months of BAsiX certification, 99.9% of valid projects will be approved for development.26

How SigNifiCaNT are MuLTi-dweLLiNg ProjeCTS To reSideNTiaL 
deveLoPMeNT iN NSw?

Over the reporting period, BAsiX multi-dwelling certificates made up over 10% of all 
certificates for new residences, but around 52% of all dwellings. this indicates a large 
concentration of new dwellings within a relatively small number of multi-dwelling projects.27

ects.27

26 source: ABS 8731.0 - Building Approvals, Australia, december 2009. in order to maximise accuracy, all published 
BAsiX project data excludes certificates identified by the department of Planning as test, incomplete, duplicate  
or invalid certificates.

27 Comparing 4,753 multi-dwelling tool BAsiX certificates for 46,021 dwellings and 41,920 single dwelling tool BAsiX 
certificates issued between 1 July 2006 and 30 June 2009.
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the following table shows the total distribution of BAsiX multi-dwelling project types over 
the reporting period. unit projects featured the largest number of dwellings per project, while 
detached and attached houses made up over 70% of all projects but only 33% of all dwellings.

Table 7 – Total BASIX multi-dwelling certificates by project type

Project type
No. of 

projects
No. of 

dwellings

Average 
dwellings 

per project

Proportion 
of total 

projects

Proportion 
of total 

dwellings

Detached houses 1,024 3,303 3 21.5% 7.2%

Attached houses 2,093 8,209 4 44.0% 17.8%

Mixed attached and 
detached houses

319 3,716 12 6.7% 8.1%

Low-rise units 556 6,022 11 11.7% 13.1%

Mid-rise units 356 8,694 24 7.5% 18.9%

High-rise units 250 12,849 51 5.3% 27.9%

Mixed houses and 
units

155 3,228 21 3.3% 7.0%

All projects 4,753 46,021 10   
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the following table shows a stronger growth in certifications of unit dwellings than  
of house type developments. this has occurred alongside an increasing proportion  
of BAsiX multi-dwellings located in the sydney metropolitan region, from 52% in 2006/07 
to 68% in 2008/09.28 in sydney, large unit developments are more common than detached 
house subdivisions or townhouse rows, which featured more often in regional areas.

Table 8 – Trends in annual multi-dwelling BASIX project types

Year Project type No. of projects
No. of 

dwellings

Annual 
dwelling 
growth

20
0

6/
07

detached houses 309 1,007

Attached houses 645 2,783

mixed attached and detached houses 97 1,183

low-rise units 128 1,261

mid-rise units 74 2,001

high-rise units 42 2,061

mixed houses and units 23 518

All projects 1,318 10,814

20
07

/0
8

detached houses 382 1,213 20.5%

Attached houses 732 2,759 -0.9%

mixed attached and detached houses 97 1,206 1.9%

low-rise units 189 2,095 66.1%

mid-rise units 120 2,974 48.6%

high-rise units 90 4,823 134.0%

mixed houses and units 49 1,030 98.8%

All projects 1,659 16,100 48.9%

20
08

/0
9

detached houses 333 1,083 -10.7%

Attached houses 716 2,667 -3.3%

mixed attached and detached houses 125 1,327 10.0%

low-rise units 239 2,666 27.3%

mid-rise units 162 3,719 25.1%

high-rise units 118 5,965 23.7%

mixed houses and units 83 1,680 63.1%

All projects 1,776 19,107 18.7%

28 see Chapter 4 Outcomes: BASIX geographic distribution and regional analysis for further detail on regional 
distribution of BAsiX multi-dwelling projects.
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BASIX Geographic Distribution  
and Regional Analysis
the postcode and local government authority (lgA) is provided for each BAsiX project,  
which allows a rich understanding of how regions with different housing needs across  
nsw are responding to the BAsiX water and energy targets.

lgAs are combined into larger BAsiX geographic regions (see following maps) to identify 
trends and characteristics in sustainable residential development across nsw. these regions 
group lgAs with similar demographic and climatic conditions. the sydney metropolitan region 
is further divided into key suburban regions.

this regional analysis could be integrated with other planning data, enhancing the capability  
of governments at all levels to respond to residential sustainability issues on a region-by-region 
basis. Closer regional analysis of commitments made to meet BAsiX targets will be conducted 
at a later date.

Figure 12 – BASIX NSW geographic regions
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Figure 13 – BASIX Sydney Metropolitan subregions

62% of all dwellings certified in the BAsiX multi-dwelling tool during the reporting period were 
located in the sydney metropolitan region, reflecting a greater concentration there of high 
density unit projects. As illustrated in the following table, most detached house subdivisions 
were located in regional nsw where market demand for units is lower and land is more readily 
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Table 9 – Distribution of BASIX multi-dwelling projects across NSW geographic 
regions (excluding Sydney Metropolitan)

BASIX  
NSW region
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Central Coast 32 121 16 51 16 12 17 265 5.6%

Hunter 113 152 26 10 0 0 17 318 6.7%

Illawarra 49 70 12 15 10 11 6 173 3.6%
Mid North Coast 174 171 52 38 14 15 20 484 10.2%
Murray/ 
Murrumbidgee

96 25 4 5 3 1 4 138 2.9%

North Coast 52 81 16 8 11 5 5 178 3.7%
Northern Rivers 39 84 10 37 9 23 5 207 4.4%
Northern 
Tablelands

40 47 9 2 0 0 0 98 2.1%

South Coast 35 76 8 20 10 2 2 153 3.2%
Southern 
Highlands

41 54 7 7 2 0 3 114 2.4%

Western 65 84 18 4 0 0 0 171 3.6%
Regional NSW 
total (excl. 
Sydney)

736 965 178 197 75 69 79 2,299 48.4%

Proportion  
of projects in  
regional NSW  
(excl. Sydney)

71.9% 46.1% 55.8% 35.4% 21.1% 27.6% 51.0%

Table 10 – Distribution of BASIX multi-dwelling projects across  
Sydney Metropolitan subregions
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Sydney 
Metropolitan 
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Sydney 
Hinterland

11 30 4 9 0 2 3 59 1.2%

Sydney Inner 
Suburbs

42 320 17 167 148 106 17 817 17.2%

Sydney North 37 34 5 45 53 18 10 202 4.2%

Sydney Outer 
Suburbs

133 440 74 82 46 29 37 841 17.7%

Sydney South 65 304 41 56 34 26 9 535 11.3%
Sydney 
Metropolitan 
Total

288 1,128 141 359 281 181 76 2,454 51.6%

Proportion 
of projects 
in Sydney 
Metropolitan 
subregions

28.1% 53.9% 44.2% 64.6% 78.9% 72.4% 49.0%
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the following table shows the distribution of BAsiX multi-dwelling projects in twenty  
key population centres across nsw, which accounted for 82.6% of all BAsiX 
multi-dwelling certifications. 

Table 11 – BASIX multi-dwelling distribution in key population centres in NSW

City  
(Local Government Area)

Number of BASIX 
multi-dwelling 

projects

Number of  
BASIX certified  
multi-dwellings

Proportion  
of all BASIX  

multi-dwellings

Sydney (all Metropolitan 
Region LGAs)

2,454 28,576 62.1%

Newcastle City Council 201 1,533 3.3%

Tweed Heads  
(Tweed Shire Council)

93 1,299 2.8%

Wollongong City Council 134 1,181 2.6%

Gosford City Council 134 1,139 2.5%

Nowra-Bomaderry 
(Shoalhaven City Council)

53 720 1.6%

Cessnock City Council 122 660 1.4%

Coffs Harbour City Council 68 644 1.4%

Port Macquarie  
(Port Macquarie-Hastings 
Council)

67 594 1.3%

Orange City Council 59 331 0.7%

Queanbeyan City Council 53 313 0.7%

Tamworth Regional Council 31 228 0.5%

Albury City Council 42 152 0.3%

Wagga Wagga City Council 31 144 0.3%

Dubbo City Council 31 136 0.3%

Broken Hill City Council 7 100 0.2%

Lismore City Council 19 77 0.2%

Armidale Dumaresq Council 22 75 0.2%

Bathurst Regional Council 12 68 0.1%

Griffith City Council 7 51 0.1%

All key cities 3,640 38,021 82.6%
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Typical features of a sustainable  
multi-dwelling project
the information gathered by the BAsiX multi-dwelling tool provides a snapshot of new 
residential development in nsw and can identify trends in sustainable design commitments.  
the following figure depicts some of the sustainable design features suggested by BAsiX  
to meet water, energy and thermal comfort targets. 

the types of systems, fittings and fixtures used vary significantly, not only from project  
to project, but also between dwellings within projects. 

Figure 14 – Sustainable multi-dwelling project features encouraged by BASIX29

29 note that water fittings and appliances are now assessed under the wels star rating scheme, 
rather than given an ‘A’ rating.
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the following table illustrates the most common sustainable design features used to meet 
BAsiX targets for different multi-dwelling project types. 

Table 12 – Characteristic multi-dwelling project features30

 
Attached 
houses

Low-rise units Mid-rise units High-rise units

Average water target 39 40 40 40

Average water score 42 43 43 42

Average energy 
target

39 35 30 20

Average energy score 43 38 32 23

 PROJECT DETAILS 

Average number of 
dwellings per project

5 11 24 51

Average number 
of bedrooms per 
dwelling

3 2 2 2

Median project  
site area

808m2 1,059m2 1,395m2 1,877m2

Median non-
residential site area

no non-
residential site 

area

no non-
residential site 

area

no non-
residential site 

area
694m2

Median floor area  
per dwelling

110m2 85m2 93m2 85m2

Average number and 
median floor area 
of common areas 
(excluding gardens)

no common 
area

1 Covered car 
park: 419m2

2 ground floor 
lobbies: 22m2 
ea.

2 hallways or 
other lobbies: 
16m2 ea.

1 Covered car 
park: 727m2

2 garbage 
rooms: 15m2 ea.

2 ground floor 
lobbies: 24m2 
ea.

3 hallways or 
other lobbies: 
24m2 ea.

2 lift cars (area 
not assessed)

2 Covered car 
parks: 1275m2 
ea.

2 garbage 
rooms: 22m2 ea.

2 ground floor 
lobbies: 37m2 
ea.

4 hallways or 
other lobbies: 
32m2 ea.

2 lift cars (area 
not assessed)

2 Plant or 
service rooms: 
23m2 ea.

Average no.  
of unit buildings

not applicable 1 1 1

Average height  
of unit buildings

not applicable 3 storeys 4 storeys 8 storeys

Average number of 
residential car spaces 

7 15 35 67

Average number  
of non-residential  
car spaces

0 0 13 39

30 some features of detached house multi-dwelling projects are included in Typical features 
of multi-dwelling detached house projects in the Appendix.
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 WATER
Attached 
houses

Low-rise units Mid-rise units High-rise units

Alternative  
water supply

1 individual 
rainwater tank 
per dwelling

1 central 
rainwater tank

1 central 
rainwater tank

1 central 
rainwater tank

Alternative  
water supply uses

toilet, laundry, 
individual 
garden irrigation

toilet, common 
garden irrigation

toilet, common 
garden irrigation

toilet, common 
garden irrigation

Water fixture ratings 

taps, toilets and 
showerheads: 3 
wels stars
no common 
area fixtures 
specified

taps, toilets and 
showerheads: 3 
wels stars
no common 
area fixtures 
specified

taps, toilets and 
showerheads:  
3 wels stars
Common area 
taps: 3 wels 
stars

taps, toilets and 
showerheads:  
3 wels stars
Common area 
taps and toilets:  
3 wels stars

Appliance  
water ratings

not assessed

dishwashers 
and clothes 
washers:  
3 wels stars

dishwashers 
and clothes 
washers: 3 
wels stars

dishwashers 
and clothes 
washers: 3 
wels stars

Average garden area
individual 
gardens only: 
70m2 each

Common 
garden only: 
126m2

Common 
garden only: 
200m2

Common 
garden only: 
243m2

Average proportion 
of low-water use 
planting

none 52% of garden 52% of garden 54% of garden

 THERMAL COMFORT31 

Equivalent NatHERS 
star rating  
(per dwelling) 

5.1 stars 5.3 stars 5.5 stars 5.3 stars

es31

31 detailed information on how BAsiX thermal comfort requirements are met is not available as this data 
is captured by ABsA assessors (see Chapter 7 Thermal Comfort for further detail on assessing 
thermal comfort in BAsiX). 

Table 12 – Characteristic multi-dwelling project features (cont.)
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Table 12 – Characteristic multi-dwelling project features (cont.)

 ENERGY
Attached 
houses

Low-rise units Mid-rise units High-rise units

Common area  
light bulbs

no common 
area

Fluorescent 
or compact 
fluorescent

Fluorescent 
or compact 
fluorescent

Fluorescent or 
compact fluorescent

Common area 
lighting control

no common 
area

Car park:  
motion sensors
Other areas: 
manual on 
/timer off

Car park:  
motion sensors
garbage room: 
manual on/off
ground floor 
lobbies: manual 
on/timer off
hallways/lobbies: 
daylight sensor 
and motion sensor
lift cars: 
connected  
to call button
Other areas: not 
assessed

Car park:  
motion sensors
garbage room: 
manual on/off
ground floor lobbies: 
time clocks and  
motion sensors
hallways/lobbies: 
time clocks
lift cars: connected  
to call button
Plant/service room: 
manual on/off
Other areas:  
not assessed

Common area 
ventilation 
control

no common 
area

Car park: carbon 
monoxide monitor  
+ vsd fan
Other areas: 
no mechanical 
ventilation or  
not assessed

Car park: carbon 
monoxide monitor 
+ vsd fan
Other areas: 
no mechanical 
ventilation or  
not assessed

Car park: carbon 
monoxide monitor 
plus vsd fan
Plant/service room: 
interlocked to light
Other areas:  
not assessed

Dwelling 
bathroom, 
kitchen and 
laundry 
ventilation

individual fan, 
ducted to 
façade or roof 
with manual on/
off switch

individual fan, 
ducted to façade 
or roof with 
manual on/off 
switch

individual fan, 
ducted to façade 
or roof with 
manual on/off 
switch

individual fan,  
ducted to façade  
or roof with manual 
on/off switch

Hot water 
systems

individual 5-star 
instantaneous 
gas

individual 5-star 
instantaneous gas

individual 5-star 
instantaneous gas

Central  
gas-fired boiler

Heating 
systems

1-phase 4-star 
air-conditioning 
(living room 
only)

no individual 
heating system 

1-phase 5-star 
air-conditioning 
(bedroom and 
living room) 

1-phase 3.5 star  
air-conditioning  
(living room only)

Cooling 
systems

1-phase 3-star 
air-conditioning 
(living room 
only)

1-phase 5-star  
air-conditioning 
(living room only)

1-phase 5-star 
air-conditioning 
(bedroom and 
living rooms)

1-phase 3.5 star 
air-conditioning 
(bedroom and  
living rooms)

Bathroom/
kitchen natural 
lighting

Bathroom and 
kitchen Kitchen only

no natural lighting 
in bathroom or 
kitchen

no natural lighting  
in bathroom  
or kitchen

Rooms with 
80% or more 
energy efficient 
lighting

laundry, 
bathroom 
(dedicated 
fitting), hallway 
and kitchen

laundry, bathroom 
(dedicated fitting), 
hallway and 
kitchen

laundry, bathroom 
(dedicated fitting), 
hallway and 
kitchen

none

Type and 
efficiency of 
appliances

Cooking: gas 
cooktops and 
electric ovens
Other 
appliances not 
assessed in 
houses

Cooking: gas 
cooktops and 
electric ovens
dishwashers, 
clothes dryers and 
clothes washers: 
4 stars
Refrigerators:  
not specified
no common 
area appliances 
specified

Cooking: gas 
cooktops and 
electric ovens
dishwashers and 
clothes dryers: 4 
stars
Refrigerators and 
clothes washers: 
not specified
no common 
area appliances 
specified

Cooking: gas 
cooktops and  
electric ovens
dishwashers:  
3 stars
Clothes dryers:  
2 stars
Refrigerators and 
clothes washers:  
not specified
no common area 
appliances specified
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5 project details
What is the BASIX Project Details Section?
the project details section of the BAsiX tool collects data on the location and basic  
design features of each multi-dwelling project to determine the applicable water and  
energy targets, and to calculate the impact that design and system commitments  
will make on the ultimate water, thermal comfort and energy efficiency of the project  
(reflected in the water and energy scores).

this information comes directly from developers or designers and can also help to  
forecast future construction trends in nsw. this information can be used to improve  
and monitor progress towards strategic policy initiatives such as the nsw state Plan  
and metropolitan strategy.

this section of the report summarises the principal design features of BAsiX multi-dwellings 
and provides a snapshot of the types of projects that have been certified by the BAsiX  
multi-dwelling tool over the reporting period.

What project details does BASIX collect?

data entered by the user in the project details section include:

• development type

• Address, postcode and local government area (lgA)

• site area

• Roof area

• dwelling floor area (conditioned and unconditioned)

• number of dwellings

• number of bedrooms per dwelling

• number and height of unit buildings (if any)

• Floor area, location and type of any common areas or central systems and

• garden and lawn area for common areas and dwellings.

How do ProjeCT deTaiLS iMPaCT a ProjeCT’S BaSix SCore?

development type, postcode and building heights are used to determine energy 
and water targets.

roof area is used to ascertain maximum potential solar and rainwater collection areas 
for alternative energy or water supplies. Site area is also used to calculate potential 
stormwater collection area.

dwelling floor area is used to estimate the energy required to light, ventilate, cool 
and heat each dwelling.

Number of bedrooms is used to calculate average occupancy and predict water 
and energy consumption. the usage patterns of other rooms in a dwelling (such as 
bathrooms and living rooms) are also estimated based on the number of bedrooms.

Common area type, floor area and location are used to estimate the energy and 
water consumption of common areas within a project.

garden and lawn areas are used to calculate irrigation demand for potable water, and 
the potential for alternative water supplies and indigenous planting to reduce this demand.
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Development Size

Site area

A project’s site area refers to the total area of land on which the proposed development  
is to be carried out. 

the median site area of BAsiX multi-dwelling projects fluctuated greatly across project types, 
as illustrated in the following table. those project types with a greater site area (e.g. high-rise 
units) appear to use it to accommodate more dwellings and common areas, rather than to 
increase available dwelling floor area.

Characteristics of sustainable residential development are analysed in this report by project 
type, but the large variance of project sizes suggest that sustainability trends may vary due  
to site area as well as project type.

mid and high-rise units showed the greatest variability in project size, illustrated in the large 
differences between the lowest and highest quartile median values, as well as the greatest 
fluctuations in size from year to year.

Table 13 – Multi-dwelling project site area trends (m2)

Project 
type

Year
Median 
site area

Median lowest quartile
(smallest 25% of all projects)

Median highest quartile
(largest 25% of all projects)

A
tt

ac
h

ed
 

h
o

u
se

s

2006/07 783 558 2,168

2007/08 806 557 2,291

2008/09 837 560 2,228

2006-09 808 568 2,232

L
o

w
-r

is
e 

u
n

it
s

2006/07 1,038 514 2,651

2007/08 1,012 484 3,203

2008/09 1,083 500 2,569

2006-09 1,059 500 2,810

M
id

-r
is

e 
u

n
it

s

2006/07 1,432 568 6,210

2007/08 1,681 613 4,529

2008/09 1,224 590 4,323

2006-09 1,395 591 4,591

H
ig

h
-r

is
e 

u
n

it
s

2006/07 2,019 852 6,000

2007/08 2,060 677 7,198

2008/09 1,768 793 4,886

2006-09 1,877 778 5,819

Unit buildings

Based on energy consumption data collated by BAsiX for the dwellings and common  
areas of different multi-dwelling project types, the height of a unit building is used to set  
each project’s energy target. Currently the BAsiX energy targets are different for low-rise  
(2 to 3 storeys), mid-rise (4 to 5 storeys) and high-rise (6 storeys and over) unit blocks.32

BAsiX determines a project’s overall energy target based on the building with the least number 
of stories to encourage developers to complete separate BAsiX certificates for each building 
type (smaller buildings have higher targets). For example, a high-rise development will have  
a lower target if it is assessed as a stand-alone project rather than being assessed as part  
of a townhouse and unit project. (A high-rise unit block in sydney will have an energy target  
of 20, while an attached house project will have a target of 40). 

separate certification allows developers to focus and differentiate their BAsiX commitments 
according to the characteristics of each building type within a project.

32 Further detail on the impact of building height on BAsiX energy targets and scores is discussed in Chapter 8 Energy: 
Reducing greenhouse gas emissions in BASIX multi-dwellings. BAsiX research on multi-dwelling energy use available 
at: www.basix.nsw.gov.au/information/common/pdf/alts_adds_req/energy_mu_study.pdf. 
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Buildings with differing targets are usually dealt with separately by BAsiX users, as 79% 
of multi-dwelling unit projects comprised of one building only and around 99% of unit 
block projects were of the same project class (i.e. all low, mid, or high-rise buildings).33

Roof area

Roof area is the primary source for rainwater and solar energy harvesting for domestic use. 
BAsiX calculates the potential impact that rainwater tanks, photovoltaic energy supply and 
solar heating systems can have on a project’s water or energy score based on the available 
roof area and the geographic location of the project.

the following table illustrates the smaller roof area available per dwelling in large unit projects 
than house and low-rise projects. mid-rise and high-rise unit blocks can have difficulty sourcing 
significant volumes of rainwater or solar energy for all dwellings due to this low roof area to 
dwelling ratio. their relatively larger roof area accounts for the higher uptake of rainwater tanks 
and solar hot water systems in attached house and low-rise unit projects.34 

Table 14 – Available roof area per dwelling in average multi-dwelling projects

Project type
Median  

roof area (m2)
Average dwellings 

per project
Median roof area  
per dwelling (m2)

Attached houses 340 5 68

Low-rise units 421 11 38

Mid-rise units 552 24 23

High-rise units 758 51 15

Dwelling floor area

gross floor area includes the conditioned and unconditioned floor area of a multi-dwelling 
project and is used by BAsiX to help calculate the energy required for light, ventilation, cooling 
and heating. the following table shows a decline in the median size of individual dwellings over 
the reporting period, except in the case of high-rise units. 

Table 15 – Median multi-dwelling floor area trends (m2)

Dwelling type 2006/07 2007/08 2008/09 2006 - 2009

Attached house 114 108 111 110

Low-rise units 90 87 82 85

Mid-rise units 100 93 89 93

High-rise units 86 86 89 85

33 note that 155 mixed house and unit projects (3.3% of all projects) certified during the reporting period have been excluded 
from this part of the data analysis (see Methodology in the Appendix).

34 see Chapter 6 Water: Alternative water supply, Chapter 8 Energy: Alternative energy supply and Chapter 8 Energy: 
Hot water systems for further detail on rainwater tank, photovoltaic energy supply and solar hot water system distribution.
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Conditioned floor area

the conditioned floor area of a dwelling is the area of all rooms likely to require maintenance 
of a comfortable temperature through a combination of thermally efficient design and heating 
and cooling systems. this data directly impacts the calculation of a dwelling’s allowable energy 
loads for space heating and cooling in the BAsiX thermal comfort section.

Conditioned floor area means the total floor area of the dwelling excluding:

• Floor area that is not fully enclosed

• Bathrooms (but not en suites) and laundries with a ventilation opening  
(such as a door leading outside) and

• voids, store rooms, garages and car parks.

the total floor area of these excluded areas is entered as unconditioned floor area in the  
BAsiX tool. 

the following table shows the ratios of median conditioned to median unconditioned floor  
area. Conditioned area contributes a greater proportion of dwelling floor area in unit blocks, 
due to unenclosed and unconditioned spaces being located in common areas rather than  
in the dwelling for these project types. the energy and water consumption of common areas  
is assessed separately in the BAsiX multi-dwelling tool (discussed later in this chapter).

Table 16 – Conditioned floor area per dwelling (m2)

Dwelling type
Median conditioned 

floor area

Median 
unconditioned  

floor area

Average proportion  
of unconditioned  

floor area

Attached house 102 8 7.8%

Low-rise units 80 5 6.3%

Mid-rise units 89 4 4.5%

High-rise units 80 1 1.3%
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Dwelling Occupancy
the BAsiX tool uses the number of bedrooms and project type to estimate a dwelling’s 
average occupancy over its lifetime, based on Australian Census data. Occupancy is a key 
measure in BAsiX because each project’s predicted water consumption and greenhouse  
gas emissions are calculated on a per capita basis.35 

the occupancy measure is also used to identify the likely water consumption and greenhouse 
emissions of studies, laundries, kitchens and living rooms in a dwelling.

the distribution of dwelling bedroom numbers by project type is shown in the following table. 
Attached houses on average are designed to accommodate more occupants, which in turn 
leads to higher water consumption and greenhouse gas emissions.

Table 17 – Distribution of bedroom numbers by project type
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1 7.5% 58 20.8% 59 18.0% 58 30.5% 58

2 33.7% 89 51.1% 85 54.1% 90 49.8% 87

3 45.3% 122 26.0% 123 26.1% 123 18.0% 122

4+ 13.5% 155 1.9% 188 0.9% 152 1.7% 125

Average number 
of bedrooms

3 2 2 2

Median floor 
area (m2)

110 85 93 85

35 Occupancy rates are based on 2001 census data (source: 2040.0.30.004 - Census of Population and Housing: CDATA 
2001 Add-on Datapack -- Expanded Community Profile, 2001). For new housing, the actual occupancy is initially higher, 
declining over the life span of the building.
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Assessing Projects with Non-residential Areas
An application for a mixed use development in nsw that includes residential dwellings must 
be accompanied by a BAsiX certificate, although the BAsiX tool currently assesses only the 
water and energy performance of the residential components. where a development contains 
areas such as lobbies, garbage rooms or car parks that are used for both residential and 
non-residential purposes, users enter the floor area of these non-residential uses and BAsiX 
apportions water and energy demands to each. 

non-residential areas commonly feature in unit projects, and occasionally are found in attached 
house projects (see following table). non-residential areas can contribute a large proportion of 
a project’s total floor area, as illustrated in the table below.

Table 18 – Non-residential areas in multi-dwelling projects

Project type
Projects with 

some non-
residential area

Proportion  
of projects 

Median non-residential  
floor area in projects with 
non-residential area (m2)

Attached houses 85 3.1% 154

Low-rise units 155 27.9% 287

Mid-rise units 117 32.9% 323

High-rise units 139 55.6% 694

All projects 496 13.9% 313

Projects with non-residential car spaces

in addition to floor area, users can enter the number of car spaces of their project for residential 
and non-residential purposes. BAsiX apportions the water and energy demand from car parks 
based on the proportion of car spaces identified for residential purposes.

non-residential car spaces are most likely to be found in high-rise units than other project 
types (see following table).

Table 19 – Non-residential car spaces in multi-dwelling projects

Project type
Number of projects 

with some non-
residential car spaces

Proportion of project 
type with non-

residential car spaces

Average number  
of non-residential  
car spaces (if any)

Attached houses 894 37.1% 1

Low-rise units 258 46.4% 8

Mid-rise units 180 50.6% 13

High-rise units 157 62.8% 39

All projects 1,489 41.7% 8
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Common Areas and Central Systems
dwelling floor area in units is typically much smaller than in attached houses, and basic 
amenities such as store rooms, garages, garbage rooms or common gardens are often  
shared by residents, in addition to standard access areas such as hallways, lobbies and lifts. 
Over 92% of unit projects included some form of common area compared to only 8.5% 
of multi-dwelling attached house projects.

Based on user inputs for common area type and floor area, and design features specified in 
the water and energy sections, the BAsiX multi-dwelling tool calculates the water consumption 
and greenhouse gas emissions of common areas when determining a project’s score.

the inclusion of common area assessment in BAsiX certificates may also help to clarify 
responsibilities between owners and occupiers over future amendments to improve the 
property’s sustainability.

Common area design features that can improve BASIX scores

some of the ways that common areas can be improved to assist in meeting BAsiX water  
and energy targets include: 

waTer

• Providing a central alternative water supply for common garden irrigation,  
pools, spas, shared laundries and toilets

• indigenous or low-water use planting in common gardens 

• using high efficiency wels star rated clothes washers, taps, toilets  
and showerheads 

• using ‘closed’ fire sprinkler systems that reuse test water 

• shading or covers for common pools and spas and

• water meters or conductivity controllers for cooling towers.

eNergy

• installing a building management system to control lighting, cooling, heating  
and ventilation

• sourcing energy for common use from an on-site alternative energy supply  
such as solar panels or a co-generation plant

• using high-efficiency star rated clothes washers and dryers

• using fluorescent or other high efficiency lighting

• installing high performance gearless traction lifts rather than less efficient  
hydraulic models

• sourcing heating for pools, spas and saunas from an energy-efficient fuel source

• installing a pump timer for pools or spas

• installing operational controls such as timers or motion sensors to reduce 
unnecessary ventilation or lighting and

• Active power factor correction to reduce power transmission losses in large  
unit developments.
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Common areas and the BASIX energy target

data collated by the nsw government estimated that common areas contributed up to 40% 
of per capita greenhouse gas emissions in pre-BAsiX unit blocks, and that occupants of unit 
dwellings emit almost 1.5 times more greenhouse gases than house occupants. Consequently, 
internal dwelling efficiencies made to meet BAsiX energy targets in houses, such as high 
efficiency lighting or hot water systems, will have a proportionately lower impact in reducing  
per capita greenhouse gas emissions when made in unit projects. 

BAsiX recognises that because of common areas and lower occupancies it can be difficult 
to meet energy targets in large unit projects. therefore the BAsiX multi-dwelling tool allows 
developers to take advantage of technologies such as building management systems, high 
efficiency ventilation and lighting systems, co-generation plants and photovoltaic systems to 
improve their energy scores. energy targets have also been reduced for unit projects, reflecting 
the estimated contribution of per capita greenhouse gas emissions from common areas. 

Typical common areas in multi-dwelling projects

the following tables show the types and median floor area of common areas reported in  
multi-dwelling projects during the reporting period. the greater number and median floor  
area of common areas for mid and high-rise unit blocks, along with lower occupancy rates, 
means that common areas contribute a higher proportion of per capita energy and water  
use in these projects.

Common areas impact most significantly on BAsiX scores through energy needed for 
ventilation and lighting, and water consumption for garden irrigation, pools and spas. 
space heating and cooling also contributes to a large proportion of common area energy 
consumption but is not yet assessed by BAsiX.

details of central systems used in multi-dwelling projects over the reporting period, including 
common laundry appliances, central water tanks, fire sprinkler systems and hot water, heating 
and cooling systems, are discussed in the water and energy chapters of this report.
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Table 20 – Typical common areas in multi-dwelling attached house projects

Project 
type

Common area type

Total 
number of 
common 

areas 
assessed

Median 
area (m2)

Proportion 
of projects 

with 
common 
area type

Avg. no. of 
common 
area type 

per project 
(if any)

A
tt

ac
h

ed
 h

o
u

se
s

Car park 189 324 6.1% 1

Community room 31 75 0.8% 2

Garden (shared) 831 80 34.5% n/a

Garbage room 58 10 2.2% 1

Ground floor lobby 3 47 0.1% 1

Gym 3 20 0.1% 1

Hallway/lobby 5 17 0.1% 2

Lift car 41 n/a 1.0% 2

Lift motor room 0 - 0.0% -

Other internal area 66 18 1.6% 2

Plant or service room 1 8 0.04% 1

Pool and/or spa (indoor) 3  50 0.1% 1

Pool (outdoor) 24 n/a 0.8% 1

Sauna 0 n/a 0.0% 1

Spa (outdoor) 2 n/a 0.1% 1

Switch room 2 5 0.1% 1

No common area - - 91.5% -

Some common area 
(excl. garden)

428 359 8.5% 2

Table 21 – Typical common areas in multi-dwelling low-rise unit projects 

Project 
type

Common area type

Total no. of 
common 

areas 
assessed

Median 
area (m2)

Proportion 
of projects 

with 
common 
area type

Avg. no. of 
common 
area type 

per project 
(if any)

L
o

w
-r

is
e 

u
n

it
s

Car park 444 419 64.9% 1

Community room 31 53 5.0% 1

Garden (shared) 471 126 84.7% n/a

Garbage room 278 11 39.9% 1

Ground floor lobby 467 22 52.5% 2

Gym 12 30 2.2% 1

Hallway/lobby 711 16 55.0% 2

Lift car 353 n/a 42.8% 1

Lift motor room 66 7 9.2% 1

Other internal area 140 12 12.9% 2

Plant or service room 170 11 18.0% 2

Pool and/or spa (indoor) 0 - 0.0% -

Pool (outdoor) 31 n/a 5.4% 1

Sauna 1 n/a 0.2% 1

Spa (outdoor) 4 n/a 0.7% 1

Switch room 107 4 17.6% 1

No common area - - 16.4%  

Some common area 
(excl. garden)

2,815 441 83.6% 6
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Table 22 – Typical common areas in multi-dwelling mid-rise unit projects 

Project 
type

Common area type

Total no. of 
common 

areas 
assessed

Median 
area (m2)

Proportion 
of projects 

with 
common 
area type

Avg. no. of 
common 
area type 

per project 
(if any)

M
id

-r
is

e 
u

n
it

s

Car park 460 727 89.9% 1

Community room 35 56 5.6% 2

Garden (shared) 328 200 92.1% n/a

Garbage room 400 15 72.5% 2

Ground floor lobby 427 24 71.3% 2

Gym 8 53 2.2% 1

Hallway/lobby 868 24 78.1% 3

Lift car 523 n/a 86.0% 2

Lift motor room 110 5 20.5% 2

Other internal area 161 15 19.9% 2

Plant or service room 270 11 38.8% 2

Pool and/or spa (indoor) 1 4 0.3% 1

Pool (outdoor) 35 n/a 9.9% 1

Sauna 1 n/a 0.3% 1

Spa (outdoor) 5 n/a 1.5% 1

Switch room 135 8 32.0% 1

No common area - - 2.5% -

Some common area 
(excl. garden)

3,439 947 97.5% 10

Table 23 – Typical common areas in multi-dwelling high-rise unit projects 

Project 
type

Common area type

Total no. of 
common 

areas 
assessed

Median 
area (m2)

Proportion 
of projects 

with 
common 
area type

Avg. no. of 
common 
area type 

per project 
(if any)

H
ig

h
-r

is
e 

u
n

it
s

Car park 385 1275 94.0% 2

Community room 35 45 11.2% 1

Garden (shared) 228 243 91.2% n/a

Garbage room 390 22 87.6% 2

Ground floor lobby 293 37 77.6% 2

Gym 38 61 14.8% 1

Hallway/lobby 853 32 86.0% 4

Lift car 563 n/a 96.4% 2

Lift motor room 90 5 22.0% 2

Other internal area 127 27 26.0% 2

Plant or service room 302 23 60.0% 2

Pool and/or spa (indoor) 4 160 1.6% 1

Pool (outdoor) 46 n/a 17.0% 1

Sauna 6 n/a 2.4% 1

Spa (outdoor) 11 n/a 4.7% 1

Switch room 137 10 42.4% 1

No common area - - 0.8% -

Some common area 
(excl. garden)

3,280  2,607 99.2% 13
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Table 24 – Typical common areas in all multi-dwelling projects

Project 
type

Common area type

Total 
number of 
common 

areas 
assessed

Median 
area (m2)

Proportion 
of projects 

with 
common 
area type

Avg. no. of 
common 
area type 

per project 
(if any)

A
ll 

p
ro

je
ct

s
Car park 1,478 650 29.7% 1

Community room 132 56 2.7% 1

Garden (shared) 1,856 105 52.0% n/a

Garbage room 1,126 15 21.0% 1

Ground floor lobby 1,190 35 20.8% 2

Gym 61 51 1.7% 1

Hallway/lobby 2,437 23 22.4% 3

Lift car 1,480 n/a 22.6% 2

Lift motor room 266 5 5.0% 1

Other internal area 494 16 6.9% 2

Plant or service room 743 15 10.9% 2

Pool and/or spa (indoor) 8 97 0.2% 1

Pool (outdoor) 136 n/a 3.7% 1

Sauna 8 n/a 0.2% 1

Spa (outdoor) 22 n/a 0.6% 1

Switch room 381 7 9.0% 1

No common area - - 64.5% -

Some common area 
(excl. garden)

10,694 177 35.5% 1

Common areas servicing both residential and non-residential areas

in projects that share common areas between residential and non-residential use (mixed use), 
BAsiX only assesses residential use when evaluating a project’s energy and water scores. 
the assessed consumption of mixed use common areas is calculated by BAsiX according  
to the ratio of total residential and non-residential floor area in the project. in mixed use  
car parks, assessed consumption is calculated according to the ratio of residential and  
non-residential car spaces.

the following table shows the number of common areas shared projects with non-residential 
areas, indicating that where projects feature some mixed-use area, over one third of common 
areas are likely to be shared mixed use.

Table 25 – Multi-dwelling projects with mixed-use common areas

Project type
Number of mixed-use 

common areas

Number of common 
areas in mixed  
use projects

Proportion of all 
common areas in 

mixed use projects

Attached house 32 92 34.8%

Low-rise units 338 955 35.4%

Mid-rise units 374 1,010 37.0%

High-rise units 644 1,843 34.9%

All projects 1,388 3,900 35.6%
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6 water
Reducing Water Consumption  
in BASIX Multi-Dwellings
the nsw state Plan aims to provide a secure and sustainable water supply for all users.  
it sets a target of saving 145 billion litres of water per year by 2015, representing a 25% 
reduction in water demand in sydney, where most (62%) of BAsiX multi-dwellings are 
located. in 2009 government programs saved a total of 76 billion litres of water a year. 

BAsiX is contributing to the state Plan by ensuring that new dwellings are designed to use  
less potable water than pre-BAsiX homes. BAsiX dwellings in sydney approved to date  
are predicted to already save over 6 billion litres of water a year, around 4% of the state 
target. this chapter reports in detail on the water-efficient design features committed to  
by BAsiX users.

iMProveMeNTS iN SydNey waTer effiCieNCy

According to the 2010 nsw state Plan Performance Report, greater sydney now uses  
the same amount of water used in the early 1970s, despite having 1.3 million more people.

Multi-dwelling water efficiency

According to the commitments made in the BAsiX tool, multi-dwelling projects approved for 
development during the reporting period are predicted to use almost 155 billion fewer litres 
of water than an equivalent number of average pre-BAsiX dwellings, over an estimated 40 year 
building lifespan to 2050.

the following table shows how different BAsiX multi-dwelling project types are scoring with 
respect to their targets. the higher per dwelling savings in houses is due to their higher average 
rate of occupancy, as BAsiX measures savings on a per capita basis.

Table 26 – Average water scores by project type36

Multi-dwelling  
project type

Number of 
dwellings

Average 
water 
target

Average 
water 
score

Predicted 
average water 

savings,  
per dwelling,  

per year (L)

Predicted total 
water savings, 

per year (L)

Detached houses 3,303 38.3 41.1 97,313 321,424,839

Attached houses 11,925 39.1 41.5 85,922 1,024,619,850

Low-rise units 6,022 39.7 42.8 75,032 451,842,704

Mid-rise units 8,694 40.0 42.9 77,337 672,367,878

High-rise units 12,849 40.0 41.7 70,657 907,871,793

Mixed houses 
and units

3,228 39.7 42.3 75,303 243,078,084

All projects 46,021 39.1 41.7 78,686 3,621,205,148

36 water savings calculated as the amount by which predicted annual water consumption falls below benchmark 
(measured in litres). ‘Attached houses’ includes projects with a mix of attached and detached houses.
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Multi-dwelling performance against BASIX water targets

Over 94% of BAsiX multi-dwelling projects were located in coastal nsw and had a BAsiX 
water target of 40. the following table indicates that projects located in regional areas with 
lower water targets scored, on average, well above their targets. 

Table 27 – Average BASIX multi-dwelling water scores and project distribution

Water target
Average  

water score
Number  

of projects
Number of 
dwellings

Proportion  
of all projects

40 42 4,492 44,582 94.5%

30 33 136 784 2.9%

20 24 95 467 2.0%

10 17 21 83 0.4%

0 21 9 105 0.2%

this high level of over-compliance in zones with lower water targets (targets of 30 or less) can 
be partly attributed to the increase in minimum standards for water fixtures introduced by the 
water efficiency labelling and standards scheme (wels). since BAsiX was introduced, this 
program has helped to standardise higher efficiency fixtures and appliances in the market, 
making water-efficient design more cost-effective.37

How multi-dwelling projects are meeting BASIX water targets

the following chart shows the average contribution of residential uses to the per person water 
consumption benchmark, indicating that improvements to shower, irrigation, laundry and toilet 
water efficiency can have the greatest impact on per capita water consumption. 

Figure 15 – Average per capita water consumption in pre-BASIX dwellings38

37 BAsiX introduced July 2004. wels labelling and minimum performance standards introduced July 2006. Building Code 
of Australia minimum 3 star showerhead rating introduced may 2006. 

38 ‘Other’ includes average consumption for leaks, evaporative cooling, car washing, fire sprinkler systems and other central 
system or common area uses. 
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Alternative water

the predicted water efficiency of BAsiX multi-dwelling projects over the reporting period  
has been driven largely by an increase in the use of alternative water sources, particularly 
rainwater tanks, for irrigation, toilet and laundry use. 63% of BAsiX multi-dwelling projects 
had some form of alternative water supply to reduce their potable water demand. Also 
contributing to water scores was the use of on-site and reticulated recycled water systems,  
and low water-use planting.

High performance taps and toilets

For multi-dwelling projects the wels ratings of internal dwelling showerheads, taps and  
toilets must be specified. Over the reporting period, 40.4% of toilets and 49.3% of taps 
were specified with a wels rating of 4 stars or higher.

Clothes washers and dishwashers

due to potential difficulties in securing a cost-effective alternative water supply in unit dwellings, 
wels-rated dishwashers and clothes washers can be nominated for these dwelling types  
to help them to meet their water targets. Over the reporting period, 35.8% of dishwashers 
and 28.7% of clothes washers nominated in BAsiX were specified with a wels rating of 
4 stars or higher. 

Watering gardens

Attached houses and low-rise units are more likely to have large private gardens shared  
across fewer dwellings, and therefore higher per capita irrigation demand, which accounts  
for the higher take-up of alternative water supplies in these building types.39 in average 
pre-BAsiX households, garden irrigation accounted for 12.6% of per capita water consumption 
in attached houses, compared to only 3.9% in units.

wHaT feaTureS are eNCouraged By BaSix  
To MeeT THe waTer TargeTS?

to meet the BAsiX water targets, the multi-dwelling tool encourages design improvements 
including:

• Providing a central alternative water supply, such as tanks or recycled water systems, 
for common garden and lawn irrigation, car wash bays, shared laundries and toilets

• Providing an individual alternative water supply for use in dwelling toilets, laundries, 
individual pools or spas and private gardens

• indigenous or low water use planting in gardens to reduce irrigation demand 

• using high efficiency wels star rated dishwashers, clothes washers, taps, toilets  
and showerheads 

• using ‘closed’ fire sprinkler systems that reuse test water 

• shading or covers for common pools and spas and

• water meters or conductivity controllers for cooling towers.

39 see Chapter 6 Water: Landscaping for further detail of irrigation demand and water supply in BAsiX multi-dwellings.
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Alternative Water Supply
Committing to an appropriate alternative water supply is often required for a multi-dwelling 
project to meet its BAsiX water target. Alternative water supply options included in the  
BAsiX multi-dwelling tool include:

• Rain or stormwater tanks (central or individual)

• On-site water recycling/treatment systems or 

• Connections to reticulated recycled water systems provided by a water utility. 

the impact of an alternative water supply on a project’s water score will depend  
on a combination of factors:

• Rainfall and evaporation patterns in the nominated postcode area

• Available water collection area (roof for rainwater tanks, gardens or other  
impervious surfaces for stormwater tanks)

• tank volume

• Recycled water system flow rates

• number and estimated occupancy of the project’s dwellings and

• Amount of water required and allocated for non-potable use.

for wHaT PurPoSeS CaN aN aLTerNaTive waTer SuPPLy Be uSed?

subject to water quality and nsw health regulations, BAsiX allows alternative water  
to be used for:

• toilets

• laundries

• garden irrigation

• Private pools and spas

• Car wash bays

• domestic hot water (single dwellings only) and

• Cooling towers.

63% of BAsiX multi-dwellings (25,036 dwellings) used some form of alternative water supply 
- 36% were in projects with large central rainwater tanks (mostly mid and high-rise units) and 
22% were connected directly to individual water tanks (mostly low-rise units and attached 
houses). the other 5% used recycled water and the 37% that did not have an alternative water 
supply were primarily high-rise unit dwellings and use only mains water. some alternative water 
supplies were not connected to dwellings but used in common areas instead.

the following table indicates that while water tanks are the most common alternative water 
supply source, their frequency decreases as unit height increases. Recycling systems are  
also more significant providers of alternative water in attached house and high-rise unit 
projects, this is possibly because they are more likely to be located in areas with access  
to reticulated recycled water. in the case of high-rise units, there are more dwellings to bear  
the cost of a central on-site recycling system.
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Table 28 – Dwellings with alternative water supply40

Dwelling type
On-site or reticulated 

recycled water system
Individual  

tank system
Central tank 

system

Attached houses 7.1% 67.4% 15.8%

Low-rise units 1.8% 8.8% 51.6%

Mid-rise units 3.3% 0.8% 51.4%

High-rise units 5.1% 0.1% 39.2%

All projects 4.8% 21.9% 36.7%

Why don’t units always need an alternative water supply to pass BASIX?

larger unit projects, especially high-rises, usually have a higher occupant to garden area ratio, 
which means that irrigation demand is shared amongst a greater number of dwellings, thereby 
reducing its impact on per capita water consumption.

incremental improvements to internal dwelling efficiencies (e.g. high efficiency taps, toilets 
and dishwashers) and low water use planting will have a greater impact in reducing total water 
demand in these projects than in projects with few dwellings and relatively large garden areas 
per occupant. these smaller projects will usually need an alternative water supply to balance 
their irrigation requirements.41

Other considerations limiting alternative water supplies in unit projects include:

• the higher cost of plumbing alternative water supply systems to large numbers  
of dwellings

• the tendency to maximise dwelling floor area in mid and high-rise units limits the 
placement options for suitably sized tanks. Allocating a site area for tanks and the 
collection area required to fill them reduces available outdoor recreation space, which  
is often perceived to secure a greater return on investment than water tanks and

• many higher density unit projects have a roof area to dwelling ratio that is too low  
to significantly reduce the project’s reliance on mains water consumption through 
rainwater collection.42

Water tanks

Rainwater tanks are the simplest and most common alternative water supply option selected 
for multi-dwelling projects. stormwater tanks are also an option in BAsiX. these are different 
from rainwater tanks in that they collect water from impervious surfaces, gardens, lawns or 
planter boxes as well as the roof.

99% of individual tanks for multi-dwelling projects were for rainwater only, while 17% of central 
tank systems sourced stormwater as well. the lower popularity of stormwater compared to 
rainwater-only is probably due to the cost of additional treatment requirements for stormwater, 
and limitations on what it can be used for (stormwater has a higher contamination risk than 
roof-collected rainwater, and in most cases requires further treatment before it can be used  
for anything other than private garden irrigation).

40 see Chapter 6 Water: Water tanks and Recycled water systems for further detail on the distribution of alternative 
supply types in BAsiX multi-dwellings.

41 see Chapter 6 Water: Landscaping for further detail.
42 see Chapter 5 Project Details: Roof area for further data on roof area.
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How Big SHouLd a TaNK Be?

there is no ‘one size fits all’ answer to this question. Optimal tank size varies for different 
dwellings depending on the rainfall pattern in a geographic location, the dwelling  
and garden area size, the roof catchment area and the uses to which the collected water  
is allocated. 

BAsiX calculates a tank’s potential supply and demand capacity based on these variables. 

increasing the rainwater tank size will not necessarily improve the BAsiX water score 
unless it is matched by a greater capacity to harvest rainwater and an increased allocation 
of the water to an appropriate end use.

typically, a 2000l tank is recommended to satisfy toilet and irrigation use.

Central tank systems or individual tanks?

Central tanks and individual tanks have differing permitted end uses, and this may influence 
a decision between the two. Central rainwater tanks can supply water for common or private 
garden irrigation without restriction and, depending on the level of treatment, to individual 
toilets and laundries. individual tanks can supply water to a range of additional uses, including 
internal toilets and laundries without restriction and topping up individual pools or spas,  
but only for the use of the dwelling to which the tank is allocated.

the following graph shows that attached house projects are most likely to have some dwelling 
area devoted to collecting and storing water, with individual tanks selected for 76% of attached 
house dwellings, and a central tank selected for only 15%.

where a tank is nominated for unit projects, a central tank is the most common selection 
(44.8% of all unit dwellings compared to only 2.2% with individual tanks), with an average 
of 10 dwellings per central tank system. limited placement options and small roof collection 
areas are likely factors in the low take-up of individual water tanks for units. 

some central tanks are provided for common area use only and are not connected to  
any dwellings.

Figure 16 – Dwellings with connections to a tank water supply

the following table shows that the tank volume available per dwelling for central tanks in units 
is much lower than the 2000 litres suggested for satisfying demand for toilet and irrigation 
use. this is to be expected since a lower roof area to dwelling ratio in unit blocks means that 
larger tanks are unlikely to reach capacity, while a lower garden area to dwelling ratio means 
that less irrigation water per dwelling is needed. Central tanks may also not supply every 
dwelling in a project.
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Table 29 – Available alternative water per dwelling with central tanks

Project type
No. of dwellings 
in projects with 
central tanks

Median tank 
volume (L)

Avg. no. of 
dwellings per 
central tank 

system

Avg. available 
litres per 

dwelling, if full

Attached houses 1,603 10,000 5 2,000

Low-rise units 3,230 10,000 7 1,428

Mid-rise units 4,483 10,000 13 769

High-rise units 4,638 19,000 24 792

All projects 13,954 10,000 10 1,000

volumes of individual tanks shown in the following table indicate that individual tanks are able 
to satisfy greater water demand than central tanks. 

Table 30 – Available tank water per dwelling with individual tanks

Dwelling type
Number of dwellings 
with individual tanks

Median volume (L)

Attached houses 8,036 2,500

Low-rise units 527 3,000

Mid-rise units 67 1,250

High-rise units 10 2,000

All dwellings 8,640 2,500

there was a decrease in the median size of individual tanks during the reporting period:  
from 3,000L in 2006/07 to 2,400L in 2008/09. this reflects the increasing availability of smaller 
slimline tanks since the introduction of BAsiX.

aLTerNaTive waTer SuPPLy iN SiNgLe dweLLiNg ProjeCTS

Around 98% of single dwellings certified by the BAsiX single unit dwelling tool during the 
reporting period 2005-08 had some form of alternative water supply, with 95% committing 
to an individual rain or stormwater tank.43

the median tank size for single dwellings was 4,500L, almost twice the 2,500l 
per-dwelling average for multi-dwellings. this is probably due to larger irrigation demand 
per dwelling - the average garden and lawn area for BAsiX single dwellings was 400m2 
in regional nsw and 300m2 in sydney, compared to 130m2 for an average multi-dwelling 
attached house and 30m2 per dwelling for new units.

 ney.43

43 see BASIX Single Dwellings Outcomes 05-08 Report.
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Recycled water systems

For many multi-dwelling projects it may be difficult to reduce water demand with rain or 
stormwater collection alone due to insufficient collection area shared across large numbers  
of dwellings. in recognition of this, the BAsiX multi-dwelling tool also gives developers the 
option to meet water targets by incorporating on-site water recycling systems or connecting  
to a reticulated recycled water supply to provide water for non-potable uses.

On-site recycled water systems

An on-site recycled water system allows for the reuse of greywater or wastewater in a project. 
depending on the level of treatment, recycled water can be used for garden irrigation and 
some internal uses. 

most on-site recycled water systems are greywater treatment systems that provide water  
for common and individual gardens and, if approved by nsw health authorities, for individual 
toilets, laundries and cooling towers. this water cannot be used for pools or spas due to 
potential health risks.

wHaT iS greywaTer?

greywater is the wastewater from bathrooms, kitchens, laundries and other household 
use, excluding sewage (wastewater from toilets, urinals and bidets is referred to as 
blackwater).

most greywater systems use only water from laundries and bathrooms due to the 
adequate volume and lower level of contamination from these sources.

the following table shows the average water available for dwellings per day (flow rate) in 
projects with on-site recycled water systems certified by BAsiX over the reporting period. 
depending on the eventual number of occupants in each dwelling and the uses of the recycled 
water, these systems can provide almost a third of average pre-BAsiX domestic water 
consumption.44

Almost all on-site recycled water systems were located in zones with a water target of 40, 
typically with an above-average number of dwellings.45

Table 31 – Dwellings with on-site recycled water systems46

Project type
Total 

dwellings
Total 

systems
Avg. no. of dwellings 

per system

Avg. flow rate 
available per  

dwelling (L/day)

Attached houses 636 16 40 229

Low-rise units 94 5 20 171

Mid-rise units 209 5 40 181

High-rise units 557 8 70 100

All projects 1,496 34 44 171

40% of dwellings in these projects used the on-site recycled water system for individual 
laundry use, 57% for internal toilets and 35% for garden irrigation.

44 Based on an average sydney multi-dwelling with two bedrooms and an average occupancy rate of 2.03 (as per ABs). 
Average pre-BAsiX water consumption is 247.5 litres of water per person, per day.

45 Average number of dwellings per multi-dwelling project is 10. see Chapter 4 Outcomes: What types of development 
does the BASIX Multi-Dwelling Tool cover? for further detail on average dwelling numbers in different project types.

46 5 projects that appeared to erroneously select excessive system flow rates (of equal to or over 1000L of water per day, 
per dwelling) were removed from these calculations. the BAsiX engine only recognises the water demand being satisfied 
by on-site recycled water, so any unnecessary over-supply will not significantly distort the calculated water scores. the 
relatively large flow rates in attached house projects could also indicate private wastewater systems for large subdivisions 
outside of the current reticulated water scheme supply areas recognised by BAsiX. 
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Reticulated recycled water systems

Reticulated recycled water systems are operated by a water utility or central authority and 
deliver recycled water alongside mains water through a secondary reticulation system. in most 
cases this involves the treatment and re-use of both greywater and sewage (blackwater).

the reticulated recycled water option is only available in certain areas where there is access  
to a recognised scheme. schemes currently recognised in BAsiX are listed below. 

Table 32 – Recognised reticulated recycled water schemes

Scheme name Local Government Authority Permitted uses

Ballina Heights Development Area Ballina shire Council Outdoors, toilets

Bingara Gorge wollondilly shire Council Outdoors, toilets

Chisholm maitland City Council
Outdoors, toilets,  
clothes washers

Farley South maitland City Council
Outdoors, toilets,  
clothes washers

Glenfield Road
Campbelltown City Council 
liverpool City Council

Outdoors, toilets

Hume Country Estate Albury City Council Outdoors, toilets

Magenta Shores wyong shire Council Outdoors, toilets

North West Growth Centre 
(Colebee)

Blacktown City Council Outdoors, toilets

Rouse Hill Development Area
Blacktown City Council 
Baulkham hills shire Council

Outdoors, toilets

Seascape Grove Kempsey shire Council
Outdoors, toilets,  
clothes washers

St Marys Eastern Precinct Blacktown City Council Outdoors, toilets

South Forster great lakes Council Outdoors, toilets

Sydney Olympic Park Area
sydney Olympic Park 
Authority

Outdoors, toilets,  
clothes washers
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For smaller projects especially, the cost of an on-site recycled water system may be prohibitive, 
so connecting to an existing reticulated recycled water system will be an attractive option. this 
can be seen in the lower average number of dwellings in attached house and low-rise unit 
projects using reticulated recycled water than on-site systems (see following table).

Table 33 – Projects nominating reticulated recycled water schemes

Project type Number of projects Number of dwellings
Avg. number of 

dwellings per project

Attached houses 25 213 9

Low-rise units 1 12 12

Mid-rise units 2 80 40

High-rise units 1 93 93

All projects 29 398 14

wHaT KiNd of aPProvaL iS required  
for reCyCLed waTer iN MuLTi-dweLLiNgS?

under the Local Government Act 1993, approval from a local council is required for 
the installation and operation of greywater or blackwater recycling systems that services 
up to 2,500 persons.

‘Off the shelf’ nsw health accredited systems can be purchased for treatment systems 
servicing 10 people or fewer.

larger systems are typically custom designed for each development and are assessed  
as part of the development application process. 

water recycling schemes for more than 2,500 persons require separate approval under  
the Environmental Planning and Assessment Regulation 2000.
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Alternative water use in multi-dwellings

the contribution of an alternative water supply to meeting a BAsiX water target depends  
not only upon the quantity of water available, but also the purposes for which it is used. 
depending on the supply type and level of treatment, multi-dwelling projects can reduce  
their predicted potable water consumption by using alternative water supplies for: 47

• garden irrigation

• toilets

• laundries

• Private pools and spas

• Car wash bays and

• Cooling towers.

BAsiX analysis indicated that 57% of per capita water use in average pre-BAsiX dwellings 
was attributable to irrigation, laundries and toilets. depending on common or private garden 
size, using an alternative water supply for one or more of these uses can make a significant 
contribution to meeting BAsiX water targets. 

the following graph shows the uses of alternative water in multi-dwelling developments.  
where private gardens and pools are included in a project, it appears that at least some 
alternative water is normally included to meet the BAsiX water targets. this would explain  
the high incidence of alternative water supplies in attached houses, as these typically have 
larger per-dwelling garden areas.48 

Of dwellings with an alternative water supply, 83% used it for internal toilets and 49% 
for laundries. the figures in the graph below for toilets and laundries appear low they are 
expressed as a proportion of all dwellings, 39% which did not use any alternative water supply.

 Figure 17 – Alternative water use in multi-dwelling projects
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47 the BAsiX multi-dwelling tool does not yet allow the selection of alternative water for use in hot water systems 
or common pools and spas due to nsw health restrictions.

48 see Chapter 6 Water: Landscaping for further detail.
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Water-efficient Fixtures and Appliances
BAsiX determines the contribution of water-efficient showerheads, taps, toilets and common 
clothes washers to multi-dwelling water scores according to their wels ratings. the efficiency 
of these fixtures and appliances is significant in minimising mains water consumption, 
especially when used in conjunction with an alternative water supply - over 48% of pre-BAsiX 
average household water consumption was attributable to these sources.

wHaT iS a weLS raTiNg?

wels is Australia’s water efficiency labelling scheme. it requires many water-using 
products to be registered and labelled in accordance with the standard set under the 
national Water Efficiency Labelling and Standards Act 2005.

the wels label on a fixture or appliance shows:

• A zero to six star water rating that allows a quick comparative assessment  
of the product’s water efficiency and

• A figure showing the water flow rate or consumption per use of the product  
based on laboratory tests. 

Fixtures: taps, toilets and showerheads

there are no longer any showerheads available with a wels rating of less than 3 stars. 
Accordingly, this is the only option available for BAsiX multi-dwellings.

while the minimum rating for toilets is now 2 stars and 3 stars for taps, there has been  
a steady increase over the reporting period in the proportion of multi-dwelling project 
developers selecting higher than minimum rated taps and toilets (as illustrated in the  
following graphs). 

40% of multi-dwelling projects committed to a toilet rated 4 stars, and 50% selected taps 
with a wels rating higher than 3 stars. BAsiX now also rewards the installation of waterless 
toilets, but this option has yet to make a significant impact (selected for 2 attached house 
dwellings during the reporting period).

Figure 18 – Trends in WELS-rated toilets49
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49  includes all internal dwelling and common area toilets.
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Figure 19 – Trends in WELS-rated taps50
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Figure x - Trends in WELS rated taps 
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the following graphs show the distribution of water fixture rating commitments for the  
different dwelling types. the results are fairly similar for all dwelling types, indicating that 
dwelling types with higher water demands are more likely to meet water targets through  
an alternative water supply rather than through higher rated fixtures (i.e. attached house  
and low-rise units  typically have greater garden areas, and therefore greater irrigation  
demand per occupant, but the popularity of the highest rated fixtures is not significantly  
greater than it is for other dwelling types).

Figure 20 – WELS toilet ratings by dwelling type
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50  includes all kitchen, bathroom and common area taps.
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Figure 21 – WELS tap ratings by dwelling type
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Figure x - WELS tap ratings by dwelling type 
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Water-efficient appliances

Alternative water supply is considered the first-choice option for reducing potable water use  
in both BAsiX single and multi-dwelling projects, but for many unit projects an alternative water 
supply may not be the most cost effective solution. BAsiX recognises that a large number of 
units, particularly those intended as investment units, are pre-fitted by the builder with a range 
of plumbed or hard-wired white goods at the time of completion. BAsiX allows the selection  
of wels-rated dishwashers and clothes washers for individual dwellings to contribute to BAsiX 
water scores.

including wels-rated appliances in BAsiX encourages product innovation and market 
penetration of higher efficiency products, and overcomes the split incentive issue of developers 
not benefiting directly from the reduced water usage charges. where commitments to  
wels-rated appliances have been made, the appliances must be installed prior to inspection 
by the certifying authority in order for an occupation certificate to be issued. Calculations  
of the impact of wels-rated appliances on water scores take into account predicted  
product lifetimes. 

the following graphs show that a wels-rated dishwasher was selected more frequently  
for unit dwellings than a wels-rated clothes washer, suggesting that these are more likely  
to be packaged with a new unit than clothes washers. A common area wels-rated clothes 
washer was selected for around 4% of all projects, most of them high-rise unit projects 
(around 10% of these project types).
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Figure 22 – Unit dwellings with a WELS-rated dishwasher/clothes washer 
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Appliance water efficiency

while there is no minimum wels standard for appliances yet, 84% of nominated dishwashers 
and 83% of nominated clothes washers had a wels efficiency rating of 3 stars or more. 
trends in rating selections were difficult to discern over the reporting period, indicating that 
external influences beyond BAsiX are likely to affect the selection of these appliances, such  
as relative cost to dwelling value or the market availability of higher rated products.

Appliances without a star rating (not rated or zero stars) have the smallest potential for 
minimising potable water consumption. these poor efficiency models make up a very small 
proportion of selected appliances and are becoming increasingly obsolete. Only 107 (0.2%) 
nominated dishwashers had no star rating and 197 (0.5%) nominated clothes washers had 
no star rating.

if a wels rating is not specified at all the contribution of dishwashers and clothes washers to 
a project’s water score will be the benchmark pre-BAsiX value. Pre-BAsiX, 20% of per capita 
daily water consumption was used for clothes washers, while 1% was used for dishwashers.51

Figure 23 – Dishwasher WELS rating commitments in unit dwellings
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Dishwasher rating commitments in unit dwellings 

51 see Chapter 6 Water: Multi-dwelling performance against BASIX targets for further detail on BAsiX research 
into how water is consumed in average dwellings.
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Figure 24 – Clothes washer WELS rating commitments in unit dwellings52
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Common area fixtures and appliances

multi-dwelling project developers are also able to improve their water scores by committing  
to wels-rated appliances and fixtures for common areas. mid and high-rise unit projects  
were most likely to include wels-rated appliances in common areas.53 

Figure 25 – Multi-dwelling projects with WELS-rated fixtures or appliances  
in common areas
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Figure x - Multi Dwelling projects committing to common area fixture and 
appliance ratings 
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52 includes all internal dwelling and common area clothes washers.
53 see Chapter 5 Project Details: Common areas and central systems for further detail on the distribution 

of common areas in unit project types.
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Landscaping

Gardens and lawns

landscaping affects the water consumption of a project due to irrigation demand.  
the more landscaping a development has, the more water is required to maintain it.

irrigation was the biggest single contributor to water consumption in average pre-BAsiX 
dwellings, responsible for 21% of average per capita daily consumption. in drier areas 
of nsw, garden areas have a larger impact on a project’s predicted water consumption  
due to high levels of evaporation and low rainfall.

multi-dwelling project developers can improve their water scores by committing to indigenous 
or low water use planting as well as selecting an alternative water source for irrigation. 
landscaping commitments made in BAsiX, including nominated areas of indigenous  
or low water use planting, are checked by the consent authority.

wHaT CouNTS aS a LaNdSCaPed gardeN aNd LawN area?

the following are considered as landscaped areas in the BAsiX multi-dwelling tool:

• Areas of existing plantings

• Areas contained within permanent planter boxes

• vegetable patches and/or fruit trees and 

• Areas disturbed during the building process which will be replanted. 

the following are not included:

• those areas of the garden that will be landscaped with hard surfaces 

• Areas of existing natural vegetation or rural land

• vertical vegetated surfaces (such as trellis gardens)

• movable pot plants and 

• wastewater or effluent disposal areas for sites that have onsite sewerage systems. 

the following graphs show that private gardens are more common in attached house projects 
than in unit projects, with the latter usually having a shared common garden area instead.

Figure 26 – Dwellings with private gardens
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Figure 27 – Projects with common garden areas
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BAsiX calculates water consumption in a project on a per capita basis, meaning that garden 
irrigation demand is shared across all predicted occupants of the project. large unit projects, 
especially high-rise, typically support smaller garden irrigation areas per person than attached 
houses. this reduces per capita water consumption by sharing irrigation demand across a 
greater number of dwellings and occupants. 

internal dwelling efficiencies (such as high efficiency taps, toilets and dishwashers) in large 
unit projects can therefore have a greater impact on water scores than in projects with 
few dwellings and relatively large garden to occupant ratios. the latter will usually need an 
alternative water supply to reduce potable water use for irrigation.

the following table shows the declining area of gardens in denser dwelling types.

Table 34 – Private garden sizes

Dwelling Type
Median 

area (m2)

Median area for lowest 
quartile (m2)

(smallest 25% of gardens)

Median area for highest 
quartile (m2)

(largest 25% of gardens) 

Attached houses 70 22 150

Low-rise units 25 9 79

Mid-rise units 20 6 60

High-rise units 9 2 41

this next table shows the sizes of common gardens in multi-dwelling projects. Average 
common garden areas per dwelling are significantly lower than average private garden area 
across all project types, resulting in a lower per capita irrigation demand.
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Table 35 – Common garden sizes

Project type
Median 

area (m2)

Median area  
for lowest 

quartile (m2)
(smallest 25%  

of gardens) 

Median area  
for highest 

quartile (m2)
(largest 25%  
of gardens) 

Average 
number of 
dwellings 

Average 
garden area 
per dwelling 

(m2)

Attached houses 80 33 557 5 16

Low-rise units 126 48 726 11 11

Mid-rise units 200 53 1782 24 8

High-rise units 243 234 1296 51 5

Alternative irrigation supply

93% of all private gardens in attached house dwellings used an alternative water supply, 
usually a rainwater tank, for irrigation. unit dwellings, which typically have smaller garden areas 
per occupant to irrigate, were less likely to use an alternative water source. low water use 
planting and increased internal efficiencies generally helped unit projects with private gardens 
meet their BAsiX water targets.

53% of all common gardens were irrigated in whole or in part by an alternative water supply. 
unit projects were most likely to use their alternative water supply for irrigation, And less likely 
to use alternative water for internal use.

the following graph shows the proportion of individual and common gardens irrigated from  
an alternative water supply.54

Figure 28 – Gardens connected to an alternative water supply
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54 see Chapter 6 Water: Alternative water use in multi-dwellings for further detail.
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Indigenous or low water use planting

where alternative water supplies may be insufficient or unavailable, low-water use planting can 
be used to help minimise potable water demand for irrigation in BAsiX multi-dwelling projects. 

Around 50% of all common gardens and 41% of private gardens incorporated indigenous 
or low water use planting, covering on average between 52% and 54% of total garden area. 

wHaT iS iNdigeNouS or Low waTer uSe PLaNTiNg?

An indigenous plant species is one that is identified by the local council or in the 
department of Planning’s indigenous species list as being indigenous to the location 
where the proposed development is to be carried out.

A low water use plant species is one that is identified as a ‘one drop plant’ under sydney 
water’s Plant selector water drop Rating scheme, or which the local council for that area 
deems is a low water use species in that area. large existing trees can also be nominated 
as low water use (up to 4m2 per tree).55

tree).55

Figure 29 – Gardens incorporating some indigenous or low water use planting
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55 indigenous species lists for each local government Area in nsw are available through the on-line BAsiX help menu: 
www.basix.nsw.gov.au/help/water/Common_areas_and_Central_systems/landscape/list_of_indigenous_species.htm. 
sydney water Plant selector tool is available at www.sydneywater.com.au/water4life/inyourgarden/Plantselector/index.cfm.
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Pools and Outdoor Spas
Before BAsiX, around 2.6% of average per capita domestic water consumption in nsw 
was used for maintaining pools and outdoor spas. this water was largely required for topping 
up pools due to evaporation. Pools and spas also impacted heavily on average per capita 
greenhouse gas emissions due to the high energy consumption of pool pumps and heating 
systems.56

during the reporting period, few BAsiX multi-dwelling projects included a pool or spa 
(see following tables). the low incidence of pools and outdoor spas may reflect developer 
preference to increase dwelling density, rather than allocating valuable site area for pools.

should a developer wish to install a significantly sized pool (over 40kl) or any outdoor heated 
spa after project completion, a BAsiX Alterations and Additions certificate must be obtained  
for the development to be approved.

the following tables show that common pools featured most frequently in high-rise unit 
projects, which usually feature more shared facilities than other project types. Private pools 
featured most frequently in attached house projects.

PooLS iN SiNgLe dweLLiNg deveLoPMeNTS

dwellings certified in the BAsiX single dwelling tool were far more likely to include private 
pools. 9% of all BAsiX single dwelling certificates issued during the reporting period 
1 July 2005 to 30 June 2008 featured an individual pool.57

pool.57
Table 36 – Dwellings with private pools

Dwelling type No. of private pools
Proportion  

of projects with 
private pools

Median pool  
volume (kL)

Attached houses 147 1.4% 21

Low-rise units 43 0.7% 19

Mid-rise units 26 0.3% 30

High-rise units 9 0.1% 54

All projects 225 0.6% 21

Table 37 – Projects with common pools

Project type No. of common pools
Proportion  

of projects with 
common pools

Median pool  
volume (kL)

Attached houses 24 0.8% 57

Low-rise units 31 5.4% 55

Mid-rise units 35 9.9% 42

High-rise units 46 17.0% 63

All projects 136 3.7% 55

Outdoor spas in new multi-dwellings were also rare and again featured most prevalently  
in high-rise unit projects. indoor spas are not assessed in the BAsiX water section as 
evaporation is minimal.

56 Pool and spa energy consumption is assessed in the BAsiX energy section (see Chapter 8 Energy: 
Pools, spas and saunas).

57 see BASIX Single Dwelling Outcomes 05-08 Report.
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Table 38 – Dwellings with private outdoor spas

Dwelling type No. of private spas
Proportion  

of projects with 
private spas

Median spas  
volume (kL)

Attached houses 15 0.1% 3.0

Low-rise units 14 0.2% 3.8

Mid-rise units 12 0.1% 4.4

High-rise units 8 0.1% 3.2

All projects 49 0.1% 3.6

Table 39 – Projects with common outdoor spas

Project type No. of common spas
Proportion  

of projects with 
common spas

Median spa  
volume (kL)

Attached houses 2 0.1% 11.5

Low-rise units 4 0.7% 4.0

Mid-rise units 5 1.5% 6.0

High-rise units 11 4.7% 8.0

All projects 22 0.6% 7.2

Controlling water loss in pools and spas

the location of a pool or spa can affect the amount of water required over its lifetime as much 
as its size: swimming pools and spas that are located outside in unprotected areas will use 
more water due to higher levels of evaporation. 

BAsiX rewards pools and outdoor spas that include a cover or are shaded or protected. 
shaded means that at least 50% of the pool or spa must be covered by a shading device such 
as a shade cloth or roof structure. Protected means that it is protected from the wind by a solid 
fence or dense vegetation.

the following tables show that spas and private pools were likely to include a cover for 
evaporation control. 

Table 40 – Evaporation controls for private pools and outdoor spas

Evaporation control
Proportion of private 
pools/outdoor spas

Pool cover 66.7%

Pool shading 24.9%

Indoor pool 2.2%

Spa cover 87.8%

Spa shading 38.8%

Table 41 – Evaporation controls for common pools and outdoor spas58

Evaporation control
Proportion of common 

pools/outdoor spas

Pool shading 18.4%

Indoor pool 1 project

Spa cover 72.7%

Spa shading 31.8%

58  Pool covers are not an available selection for common pools.
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Alternative water supplies for pools and spas

101 private pools (74% of all private pools) and 13 private spas (27%) were topped up from 
an alternative water supply. in nsw common pools and spas cannot use alternative water 
supplies due to department of health regulations.59

Cooling Towers 
Cooling towers consume water through evaporation, bleed, drift, splash and overflow.

A BAsiX project with cooling towers can improve its water score through the installation  
of a water meter or building management system to the supply lines connected to the tower. 
this allows abnormalities in water consumption and leaks to be easily detected. installing  
a conductivity controller also ensures minimum water loss and maximum water efficiency  
in these systems. 

less than 1% of multi-dwelling projects over the reporting period had a cooling tower. 
Of the 13 projects that did, 9 were high-rise unit projects, 3 were low-rise and 1 was mid-rise. 
the water consumption of these towers appeared not to affect their ability to meet BAsiX 
targets, as only one project used an alternative water supply for its cooling tower, and none 
committed to a water meter or conductivity controller. 

Fire Sprinkler Systems
Fire sprinkler system tests are required by law for unit buildings, and BAsiX encourages  
the use of a closed system, where test water is recovered and stored for re-use.

A closed system was selected for 6% of multi-dwelling unit projects. they featured primarily 
in low-rise unit projects and in car parks: 63% of all fire sprinkler systems were located 
in car parks, with 32% located in residential buildings. the remaining 5% were located 
in non-residential common areas such as pools or gyms.

59  see Chapter 6 Water: Alternative water use in multi-dwellings for further detail.
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7 thermal comfort
Improving Energy Efficiency  
through BASIX Thermal Comfort

How are multi-dwelling thermal comfort caps set?

thermal comfort caps represent the maximum allowable energy consumption per square 
metre calculated to heat or cool a project’s dwellings to a comfortable temperature. the caps 
vary depending on project type and geographical location (climate zone).

in march 2009, BAsiX was upgraded to incorporate ‘2nd generation’ thermal assessment 
software, which further refined climate zone boundaries with the addition of five more climate 
zones, including three separate zones for the sydney metropolitan area. 

the following maps show the climate zones that are used to determine heating and cooling 
caps across nsw. these zones are in line with those of the nationwide housing energy Rating 
scheme (natheRs). 

Figure 30 – 1st generation NatHERS climate zones (valid up to 28 March 2009)
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Figure 31 – 2nd generation NatHERS climate zones (valid from 28 March 2009)
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the following tables outline the distribution of projects and average heating and cooling caps 
across the different climate zones, showing higher allowable BAsiX cooling caps in hot regions 
where more energy is required for cooling, and lower allowable heating caps as less energy 
should be required for comfortable heating. 77% of all dwellings were located in coastal/
temperate zones 17, 28 or 56 that include the sydney metropolitan region and its surrounds.

Table 42 – 1st generation BASIX multi-dwelling climate zone distribution60

NatHERS 
climate 

zone

No. of 
projects

No. of 
dwellings

Average project 
cooling cap  
(MJ/m2/yr)

Average project 
heating cap  
(MJ/m2/yr)

Building Code of 
Australia climate 

zone (approx.)

8 21 164 249 135
4 

hot/warm
20 35 295 89 286

27 5 18 87 221

9 23 89 172 84
2 

warm/humid
10 120 1,432 111 75

11 158 1,896 67 188

15 132 1,091 55 170
5 & 6 

coastal/ 
temperate

17 1,974 23,907 72 133

18 142 1,502 46 201

28 425 4,200 65 161

14 129 757 104 188 7 & 8  
cold/alpine24 137 1,155 65 314

All 1st gen. 
zones

3,301 36,506 73 153  

60  Certified by BAsiX between 1 July 2006 and 28 march 2009. excludes detached house and mixed and unit projects.
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Table 43 – 2nd generation BASIX multi-dwelling climate zone distribution61

NatHERS 
climate 

zone

No. of 
projects

No. of 
dwellings

Average project 
cooling cap  
(MJ/m2/yr)

Average project 
heating cap  
(MJ/m2/yr)

Building Code of 
Australia climate 

zone (approx.)

20 5 49 60 182
4 

hot/warm
46 1 4 90 72

48 5 22 62 124

9 2 10 97 49
2 

warm/humid
10 11 73 71 40

11 6 15 50 52

15 41 393 48 103

5 & 6 
coastal/ 

temperate

17 18 231 42 51

18 4 8 39 144

28 45 458 90 90

56 127 1,667 61 68

14 3 23 30 219
7 & 8  

cold/alpine
24 3 27 36 289

65 2 4 19 348

All 2nd 
gen. zones

273 2,984 62 85  

Assessing thermal comfort

while there are alternative thermal comfort assessment methods for BAsiX single dwelling 
projects, the only one available for multi-dwelling projects is the simulation method. this 
requires each dwelling’s cooling and heating loads to be modelled by an assessor accredited 
by the Association of Building sustainability Assessors (ABsA), using approved home rating 
software:

• Before 28 march 2009: 1st generation software, including natheRs v2.32B, BeRs v3.2  
or FirstRate v4.05.62

• After 28 march 2009: 2nd generation software, including AccuRate 1.1.4.1, BersPro  
or FirstRate v5 (for single dwelling assessment only).

the ABsA assessor’s modelling takes account of likely occupant behaviour, such as using 
windows, doors or shading devices in determining the expected energy loads (consumption) 
per square metre to heat or cool a dwelling to a comfortable temperature. the assessor 
provides a verifiable certificate that includes all the details necessary for the developer  
to complete the thermal comfort section in the BAsiX multi-dwelling tool.

Assessors can also give advice on modifying building design to pass BAsiX thermal comfort caps. 

61 Certified by BAsiX between 28 march and 30 June 2009. excludes detached house and mixed and unit projects.
62 effective 1 may 2009, the Building Code of Australia 2009 ceased to recognise 1st generation thermal simulation software.
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wHaT iS iNCLuded iN aN aBSa SiMuLaTed THerMaL CoMforT CerTifiCaTe?

• Assessor number and certificate number, for cross-referencing with BAsiX certificates

• the assessed heating load, measured in megajoules per square metre per year  
(mJ/m2/yr)

• the assessed cooling load (mJ/m2/yr)63

• whether the dwelling qualifies for a cross ventilation bonus (only applicable prior  
to 28 march 2009) and

• whether the dwelling qualifies for a suspended floor concession (prior to march 2009) 
due to either:

     > the site slope being more than 10% beneath the ground floor
     > the dwelling being in a flood prone area or
     > the dwelling being in a mine subsidence area.

MJ/m2/yr);63
Balancing thermal comfort across a multi-dwelling project

in the BAsiX multi-dwelling tool there are two cap types: caps for individual dwellings and an 
overall project cap. the individual dwelling caps can be between 15% and 40% higher than the 
project caps, depending on climate zone. 

this is done because some dwellings in a project may face difficulties in meeting thermal 
comfort performance, such as units with unfavourable orientation with respect to the sun. 

As long as the overall project cap is met, developers can reduce the thermal comfort loads of 
some dwellings in a project to make up for those with poorer thermal comfort performance. 

For example, floor to ceiling windows may be included in a penthouse apartment to take 
full advantage of views, resulting in higher thermal comfort loads due to heat gain and loss 
through glazing. the increased energy load in this dwelling could be compensated for by more 
thermally-efficient ground floor dwellings.

the following tables show that most individual dwellings had heating or cooling loads below 
their overall project caps, suggesting that only a small number of dwellings had higher loads 
that required compensation by improving other dwellings. A greater proportion of dwellings had 
cooling loads below overall project cooling caps (86%) than had heating loads below overall 
project heating caps (76%), suggesting that cooling energy was easier to reduce through 
thermal comfort design than heating.

Table 44 – Dwellings with cooling loads below overall project cap

Dwelling type No. of dwellings Proportion of dwellings

Attached houses 10,635 89.2%

Low-rise units 5,701 87.0%

Mid-rise units 7,435 87.2%

High-rise units 10,098 80.9%

All dwellings 33,869 85.8%

Table 45 – Dwellings with heating loads below overall project cap

Dwelling type No. of dwellings Proportion of dwellings

Attached houses 19,465 70.6%

Low-rise units 10,536 88.4%

Mid-rise units 5,057 77.2%

High-rise units 6,302 73.9%

All dwellings 9,495 76.1%

63 Before heating and cooling loads are used in energy score calculations, they are converted from mJ/m2/yr to mJ/year 
by multiplying by conditioned floor area.
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BASIX Multi-Dwelling  
Thermal Comfort Performance
this section assesses how the predicted heating and cooling loads of BAsiX multi-dwelling 
projects compared to thermal comfort caps over the reporting period. BAsiX energy scores are 
calculated based on these predicted loads, and the system and fuel source used for heating 
and cooling.64

Heating and cooling loads 

1st generation thermal comfort assessment

the following graphs compare the maximum allowable caps to the energy loads for heating 
and cooling assessed in BAsiX multi-dwelling projects. the solid column in the following 
graphs shows the average energy required by each project type for heating and cooling based 
on dwelling design and construction materials. the dotted line shows the maximum energy 
permitted by BAsiX for heating and cooling. 

All project types performed consistently below their caps, indicating that changes in dwelling 
design and construction materials assessed in the thermal comfort section are reducing 
predicted energy demand for heating and cooling from pre-BAsiX benchmarks, and 
contributing significantly to meeting BAsiX energy targets. 

Figure 32 – Average cooling loads compared to caps in BASIX multi-dwelling 
projects using 1st generation software65

64 see Chapter 8 Energy: Dwelling heating and cooling for further detail on how heating and cooling 
impacts energy scores.

65 in effect for multi-dwellings certified by BAsiX between 1 July 2006 and 28 march 2009.
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Figure 33 – Average heating loads compared to caps in BASIX multi-dwelling 
projects using 1st generation software

2nd generation thermal comfort assessment

the conversion to 2nd generation assessment from 28 march 2009 changed the method by 
which dwellings are assessed and caps are set, making it difficult to compare results from 
before and after this date. it is clear however that BAsiX multi-dwelling projects certified using 
2nd generation software maintained a strong thermal comfort performance below these 
realigned caps.

Figure 34 – Average cooling loads compared to caps in BASIX multi-dwelling 
projects using 2nd generation software66

66 273 projects (7.7% of total 2006-09 reporting period sample set) were issued between march 28 and June 30 2009 
and subject to 2nd generation thermal comfort assessment.
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Figure 35 – Average heating loads compared to caps in BASIX multi-dwelling projects 
using 2nd generation software

As well as BAsiX thermal comfort caps, market expectations and other planning requirements 
also help to improve thermal comfort, especially in units. For instance, planning regulations 
require units to have balcony access, which provides shading from the sun’s heat to dwellings 
below. thick glazing and walls to cancel noise from neighbouring dwellings also help to 
improve heat insulation.

How does BASIX thermal comfort performance compare  
to NatHERS star ratings?

BAsiX heating and cooling loads can be difficult to compare to natheRs star ratings, as 
natheRs does not differentiate between heating and cooling performance.67 it is possible 
to combine heating and cooling loads to approximate an equivalent star rating for certified  
multi-dwellings. the following graph shows the distribution of these equivalent star ratings for 
all multi-dwellings certified using 1st generation software from July 1 2006 to march 28 2009.

the proportion of dwellings with an equivalent star rating of 4.5 stars or higher showed the 
most growth over the reporting period. 63% of all dwellings assessed during the reporting 
period had an equivalent rating of 4.5 stars or higher.

67 see Chapter 3 Overview: Basix thermal comfort caps for further details on how BAsiX thermal comfort assessment 
differs from natheRs ratings.
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Figure 36 – Trends in equivalent star ratings using 1st generation software
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there was a further improvement in equivalent star ratings following the introduction of 2nd 
generation thermal assessment software in march 2009, with 69% of dwellings achieving an 
equivalent rating of 5 stars or more.

As illustrated in the following tables, the equivalent star ratings were relatively consistent across 
all dwelling types, with a marked improvement following the introduction of 2nd generation 
software march 2009. while this can be partly attributed to ongoing improvements in dwelling 
design, variations in assessment methods between the software generations must also be 
taken into account.

Table 46 – Average equivalent star ratings in multi-dwellings using 1st generation software

Dwelling type Average equivalent star rating

Attached houses 4.7

Low-rise units 4.8

Mid-rise units 4.8

High-rise units 4.7

All dwellings 4.8

Table 47 – Average equivalent star ratings in multi-dwellings using 2nd generation software

Dwelling type Average equivalent star rating

Attached houses 5.3

Low-rise units 5.6

Mid-rise units 6.0

High-rise units 5.7

All dwellings 5.6
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Design and construction features assessed in BASIX thermal comfort

Concrete slab flooring

where part or all floors of an attached or detached dwelling are concrete slabs on the ground, 
a dwelling needs less energy to maintain a comfortable temperature due to the high thermal 
mass of concrete. 

since the march 2009 introduction of BAsiX 2nd generation updates to thermal comfort 
assessment, BAsiX has recognised changes to the Building Code of Australia by lowering 
cooling and heating loads for houses that select concrete slab flooring. 

88% of attached house dwellings included some concrete slab flooring. this indicates that 
many developers are finding concrete slab flooring a cost-effective means to pass BAsiX 
thermal comfort caps. this option is only assessed in houses.

Cross ventilation bonus

under 1st generation thermal comfort assessment, BAsiX rewarded dwellings for the potential 
of cross ventilation to maintain comfortable conditions and reduce the energy demand 
on cooling systems. this bonus was used to discount the cooling load calculated by the 
Accredited Assessor.

15% of eligible unit dwellings and 25% of attached house dwellings assessed by the BAsiX 
multi-dwelling tool during the reporting period qualified for a cross-ventilation bonus. this, 
along with the higher incidence of attached house dwellings with cooling loads below the 
average project cap,68 suggests greater design flexibility in attached houses than in units 
to maximise thermal efficiency.

BAsiX no longer includes the cross ventilation bonus. Cross ventilation is considered  
to be adequately assessed in the 2nd generation thermal simulation software. 

68  see Balancing thermal comfort across a multi-dwelling project in this chapter for further detail.
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Suspended floor concessions

in certain cases, BAsiX allows higher heating and cooling caps in attached and detached 
dwellings that have a suspended floor (units do not qualify for the concession). the suspended 
floor concession is awarded if:

• the site slope beneath the ground floor is more than 10% (1st generation assessment 
software only) or

• the dwelling is in a flood prone area (1st generation only) or

• the dwelling is in a mine subsidence area (1st generation only) or

• Floors are suspended over a garage or subfloor (2nd generation only).

BAsiX recognises that dwellings with suspended floors are less able to maintain thermal 
comfort than those with concrete slabs or on-ground floors, and raises thermal comfort  
caps accordingly. the size of the suspended floor concession depends on climate zone.

13% of attached house dwellings certified with 1st generation thermal comfort software 
qualified for a suspended floor concession. 22% of attached house dwellings certified with 
2nd generation software qualified for a concession.

Wall materials

As of march 2009, BAsiX also allows attached or detached house dwellings with primarily  
(over 50%) mud brick or rammed earth walls higher individual and average caps in BAsiX.  
Only 6 attached house dwellings certified during this period (0.6%) had primarily mud brick 
or rammed earth walls.

In-slab heating

if in-slab heating is selected for a dwelling, the BAsiX multi-dwelling tool will advise the user  
of the Building Code of Australia insulation requirements that must be adhered to. Any concrete 
slab with an in-slab heating or cooling system must have insulation installed around the vertical 
edge of its perimeter with an R-value of at least 1.0. 

no dwellings certified in the reporting period had in-slab heating. in-floor electric heating  
is assessed in the multi-dwelling tool energy section, but was only selected for one dwelling 
during the reporting period.
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Reducing Greenhouse Gas Emissions  
in BASIX Multi-Dwellings
in 2008 the Commonwealth department of energy, water, heritage and the Arts projected  
an increase in Australia’s residential energy use from 402 petajoules (PJ) in 2008 to 467 PJ  
by 2020 – a 56% increase in the sector’s energy consumption over the period 1990 to 2020.69 
this energy demand is mostly being met with electricity from greenhouse gas-intensive  
coal-fired power stations.

THe NSw STaTe PLaN: a greeN STaTe

the BAsiX energy targets are directly helping to realise the following nsw state Plan targets:

Tackle climate change
Achieve a 60% cut in greenhouse gas emissions by 2050 in line with Federal targets.

Develop a clean energy future
implement 4,000 gw·h of annual electricity consumption savings through nsw  
energy efficiency programs by 2014.

in 2010, the nsw state Plan Performance Report stated that “the stationary energy sector 
[including households] continues to be the most significant source of greenhouse gas 
emissions in nsw”.70

BAsiX cuts this demand for energy and contributes to the greenhouse gas reduction 
commitments of nsw and Australia through the establishment of mandatory energy 
performance standards in new residences. All new BAsiX dwellings built to 2050 are  
predicted to emit 102 million fewer tonnes of greenhouse gas than an equivalent 
number of pre-BAsiX houses.

BAsiX requires homeowners and developers to provide construction details that are then  
used to predict the ongoing greenhouse gas emissions over the lifetime of each dwelling.  
the projected per capita greenhouse gas emissions of BAsiX multi-dwelling projects must  
be up to 40% less than the pre-BAsiX benchmark, depending on location and project type. 
this is achieved through good housing design and the uptake of energy-efficient technologies.

the BAsiX program is also helping to achieve the nsw state Plan to develop clean energy  
futures, by reducing the burden that new residences place on the state’s energy supply  
and transmission network. it is estimated that by 2014, avoided emissions through BAsiX will 
be equivalent to saving 680 gw·h of electricity per year - around 17% of the state target.71

this chapter reports in detail on how BAsiX multi-dwelling projects are meeting their energy targets.

69 source: Energy Use in the Australian Residential Sector 1986-2020; 2008; dewhA.
70 NSW State Plan Annual Performance Report 2010: Green State. the stationary energy sector includes emissions from 

fuels consumed to provide energy for electricity generation, manufacturing, household power and gas processing.
71 Based on adjusted nsw department of Planning performance projections July 2010 and ABs housing figures, september 

2009. emissions savings are calculated as equivalent to avoiding 0.988 gw·h of electricity from coal fired generation.
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Multi-dwelling performance against energy targets

Over an estimated 40 year building lifespan, BAsiX multi-dwellings already approved for 
development are predicted to emit 4.6 million fewer tonnes of greenhouse gases than an 
equivalent number of average pre-BAsiX homes.

the following table shows how different BAsiX multi-dwelling project types are scoring with 
respect to their targets. the greater reductions in per dwelling emissions for detached and 
attached houses are largely due to the higher average targets and higher average occupancy 
rates in these project types. As BAsiX calculates scores on a per occupant basis, the high 
proportion of small 1 and 2 bedroom units in high-rise projects accounts for their lower per 
dwelling emission reductions. 

Table 48 – Average energy scores of multi-dwellings certified during the reporting period72

Project type
Number 

of 
dwellings

Average 
energy 
target

Average 
energy 
score

Predicted average 
emission savings, 
per dwelling, per 
year (kg/CO2-e)

Predicted total 
emission savings, 

per year  
(kg/CO2-e)

Detached 
houses

3,303 36.9 41.1 3,576 11,811,701

Attached 
houses

11,925 38.7 41.5 3,103 37,004,047

Low-rise units 6,022 34.5 37.3 2,388 14,378,186

Mid-rise units 8,694 29.8 31.9 2,118 18,416,960

High-rise units 12,849 19.8 23.8 1,525 19,594,539

Mixed houses 
and units

3,228 39.2 40.9 2,578 8,321,039

All projects 46,021 36.2 39.3 2,380 109,526,471

21% of all multi-dwelling BAsiX projects exceeded their energy targets by at least 5 points. 
developers of these projects either undertook a conscious effort to exceed minimum BAsiX 
requirements, or the projects were located in zones with low targets where minimum BAsiX 
requirements are now easily exceeded with market standard products and designs. As shown 
in the following table, high-rise unit projects were the least likely to significantly exceed their 
energy targets.

Table 49 – Projects exceeding their energy targets by 5 points or more

Project type Number of projects Proportion of all projects

Attached houses 464 19.2%

Detached houses 327 31.9%

Low-rise units 99 17.8%

Mid-rise units 35 9.8%

High-rise units 49 3.9%

Mixed houses and units 16 10.3%

All projects 990 20.8%

the following table shows a particularly high rate of over-compliance in low energy target Zone 
2 (covering the north eastern corner of nsw through central and much of south-western nsw) 
and Zone 3 (the northern tablelands, far western and south-eastern nsw – see following map 
for distribution of energy target zones in nsw).

72 emission savings calculated as the amount by which predicted annual emissions fall below benchmark.
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Figure 37 – BASIX energy target zones across NSW

Table 50 – BASIX energy targets

Project type Target

Zone 1 Zone 2 Zone 3

Detached and attached houses 40 35 25

Low-rise units (2 to 3 storeys) 35 30 20

Mid-rise units (4 to 5 storeys) 30 25 15

High-rise units (6 storeys or more) 20 15 5

Table 51 – Average BASIX multi-dwelling energy scores by zone and project type73

Zone Project type Target
Average 

score
No. of 

certificates
No. of 

dwellings
Proportion  
of dwelling

Zo
ne

 1

Detached houses 40 43 762 2,402 72.7%

Attached houses 40 43 2,091 9,899 83.0%

Low-rise units 35 38 559 7,633 97.3%

Mid-rise units 30 32 337 7,760 98.5%

High-rise units 20 23 235 11,725 99.0%

Mixed houses and units 40 42 143 3,036 94.1%

Zo
ne

 2

Detached houses 35 40 78 262 7.9%

Attached houses 35 37 159 849 7.1%

Low-rise units 30 32 5 33 0.4%

Mid-rise units 25 - 0 0 0.0%

High-rise units 15 - 0 0 0.0%

Mixed houses and units 35 36 5 52 1.6%

Zo
ne

 3

Detached houses 25 30 184 639 19.3%

Attached houses 25 33 162 1,177 9.9%

Low-rise units 20 27 19 177 2.3%

Mid-rise units 15 15 4 115 1.5%

High-rise units 5 5 3 122 1.0%

Mixed houses and units 25 26 7 140 4.3%

 Average all projects 35 38 4,753 46,021

73 see Chapter 3 Overview: BASIX energy targets for geographic distribution of BAsiX energy zones. ‘Attached houses’ 
includes all mixed attached and detached house projects.
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How multi-dwelling projects meet BASIX energy targets

the following chart shows the relative contribution of residential uses to the average pre-BAsiX  
per capita greenhouse gas emission benchmark. this gives an indication of the aspects  
of housing design where there is the greatest potential for meeting energy targets.

Figure 38 – Components of average per capita greenhouse gas emissions  
in pre-BASIX dwellings

Average end-use per person greenhouse gas emissions in the BASIX Energy benchmark 

Hot water
32% 

Whitegood
appliances

19%

Lighting
%10 

Space heating
8% 

Space cooling
5% 

Cooking
5%

Pool and spa
3% 

Ventilation
1% 

Other (incl. common areas 
and central systems)

16% 

Phase-out of greenhouse gas intensive electric hot water systems

Opting for gas, solar or electric heat pump hot water systems instead of electric resistance 
heating has a significant impact on energy scores. Over 99% of BAsiX multi-dwelling projects 
used an alternative fuel source or heat pump to provide hot water, a vast improvement over  
the 67% of pre-BAsiX dwellings that used inefficient electric systems.74

Setting industry standards for energy-efficient lighting

BAsiX has also contributed to establishing efficient lighting practices, with efficient lighting 
(primarily fluorescent) being chosen for over 96% of all common areas and 47% of all rooms 
in dwellings.75 

Securing thermal comfort design improvements with efficient heating  
and cooling systems

space cooling and heating contributed around 13% of per capita greenhouse gas emissions 
in average pre-BAsiX dwellings. with the increasing number of air-conditioning systems being 
installed, the efficiency of these systems is an important consideration for meeting BAsiX 
energy targets. 

BAsiX encourages multi-dwelling project developers to minimise the energy demand for 
heating and cooling through good thermal comfort design, and penalises developers that 
choose to install inefficient heating and cooling systems.76 As a result, over 42% of 1-phase 
air-conditioning systems and over 63% of 3-phase systems had an equivalent star rating 
of 4.5 stars or higher.77

74 see Hot water systems in this chapter for further detail.
75 see Common area lighting and Dwelling lighting in this chapter for further detail.
76 see Dwelling heating and cooling in this chapter for further detail.
77 BAsiX star rating data in this report precedes the changes to labelling standards introduced in April 2010.
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Encouraging efficient appliance selections

developers of multi-dwelling unit projects have the option to package star rated appliances to 
help them meet their BAsiX energy targets.78 At least one star rated appliance was committed 
to in 83% of all BAsiX unit dwellings, most commonly dishwashers and clothes dryers. 

Consistent trends in appliance star ratings were difficult to determine, suggesting that 
fluctuating external influences beyond the scope of BAsiX, such as expected return on 
investment, impact significantly on these selections. A developer may also vary the quality  
and ratings of appliances throughout a project’s dwellings. For example, highly rated 
appliances may be chosen for larger and more expensive penthouse units, while lower rated  
or no appliances may be chosen for smaller units where return on investment and energy 
demand is lower.

How HaS eNergy uSe CHaNged SiNCe BaSix waS iNTroduCed?

since 2004 the make-up of household energy use has changed in nsw,  
partly due to improvements from BAsiX and other initiatives.

however, cheaper consumer goods, especially televisions, computers and  
air-conditioners, and changed usage patterns, have increased the amount  
of energy used by appliances in nsw dwellings.79

this increasing use and purchase of portable appliances in nsw homes makes  
it all the more important for programs like BAsiX to ensure new homes have  
energy-efficient systems and designs.

es.79
the following sections of this chapter outline in closer detail how the BAsiX energy targets have 
influenced multi-dwelling design in nsw.

78 Only cooking appliances are assessed in attached or detached house dwellings. see Dwelling appliances 
in this chapter for further detail.

79 source: Energy Use in the Australian Residential Sector, 1986 – 2020, published by the Federal department 
of environment, water, heritage and the Arts, 2008.
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Common Areas and Central Systems
energy targets for unit projects are lower than those for houses to accommodate energy 
reduction obstacles resulting from lower occupancy rates and the additional energy required 
for common areas and central systems. to assist large multi-dwelling projects to meet their 
energy targets, BAsiX rewards projects that commit to energy-efficient common area and 
central systems.

wHaT CoMMoN areaS are aSSeSSed iN THe BaSix eNergy SeCTioN?

the BAsiX multi-dwelling tool assesses the efficiency of ventilation and lighting systems  
in the following common areas:

• Car parks
• Community rooms
• garbage rooms
• lobbies
• gyms
• Pools
• spas
• saunas and 
• maintenance rooms (including plant, service, switch and lift motor rooms).

lifts, star ratings of shared laundry appliances, and heating systems and filter timers  
for any common pools, spas and saunas are also assessed by BAsiX.

heating and cooling systems for common areas are not yet assessed as they cannot  
be modelled by current thermal assessment rating tools.

Common areas and greenhouse gas emissions

the following graph shows the contribution of common areas to total domestic per capita 
greenhouse gas emissions in average pre-BAsiX dwelling types. this contribution increased 
significantly as unit buildings increased in height and density.

Figure 39 – Contribution of common area energy consumption to per capita 
greenhouse gas emissions80
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Figure x - Contribution of common area energy consumption to per capita greenhouse gas emissions 
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80 As per data collated by the nsw government preceding the introduction of BAsiX. Results were weighted according 
to population distribution in each dwelling type to determine the contribution of common area energy use to the nsw-wide 
average energy benchmark.
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the higher proportion of per capita emissions generated by common area use suggests that 
there is significant scope to improve energy scores in large unit projects by concentrating on 
common area energy demand and efficiency, while in detached and attached house projects 
investment may be better directed to internal dwelling efficiencies.

Reducing common area greenhouse gas emissions 

to illustrate the main consumers of energy in common areas, the following chart shows the 
breakdown of greenhouse gas emission sources for unit building common areas in the BAsiX 
energy benchmark, as per data analysed by the nsw government preceding the introduction 
of BAsiX. Attached and detached house projects have a different breakdown, but do not 
usually feature common areas and have been excluded.81

Pre-BAsiX analysis identified substantial energy inefficiencies in audited common areas, 
primarily finding that electrically heated and continuously filtered swimming pools and 
continuous, high-emission lighting and ventilation systems were the major contributors  
to common area energy use.82 

Figure 40 – Contributions to common area greenhouse gas emissions 

Common
area lighting

31%

Common
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13% Common
area heating
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13% 
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Other common
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8%
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Other
3%

Per capita greenhouse gas emission in units - common area component 

81 Only 6% of attached or detached house projects featured common areas (other than shared gardens). 
see Chapter 5 Project Details: Common areas and central systems for further detail on distribution 
of common areas in different project types.

82 see Multi Unit Residential Buildings Energy and Peak Demand Study (Oct 2005) for further details of the 
multi-dwelling energy audits.
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wHaT CaN Be doNe To iMProve eNergy SCoreS iN CoMMoN areaS?

• installing efficient lighting, such as fluorescent or led bulbs 
• implementing operational controls, such as motion sensors or timers, to reduce 

unnecessary ventilation and lighting
• installing non-hydraulic lifts, such as variable voltage, variable frequency  

(vvvF) systems
• Controlling and monitoring building services such as cooling, heating, lighting  

and ventilation through a temperature or light-responsive building management 
system (Bms)

• Reducing power transmission losses in large unit projects with an active power  
factor correction system (PFC)

• sourcing fuel for heating pools, spas and saunas from an alternative source such  
as gas or solar

• monitoring pool and spa filters and
• Committing to high star rated washing machines and dryers in communal laundries.

BAsiX also supports an alternative assessment process for projects implementing 
efficiency improvements that are not available for selection in the BAsiX on-line tool.

Few multi-dwelling projects include swimming pools at this stage of development, making 
ventilation and lighting the prime areas in which to minimise greenhouse gas emissions to meet 
a project’s energy target.83 

the following graph shows how BAsiX is helping to minimise greenhouse gas emissions  
from multi-dwelling common areas, with a high proportion of developers incorporating system 
controls and efficient lift systems into common areas.

most BAsiX multi-dwelling projects use efficient, market standard fluorescent light bulbs  
in conjunction with operational controls for lighting and ventilation, such as manual switches, 
timers or motion sensors to reduce unnecessary use. Carbon monoxide monitors were 
nominated for over 90% of ventilated car parks to control ventilation systems, and most lift 
systems chosen were the highest efficiency models available in BAsiX.

Figure 41 –Most frequent common area efficiency improvements committed  
to in multi-dwelling projects
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83 see Pools, spas and saunas in this chapter for further detail on the distribution and greenhouse gas emissions 
of multi-dwelling pools.
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wHy areN’T CoMMoN area HeaTiNg  
aNd CooLiNg SySTeMS aSSeSSed By BaSix?

Current thermal comfort assessment software (such as AccuRate, BersPro or FirstRate)  
is currently unable to calculate the energy required to heat and cool common areas,  
so the BAsiX multi-dwelling tool is unable to reward projects with good thermal design 
and energy-efficient heating/cooling systems in common areas. 

thermal comfort assessment of common areas may be included in future versions of 
the tool; in the meantime BAsiX provides an alternative assessment process for projects 
implementing efficiency improvements that are not available for selection in the BAsiX 
online tool.

Common area lighting
in average pre-BAsiX multi-dwelling developments, lighting energy for common areas was 
responsible for over 30% of total common area greenhouse gas emissions. in order to reduce 
lighting emissions, BAsiX requires developers to identify the bulb type for each of a project’s 
assessed common areas.

Bulb types available in BAsiX are (in descending order of efficiency):84

• solar powered lighting (∞ lumens/watt)
• low-pressure sodium (175)
• high-pressure sodium (115)
• Cold-cathode fluorescent (100)
• metal halide (90)
• Compact fluorescent (69)
• Fluorescent (64)
• mercury (50)
• light-emitting diode (led) (30)
• halogen (18)
• incandescent (13)

since the BAsiX multi-dwelling tool was introduced in 2005, poor efficiency bulbs (incandescent 
and halogen) have been selected for only a small proportion of common areas in new multi-
dwelling projects, while fluorescent or compact fluorescent bulbs, the most affordable and easily 
replaceable alternative, were chosen for the vast majority, as shown in the following chart.

Figure 42 – Common area lighting commitments in BASIX multi-dwelling common areas85

Common area lighting in BASIX Multi Dwelling projects 

Fluorescent (incl. compact)
93.4% 

Incandescent or halogen
4.3% 

Other
 2.1%

No artificial lighting
0.3% 

84 BAsiX calculates the efficiency of bulbs according to their lumens output per watt (lumens/watt). these measurements 
were sourced from ge and sylvania preceding the introduction of BAsiX. solar powered lighting is assumed to have no 
greenhouse gas emissions, and hence a luminous efficiency of infinity.

85 ‘Other’ lighting includes solar-powered lighting, low-pressure sodium, high-pressure sodium, cold-cathode fluorescent, 
metal halide, mercury and light-emitting diode (led). Available lighting options vary by common area type. these results 
are expressed as a proportion of all common areas.
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Operational lighting controls

A multi-dwelling project’s energy score can be significantly improved by using operational 
controls to minimise unnecessary lighting, including:

• daylight sensors

• motion sensors

• timers

• Zone switching

• manual on/off switches and

• For lifts, connections to call buttons.

97% of multi-dwelling common areas used some form of operational control for lighting, 
illustrated in the table below.

Table 52 – Operational lighting controls selected in BASIX multi-dwelling common areas86

Lighting control type

Lobbies, hallways, 
community and 
other internal 

common rooms

Car parks

Lift rooms, switch 
rooms, garbage 
rooms and plant  
or service rooms

Indoor 
pools, spas 
and gyms

Manual on/timer off 22.5% n/a n/a n/a

Motion sensors and 
daylight sensors

14.8% 13.8% n/a n/a

Manual on/off 12.9% n/a 74.8% 67.6%

Motion sensors only 12.6% 32.5% 23.8% n/a

Time clock and 
motion sensors

12.7% 20.1% n/a n/a

Time clock 12.2% 12.3% n/a 22.1%

Daylight sensors only 8.3% 4.4% n/a 2.9%

No lighting control 3.5% 6.1% 1.4% 1.5%

Zoning only 0.4% 2.7% n/a 5.9%

92% of lift cars had lighting linked to the call button, which is the only operational control 
measure available for lifts in the BAsiX on-line tool.

BAsiX also rewards projects that monitor and control common area lighting through  
a centralised lighting or building management system (Bms). these typically adjust lighting 
according to daylight sensors or timers, and were selected in around 20% of all multi-dwelling 
common areas.

86 Available operational control options vary by common area type. these results are expressed as a proportion 
of multi-dwelling common areas where the selection is made available in BAsiX. 1.8% of all common areas selected 
zoning in conjunction with daylight sensors or motion sensors.
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Common area ventilation

18% of pre-BAsiX common area greenhouse gas emissions are attributable to ventilation 
energy consumption, primarily in car parks. BAsiX audits indicated that this is largely due to the 
high incidence of unmonitored, continuous ventilation systems.87

As illustrated in the chart below, a ventilation system was present in only 34% of BAsiX multi-
dwelling common areas. A ventilation system was present in 72% of multi-dwelling car parks, 
most often a supply and exhaust system (40% of all car park ventilation systems).

Figure 43 – Ventilation system type selections in multi-dwelling common areas88
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Supply and exhaust
10.6% 

Supply only
5.8% 

Air-conditioning
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Ventilation system selections in Multi Dwelling common areas 

Operational ventilation controls

Continuous ventilation consumes a great deal of energy, and operational controls are the 
simplest way to reduce this demand without removing ventilation altogether. Over 97% of 
BAsiX certified multi-dwelling common areas had either no mechanical ventilation or some 
type of operational control to avoid continuous ventilation.

BAsiX allows operational controls, such as interlocked lights, thermostatic controls, time 
clocks or building management systems, to be selected for most common areas. For car park 
ventilation, available operational controls are carbon monoxide monitors combined with either 
two-speed or variable speed drive fans.

the following table shows that time clocks and building management systems (Bms) were the 
most popular means to moderate ventilation use where these options were available in BAsiX.

87 see Multi Unit Residential Buildings Energy and Peak Demand Study, October 2005
88 lift cars are not assessed for ventilation. ventilation in lift cars is considered as part of the total energy consumption 

from lift operations.
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Figure 44 – Ventilation controls in mechanically ventilated common areas89
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Lifts

BAsiX multi-dwelling projects included 1,485 lifts across 843 projects, primarily in high or 
mid-rise unit blocks (73% of all lifts).90 75% of projects with lift systems used gearless traction 
models with a variable voltage, variable frequency (vvvF) motor: the highest efficiency option 
available in BAsiX. vvvF lift motors consume around 40% less electrical energy than hydraulic 
lifts by using counterweights to improve their efficiency.

Figure 45 – Lift selections in multi-dwelling projects91
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74.0%
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13.1%

Hydraulic
12.9%

Lift selections in Multi Dwelling projects

89 garbage rooms are not assessed for operational ventilation controls in BAsiX. Figures expressed as a proportion of 
common areas with mechanical ventilation where control selection is available in BAsiX. Carbon monoxide monitors are 
the only selection available for car parks.

90 see Chapter 5 Project details: Typical common areas in multi-dwelling projects for detail on the distribution of lifts.
91 Proportion of gearless traction with vvvF motor selections includes 2 projects that selected both geared traction with 

vvAC motor and gearless traction with vvvF motor systems. Proportion of hydraulic selections includes 13 projects that 
selected both gearless traction with vvvF motor and hydraulic systems.
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Common laundry facilities

the BAsiX multi-dwelling tool allows developers to commit to star rated clothes dryers and 
washers in communal laundries to help meet energy targets. this option is rarely used, with  
a common area clothes washer rating being specified in only 14 projects, and a common area 
clothes dryer rating being specified in only 13 projects (around 1% of all projects).

Building management systems

Building management systems (Bms) are designed to control, monitor and optimise various 
building services, including lighting, heating, ventilation, cooling, swimming pool pumps or 
water use in cooling towers. most systems are computer based and control services by either 
time or environmental parameters, such as temperature or light level.

A Bms is best suited to projects with significant common amenities and above-average 
dwelling numbers. if a Bms is selected, BAsiX reduces its estimates of energy demand  
for a project’s central swimming pools and spas, common area lighting and ventilation. 

Table 53 – Multi-dwelling projects selecting a building management system92

Project type
No. of 

projects
No. of 

dwellings

Avg. 
dwellings 

per project

Proportion 
of project 

type

Estimated maximum 
reduction in energy 

demand

Attached houses 13 305 23 0.5% -

Low-rise units 58 684 12 10.4% 3%

Mid-rise units 47 1,391 30 14.1% 5%

High-rise units 45 2,674 59 19.1% 10%

All projects 163 5,054 31 4.6%  

Active power factor correction

An active power factor corrector (PFC) is an electronic system that enables the most efficient 
delivery of electrical power around a building by minimising transmission losses. with most 
electricity contracts, it also reduces the monthly demand charge paid. PFC is most relevant 
for mid and high-rise buildings with large numbers of dwellings and large electricity distribution 
systems.

Table 54 – Multi-dwelling projects selecting active power factor correction93

Project type
No. of 

projects
No. of 

dwellings

Avg. 
dwellings 

per project

Proportion 
of project 

type

Estimated maximum 
power loss reduction

Attached houses 8 130 16 0.3% -

Low-rise units 47 659 14 8.4% 45%

Mid-rise units 38 1,284 34 11.4% 60%

High-rise units 36 2,490 69 15.3% 65%

All projects 129 4,563 35 3.6%  

92 estimates on maximum energy demand reduction sourced from energy Australia, 2004. the impact of building 
management systems in attached house projects is considered to be negligible considering the small amount of common 
area energy demand.

93 estimates on maximum electricity transmission losses sourced from energy Australia, 2004. the impact of active power 
factor correction in attached house projects is considered to be negligible as power loss through transmission lines is 
usually very low in these project types.
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Alternative Energy Supply
sourcing power for dwelling and common area use from an on-site photovoltaic (Pv or solar) 
system or cogeneration plant can reduce projected greenhouse gas emissions by reducing 
energy demand on coal-fired power grids. the impact of these systems on BAsiX energy 
scores depends primarily on their size, output and energy source.

in the past it has been generally more cost-effective for developers to improve their BAsiX 
energy scores through energy efficiency measures than through an alternative energy supply. 
this has meant that buildings are usually designed as efficiently as possible to meet energy 
targets before alternative energy supply options are explored. Changes to costs associated 
with supplying alternative energy will likely impact on the popularity of this option.

Other sources of alternative energy, such as wind power, are not yet recognised by the  
BAsiX tool. however, they can be taken into account through the BAsiX alternative  
assessment process.

Photovoltaic (PV) Systems

A Pv system uses solar power to provide energy to a new project, and was nominated for 2% 
of all multi-dwelling projects certified over the reporting period. 

Pv system size is generally limited by both cost and the availability of suitable unshaded space. 
where installed, these systems are unlikely to be large enough to meet the total electricity 
demand of the project. 

BAsiX estimates a Pv system’s average energy output based on its rated output and the site 
location. the following table shows that, where installed, Pv systems make a small contribution 
to daily household energy needs (the average Australian household uses 19 kw·h per day).94 

Table 55 – Average outputs of PV systems in multi-dwelling projects

Project type
No. of 

projects

Average 
number of 

dwellings per 
project

Average peak 
output per 

project (kW)

Average peak 
output per 

dwelling (kW)

Proportion 
of projects

Attached 
houses

16 32 17.4 0.5 0.7%

Low-rise units 28 13 3.5 0.3 5.0%

Mid-rise units 22 29 8.8 0.3 6.2%

High-rise units 7 43 12.9 0.3 2.8%

All projects 73 25 9.0 0.4 2.0%

the following graph shows an increasing number of multi-dwelling projects using a Pv system 
since July 2006, reflecting the increasing commercial viability of these systems and the 
success of government incentives to encourage solar energy, such as the Federal department 
of environment’s sustainable homes and Communities program.95

94 Based on average national energy consumption per dwelling of 6,944 kwh a year. source: Energy Use in the Australian 
Residential Sector, 1986 – 2020, published 2008 by the Federal department of environment heritage, water and the Arts.

95 Further detail on the program is available from the Federal department of environment, water, heritage and the Arts: 
www.environment.gov.au/sustainability/renewable/pv.
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Figure 46 – Number of multi-dwelling projects committing to a PV system 
(cumulative)
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How MaNy SiNgLe dweLLiNg BaSix HoMeS Have PHoTovoLTaiC Power?

Roughly 3% (1,787 dwellings) of all single dwelling BAsiX projects certified over the 
reporting period 2005-08 had a Pv system, with an average peak output of 2.5 kw. 
Over two thirds of these were located in regional areas.96    

96

Cogeneration plants

Cogeneration plants are small-scale generators that use a low greenhouse gas intensity  
fuel source, such as gas or biodiesel, to provide buildings with some or all of their electricity.  
heat from generating this power, usually wasted in large scale power plants, is able to provide 
hot water, space heating or pool heating, and with tri-generation, space cooling. greenhouse 
gas emissions are lower than for grid electricity as the fuel sources have lower greenhouse  
gas intensities, transmission losses are minimal and the otherwise wasted heat is recovered  
for heating and cooling uses.

BAsiX currently has two pilot projects in place in large multi-dwelling developments: one in 
Rouse hill and the other in Chatswood. waste heat from these cogeneration plants provides 
approximately two thirds of the hot water needed by the residents, avoiding around 80 tonnes 
of carbon dioxide emissions per year for each site.97 Below is a diagram that demonstrates 
how the Chatswood demonstration plant functions.

96 see Single Dwellings Outcomes Report 05-08.
97 Further performance monitoring information of the BAsiX cogeneration demonstration projects is available from: 

www.basix.nsw.gov.au/information/cogen.jsp.
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Figure 47 – Functional diagram of cogeneration demonstration plant

Over the reporting period, cogeneration plants were nominated in 4 multi-dwelling unit projects. 
At time of printing, these projects were awaiting approval by their local consent authorities. 

the take-up of cogeneration is likely tempered by unfamiliarity with the technology, and 
a perception that cogeneration plants require custom installation. while most industrial 
cogeneration plants are purpose built, smaller scale ‘ready-to-install’ residential systems are 
now commercially available from Australian distributors.

wHaT effeCT wiLL CogeNeraTioN Have oN a BaSix eNergy SCore?

An average cogeneration system (between 100 and 300 kw) will impact significantly on 
energy scores in BAsiX, adding between 10 and 25 points to a project’s energy score.

At an installation cost of between $500 and $3000 per dwelling, cogeneration plants are 
becoming increasingly affordable and can significantly reduce ongoing power bills.
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Pools, Spas & Saunas
Pools and spas in pre-BAsiX homes contributed around 3% of average per capita domestic 
greenhouse gas emissions due to the energy required for heating and filtering.

BAsiX scores pools and spas most favourably when they are unheated or heated  
with renewable sources of energy, and when they are equipped with filter timers.98

Pool heating

As the following chart illustrates, most developers opt not to install a pool heating system. 
where pools are heated, greenhouse gas intensive electric resistance systems have been 
almost entirely phased out. solar panels are now the most common pool heating systems.

Figure 48 – Heating selections in common and individual (private) pools99
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12.2% 
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(gas boosted)
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7.5%
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Electric resistance
0.6%  

Central and individual pool heating selections 

Spa heating

Over the reporting period there were 49 multi-dwellings with individual spas and 22 projects 
with common spas. the proportion of these with heating was much higher than for pools,  
as illustrated in the chart below. the smaller size of spas means that they require less energy 
for heating, and so the choice of heating system has a lower impact on energy scores. 
Regardless, it appears that developers are still opting for relatively efficient heat pumps and 
alternatively fuelled systems, rather than greenhouse gas intensive electric resistance heating.

98 see Chapter 6 Water: Pools and outdoor spas for further detail on the distribution and size of pools and spas 
in multi-dwelling projects. 

99 225 individual and 136 common pools were included in multi-dwelling projects during the reporting period. 
One multi-dwelling central pool selected a cogeneration plant as its heating source, and no pools sourced heating  
energy from electric boosted solar systems during the reporting period.
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Figure 49 – Heating selections in common and individual (private) spas100
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Pool and spa filter pumps

effectively used timers greatly reduce the energy consumption of pools and spas. A typical 
backyard pool pump, if left running 24 hours day, can use more electricity over a year than  
all other appliances in the house combined.

Over the reporting period, a filter/pump timer was installed for nearly all pools and spas  
(96% of pools and 97% of spas).

Central Saunas

shared central saunas are uncommon in BAsiX projects, only featuring in 8 multi-dwelling 
projects (6 of which were in large high-rise unit projects and 1 each in low and mid-rise 
projects). 75% of these saunas were heated by gas, and the remaining 25% used electric 
infrared or resistance systems. All saunas incorporated an operational control to ensure  
energy is not wasted when they are not being used (75% of these operational controls 
were manual on/timer off switches).

100 no multi-dwelling spas selected cogeneration as a source of heating.
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Hot Water Systems
when the BAsiX benchmarks were set in 2004, water heating was one of the major 
contributors to household energy demand, estimated to use on average 32% of a home’s total 
energy load.101 this was largely due to the widespread use of greenhouse gas intensive electric 
resistance heating systems (used in almost 67% of pre-BAsiX dwellings in nsw).

since BAsiX was introduced, there has been a strong take-up of higher efficiency electric 
heat pump, gas and solar hot water systems in new multi-dwelling residences. the change 
from electric resistance systems to more efficient systems has been extremely successful, 
with electric instantaneous and storage hot water systems being selected for less than 
0.2% of dwellings. gas hot water systems were selected for 69% of multi-dwellings, 
solar hot water for 19%, and heat pump for 8%. solar and heat pump systems tend 
to be selected in locations where reticulated gas is not available.

BAsiX primarily rewards hot water system choices based on their efficiency and fuel type, 
rather than simply the system type, as this is where most improvements in greenhouse gas 
emissions reduction can be made. For example, a low-efficiency 2 star rated gas storage hot 
water system may produce more greenhouse gas emissions than a high-efficiency 35 ReCs 
electric heat pump despite the former using an alternative fuel source.

Central and individual hot water systems

Central hot water systems are increasingly being selected for multi-dwelling projects, and with 
appropriate piping insulation these systems can often consume less energy per dwelling than 
individual systems.

34% of all multi-dwellings certified over the reporting period get their hot water from a 
central system, most of them mid and high-rise units. the following graph and table illustrate 
significant use of central hot water in unit projects.102

Figure 50 – Multi-dwellings connected to central or individual hot water systems
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larger buildings are able to spread the cost of central systems across more dwellings, and 
may have less available space for individual systems. low-rise unit and attached house project 
developers usually opt for individual hot water systems, which are likely to be more cost-
effective at this smaller development scale.

101 see How multi-dwelling projects meet BASIX energy targets in this chapter for further detail on end-use contributions 
to household emissions in BAsiX.

102 55 projects selected central hot water systems in 2006/07, 105 in 2007/08 and 158 in 2008/09 (318 total, or 10% 
of all projects).
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Table 56 – Dwellings connected to central hot water systems

Dwelling type
Number of 
dwellings

Number of central 
hot water systems

Average number of 
dwellings per system

Proportion  
of dwellings

Attached houses 36 7 5 0.3%

Low-rise units 1,369 77 18 20.9%

Mid-rise units 3,448 98 35 40.4%

High-rise units 8,415 136 62 67.4%

All dwellings 13,268 318 42 33.6%

Central hot water system types

the following chart shows the proportion of each type of central hot water system selected  
for multi-dwelling projects over the reporting period. gas and solar systems were the  
prevalent systems of choice (56% and 30% respectively). electric heat pumps (11%) are 
a common alternative in locations where reticulated gas is unavailable. no electric storage  
or instantaneous central systems were selected.

Figure 51 – Central hot water system selections
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the following graph shows that central solar hot water systems were most popular in low and 
mid-rise projects, where more outdoor and roof space per dwelling is available to provide 
sufficient solar collection area.103 high-rise units were more likely to be located in metropolitan 
regions where relatively cheap reticulated gas is more readily available.104 A central hot water 
system was chosen for only 7 attached house projects (3 solar and 4 gas-fuelled, not shown 
in graph).

Figure 52 – Central hot water system selections in different project types
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Central hot water piping insulation

high R-value piping insulation (R-value depends on insulation material and thickness) can 
reduce the amount of heat lost in transporting water from the central system to dwellings, 
thereby reducing the heating energy required to counter these losses.

the following table shows that the highest insulation thickness available in BAsiX (R1.0)  
was selected for most multi-dwelling projects. Almost half of all projects with central systems 
had no external pipework, further reducing potential heat loss.

Table 57 – Central hot water systems: internal piping insulation selections

Piping thickness
Proportion of  

central systems

No internal pipework 1.1%

R1.0 (~38 mm) 49.3%

R0.75 (~32 mm) 8.4%

R0.6 (~25 mm) 23.5%

R0.45 (~20 mm) 7.4%

R0.3 (~13 mm) 10.3%

103 see Chapter 5 Project Details: Development size for further detail on roof and site area variance in different 
multi-dwelling project types.

104 see Chapter 4 Overview: BASIX geographic distribution and regional analysis for project type distribution around nsw.
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Table 58 – Central hot water systems: external piping insulation selections

Piping thickness
Proportion of central  

hot water systems

No external pipework 49.8%

R1.0 (~38 mm) 16.7%

R0.75 (~32 mm) 3.6%

R0.6 (~25 mm) 7.5%

R0.45 (~20 mm) 2.3%

R0.3 (~13 mm) 5.9%

Individual hot water system types

instantaneous gas systems account for over 75% of hot water selections for multi-dwelling 
projects with individual hot water systems (see figure 55).

electric hot water systems remain an option for dwellings where gas or alternative systems are 
not viable, but featured in only 70 multi-dwellings (0.2%) certified during the reporting period. 
solar (electric boosted) and electric heat pump hot water systems are by far the most popular 
non-gas selections as the use of electric storage or instantaneous systems can make it very 
difficult to meet BAsiX energy targets without investing in other more expensive alternatives 
(such as a Pv system).

the following graph shows a decrease in solar hot water systems over the reporting period. 
this could be due to space restrictions particular to individual developments. solar hot water 
systems require adequate unshaded outdoor space, whereas heat pumps can be located 
anywhere that the noise is not a concern, including basements or garages. in addition, 
improvements in efficiency over the later reporting years may have made heat pump and high 
efficiency gas hot water systems a more cost-effective means of meeting BAsiX energy targets 
for some developers.

Figure 53 – Trends in individual hot water system types105
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105 6,325 multi-dwellings selected individual hot water systems in 2006/07, 8,233 in 2007/08, and 10,260 in 2008/09 
(24,818 total or 62.8% of all dwellings).
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the following graph shows that solar hot water systems were more popular in attached house 
and low-rise unit dwellings than in denser unit projects, likely due to the greater solar collection 
potential of smaller building types.106 mid and high-rise dwellings are also more likely to be 
located in central metropolitan areas where there is access to reticulated gas.

Figure 54 – Individual hot water system selections in different dwelling types107
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the following chart shows the proportion of each type of individual hot water system selected 
over the reporting period. gas instantaneous systems were by far the most popular choice. 
this could be due largely to the high market prevalence and relatively high efficiency of 
standard models making them a cost-effective solution for meeting BAsiX energy targets.108 
Furthermore, most multi-dwellings are located in metropolitan regions where connection  
to reticulated gas is available at little additional cost.109

Figure 55 – Individual hot water system selections
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106 see Chapter 5 Project Details: Roof area for further detail on solar collection area.
107 electric instantaneous or storage hot water systems were selected in 36 mid-rise dwellings, 

31 high-rise dwellings and 3 attached house dwellings.
108 efficiency rating selections for BAsiX multi-dwelling hot water systems are discussed later in this chapter.
109 see Chapter 4 Overview: BASIX geographic distribution and regional analysis.
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HoT waTer SySTeMS iN BaSix SiNgLe dweLLiNgS

instantaneous gas is also the most common type of hot water system for BAsiX single 
dwellings, although the higher proportion of regionally located single dwellings without 
easy access to reticulated gas means that alternative systems are more prevalent.

hot water system selections for single dwellings during the 2005-08 reporting period  
were as follows:

• gas instantaneous – 31.8%

• gas storage – 31.6%

• solar (electric boosted) – 15.5%

• solar (gas boosted) – 5.7%

• electric heat pump – 13.4%

• electric instantaneous – 1.1%

• electric storage – 0.7%

• wood combustion – 0.1%

Individual hot water system efficiency ratings

in BAsiX the efficiency ratings of individual hot water systems affect the energy scores for each 
dwelling as well as the system type. A low star rated gas hot water system, for example, can 
produce more greenhouse emissions than a high ReCs rated electric heat pump, even though 
the former uses a fuel source that is less greenhouse gas intensive.

trends in efficiency selections are difficult to determine, as BAsiX allows developers to vary  
the type and rating of individual systems from dwelling to dwelling within a project.

Gas system efficiency

where gas hot water is chosen, the star rating of the system must be specified in the BAsiX 
tool. Over the reporting period, most selections were for higher rated systems. Almost 90% 
of available gas instantaneous hot water systems have a star rating of 5 or higher, and models 
with 3 stars or fewer are no longer available in BAsiX. Available gas storage systems generally 
have lower efficiencies, with 5.2 as the highest available product rating at time of print.110 
For areas with no reticulated gas supply, bottled lPg combined with a highly rated hot water 
system can be an energy-efficient option.

the following figure shows that over 65% of all individual gas hot water systems (instantaneous 
and storage) had a star rating of 5 or higher. developers can select lower star rated models  
if the overall energy target can be met elsewhere.

Figure 56 – Efficiency star ratings for instantaneous gas hot water systems
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Instantaneous gas hot water system efficiency commitments 

110  market availability of rated products as per Directory of Australian Gas Association Certified Products, February 2010.
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Of all gas water systems, the proportion that are gas storage types has halved over the 
reporting period, from 8% in 2006/07 to 4% in 2008/09, possibly due to the decreasing 
cost of more efficient instantaneous gas systems. the following chart shows a fairly even 
distribution of gas storage system ratings, with a small percentage of developers selecting  
low-efficiency models (fewer than 2 stars) that are becoming increasingly rare in the market.

Figure 57 – Efficiency star ratings for gas storage hot water systems
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Renewable energy certificates - solar and electric heat pump efficiency

BAsiX assesses solar and heat pump hot water systems based on their ratings under 
the Renewable energy Certificate (ReC) scheme. the ReC rating of hot water systems is 
determined by the Federal Office of the Renewable energy Regulator and represents the 
greenhouse gas emission savings over a presumed 10-year lifespan relative to an average 
electric storage system, and varies according to likely use patterns and solar collection 
potential in the project’s location.111

the following graph shows that most electric boosted solar and heat pump hot water systems 
had a minimum 21 – 30 ReCs rating, while almost a third of gas boosted solar systems had  
a lower than 20 ReCs or unspecified rating. 

where higher rated electric boosted solar or heat pump systems were selected, these tended 
to be in attached house projects with high energy targets. 

A developer must ensure that a system with the ReCs value committed to in BAsiX is available 
to be installed in the dwelling, otherwise an occupation certificate may not be issued. 

solar systems with a ReCs value of 20 or lower are becoming less common on the market, and 
a developer may find that only a higher performing model is available to install. BAsiX assesses 
projects according to minimum performance commitments, so any efficiency rating higher than 
that committed is acceptable.

111 see the Federal Office of the Renewable energy Regulator website for further information on ReCs: 
http://www.orer.gov.au/recs/.
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Figure 58 – REC ratings for individual solar and heat pump hot water systems112
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wHaT are reNewaBLe eNergy CerTifiCaTeS (reCS)?

ReCs are an electronic form of currency that represent the megawatt-hours of eligible 
renewable electricity deemed to have been generated.

the values of ReCs are assigned by the Federal Office of the Renewable energy  
Regulator according to location. they are tradeable on the Australian stock exchange.

developers can either collect and redeem the ReC value of installed systems themselves, 
or sell them on (often back to the system retailer).

the ReC rating of a hot water system is used by BAsiX to determine the greenhouse  
gas emission reduction impact of each system towards a project’s BAsiX energy score.

112  BAsiX assigns a ReC rating of 12.5 to systems with no specified ReC rating.
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Dwelling Heating and Cooling
heating and cooling was the fourth highest contributor to average pre-BAsiX per capita 
domestic greenhouse gas emissions in nsw (heating 8% and cooling 5%). the BAsiX 
multi-dwelling tool predicts heating and cooling-related greenhouse gas emissions based  
on thermal comfort loads calculated by natheRs software and the efficiency of the heating 
and cooling system.

Central heating and cooling systems

Central heating and/or cooling systems were specified in 2% of all dwellings, with all but one 
project using a central system for both heating and cooling. By comparison, 65% of audited 
pre-BAsiX high-rise units featured central heating or cooling systems.113 Only 4% of high-rise 
dwellings certified by BAsiX during the reporting period had a centralised system, which could 
be due to a rise in the popularity and affordability of individual heating and cooling systems 
(discussed later in this section).

typically, central cooling or heating systems are most effective in developments of more than 
50 dwellings, as stability and efficiency of operation are compromised when only a small 
number of dwellings are using a large conditioning system. the average number of dwellings  
in multi-dwelling projects with central conditioning systems was 46 (see following table).

Table 59 – Central conditioning systems in multi-dwellings

Project type

No. of 
dwellings 

with central 
cooling

No. of 
dwellings 

with central 
heating

No. of 
projects 

with central 
cooling

No. of 
projects 

with central 
heating

Average no. of 
dwellings per 

project with central 
conditioning system

Attached 
houses

0 0 0 0 -

Low-rise 
units

78 69 4 3 21

Mid-rise 
units

46 46 1 1 46

High-rise 
units

505 505 9 9 56

All projects 629 620 14 13 46

the most popular type of central heating and cooling system was a variable refrigerant volume 
unit. these provide an equal standard of air-conditioning for all dwellings. the greenhouse gas 
emissions of these systems are calculated based on a combination of energy source, energy 
efficiency ratio (eeR) (for cooling) or coefficient of performance (COP) (for heating). 

Individual dwelling heating and cooling systems

individual cooling or heating systems are likely to be more energy-efficient and cost-effective 
for projects of fewer than 50 dwellings. Choosing individual systems for dwellings also allows 
developers to vary system types and efficiencies throughout a project, as long as the project’s 
overall energy target is met.

the most popular system choice for heating and cooling was air-conditioning. 1 or 3-phase 
air-conditioning systems were selected in 94% of dwellings with cooling systems and 86% 
of dwellings with heating systems. 

113 Audited developments in the study may not be representative of the entire nsw high-rise residential market 
– they were primarily large ‘luxury’ developments in the sydney metropolitan area - see Multi Unit Residential 
Buildings Energy and Peak Demand Study, October 2005 for further detail on the parameters of the study.
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wHy doeS CHooSiNg No HeaTiNg or CooLiNg SySTeM SoMeTiMeS 
iNCreaSe PrediCTed greeNHouSe gaS eMiSSioNS?

BAsiX assumes that where developers decide not to include heating or cooling systems 
for a dwelling’s bedrooms or living rooms, the dwelling occupants will modify the 
temperature when necessary with cheap, high greenhouse gas intensity heating  
or cooling appliances, such as portable plug-in electric resistance heaters or low  
efficiency air-conditioners.114

the impact this has on a dwelling’s energy score will depend on the predicted thermal 
comfort loads of the dwelling, as a thermally well designed dwelling will require less  
energy for artificial temperature modification.115

nditioners.114  tion.115 

Do developers always include heating or cooling systems  
in multi-dwellings?

A pre-installed cooling system for one or more rooms was selected in 62% of multi-dwellings, 
while a heating system for one or more rooms was selected in 55%. mid and high-rise unit 
dwellings were more likely to have some kind of heating or cooling system. 

Predicted heating and cooling energy as assessed in the thermal comfort section is generally 
quite low, so the increasing demand of individual dwelling conditioning systems may be due more 
to lowering costs and consumer demand for pre-installed systems rather than actual need.

the following graph shows that cooling systems were more common than heating systems 
across all project types. this could be influenced by the higher energy demand of heating 
systems or lower consumer preference for pre-installed heating. living rooms are used more 
frequently than bedrooms, and were more likely than bedrooms to have conditioning systems.

Figure 59 – Multi-dwellings with an individual heating or cooling system
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114 BAsiX calculates the emissions produced by default systems to be equivalent to low efficiency systems that were 
market standard at the time BAsiX was introduced with a star rating of 1 star.

115 see Chapter 7 Thermal Comfort for further detail on how heating and cooling energy is assessed by BAsiX.
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Cooling System Types

the following cooling system options are available for BAsiX multi-dwellings:

• 1-phase air-conditioning

• 3-phase air-conditioning

• Air-conditioning ducting only (for installation of system at a later date)116

• Ceiling fans (either alone or to reduce reliance on air-conditioning)

• evaporative cooling 

• Central cooling systems or

• no individual cooling system.

the following graph shows the cooling system selections made by BAsiX users during  
the reporting period, indicating a clear preference for 1-phase air-conditioning where systems  
were installed by the developer.

Figure 60 – Proportion of individual cooling system selections
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Cooling system selections in Multi Dwellings 

CooLiNg SySTeM SeLeCTioNS iN SiNgLe dweLLiNgS

during the reporting period 1 July 2005 to 30 June 2008, 3-phase air-conditioning was  
the most popular selection in 31% of living rooms and 30% of bedrooms. in contrast, 
for multi-dwelling projects certified between 2006 and 2009, 3-phase systems featured  
in only 8% of living rooms and 7% of bedrooms.

the following systems were selected for single dwellings:

• 33% – no active cooling system

• 31% – 3-phase air-conditioning 

• 14% – 1-phase air-conditioning

• 12% – Ceiling fans only 

• 6% – Air-conditioning ducting only

• 5% – evaporative cooling 

116 BAsiX requires air-conditioning ducting to be insulated in accordance with Building Code of Australia requirements.
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As shown in the trend graph below, 1-phase air-conditioning systems became increasingly 
popular in multi-dwelling projects over the reporting period. the incidence of all other cooling 
systems declined over time.

Figure 61 – Trends in individual dwelling cooling system selections117
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air-CoNdiTioNiNg verSuS CeiLiNg faNS

including efficient air-conditioning systems at the design phase may prevent the 
subsequent installation of appliances with possibly lower efficiency, though air-conditioning 
may not be necessary with good thermal comfort design. 

BAsiX rewards multi-dwellings that include ceiling fans instead of or in addition to  
air-conditioning, depending on climate, as air-conditioning use by occupants will  
be assumed to be lower.

4% of dwellings accompanied air-conditioning with ceiling fans in bedrooms, and in 5% 
of dwellings with living room cooling systems. 7% of dwellings met BAsiX energy targets 
with only ceiling fans for cooling.

117 these results combine selections made for cooling in bedrooms and living rooms. BAsiX assesses these rooms separately 
as data analysis indicated they have different use patterns that affect energy demand and emission assessment.
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Cooling selections also vary according to the type of dwelling. the following graph shows that 
mid and high-rise units are more likely to include cooling systems, especially air-conditioning 
systems, than attached houses or low-rise units. this could be because mid and high-rise units 
are expected to have greater market appeal if these systems are included, or because larger 
unit projects are more able to negotiate lower bulk prices for multiple individual systems.

Figure 62 – Cooling system selections in different dwelling types118
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Heating System Types

BAsiX recognises only the main active heating system in the living areas and bedrooms  
of a dwelling. secondary heating, such as a fireplace, is not assessed. 

the following heating system options are available for BAsiX multi-dwellings:

• 1-phase air-conditioning

• 3-phase air-conditioning

• Air-conditioning ducting only (for system installation at a later date)

• gas-fixed flued heaters

• gas-fixed hydronic heaters

• electric floor heating

• Central heating systems or

• no individual system.

the following chart shows that a greater proportion of multi-dwellings certified over the 
reporting period had no heating system (52%) compared to no cooling system (44%). BAsiX 
calculates the impact of having no heating system in the same way it calculates the impact  
of having no cooling system: by assuming that low-efficiency portable systems will be used  
by the occupant to meet heating demand in these dwellings.

118 evaporative cooling was only selected in attached house dwellings - as a bedroom cooling system in 29 dwellings 
and as a living room system in 35 dwellings during the reporting period.
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Figure 63 – Proportion of heating system selections in multi-dwellings119
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Heating system selections in Multi Dwellings 

gas is the most efficient fuel source for heating, but featured in a relatively small proportion  
of dwellings. Of those dwellings with gas heating systems, only around half appeared to use 
gas heating for both bedrooms and living room (557 dwellings used gas for bedroom heating, 
and 1,662 used gas for living room heating). 

HeaTiNg SySTeM SeLeCTioNS iN SiNgLe dweLLiNgS

during the reporting period 1 July 2005 to 30 June 2008, 3-phase air-conditioning was 
the most popular heating selection in single dwellings, used in 30% of living rooms and 
bedrooms. in contrast, 3-phase systems featured in only 6.4% of multi-dwellings certified 
between 2006 and 2009.

the following systems were selected for single dwellings:

• 39% – no active heating system 

• 30% – 3-phase air-conditioning 

• 15% – 1-phase air-conditioning 

• 9% – gas fixed flued heater 

• 4% – gas hydronic system 

• 6% – Air-conditioning ducting only 

• 3% – wood heater 

• less than 1% – electric floor heating 

119 electric floor heating remains an option for multi-dwellings in BAsiX, but was only selected for 1 low-rise unit dwelling 
during the reporting period. wood heaters are available as a selection in the BAsiX single dwelling tool only.
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the following trend graph shows similar trends to 1-phase cooling, suggesting that these 
systems are likely to be reverse-cycle systems used for both heating and cooling.

Figure 64 – Trends in heating system selections in multi-dwellings
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heating system selections by dwelling type are shown in the following graph. gas heating  
was selected for very few high-rise units compared to attached houses and low-rise units, 
possibly due to the increased infrastructure difficulties and costs involved in piping gas  
in large unit blocks.

Figure 65 – Heating system selections in multi-dwellings
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Air-conditioning system efficiency

the impact of air-conditioning on a dwelling’s energy score is determined from the estimated 
thermal comfort heating and cooling loads and the efficiency rating of the selected system 
(measured by  either a star rating, energy efficiency ratio (eeR) for cooling systems  
or coefficient of performance (COP) for heating systems).120

1-phase air-conditioner efficiency121

star ratings are awarded to systems according to their energy efficiency ratio (eeR) as per the 
following table, with systems that perform both heating and cooling functions given separate 
ratings for each function:

Table 60 – Star rating equivalents to energy efficiency ratios

Energy efficiency ratio (EER) Cooling star rating Heating star rating
(Pre April 2010 Rating upgrade)

< 2.5 2.5 stars or less 1.5 stars or less

2.5-3 greater than 2.5 stars – 4 stars greater than 1.5 – 3 stars

3.0-3.5 greater than 4 stars – 5.5 stars greater than 3 – 4.5 stars

3.5 – 4
greater than 5.5 stars

greater than 4.5 stars  
– 5.5 stars

> 4.0 greater than 5.5 stars

the following charts show the star ratings of 1-phase systems selected for cooling and heating 
systems in multi-dwelling projects over the reporting period, and suggest that the current 
market standard for new homes is a rating of between 2.5 and 4 for cooling, and between  
3.5 and 4.5 stars for heating.

Figure 66 – 1-phase air-conditioning cooling efficiency commitments
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 33.6%

> 5.5 stars
8.2%

1-phase air-conditioning
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120 see Chapter 7 Thermal Comfort for detail on multi-dwelling heating and cooling loads.
121 source: Appliance Energy Consumption in Australia: Equations for Appliance Star Ratings, available from 

www.energyrating.gov.au/acstar.html. new energy labelling standards for air-conditioners were introduced  
on 1 April 2010. the new standards reduce the number of stars on the label for the same energy consumption.  
see the BAsiX Factsheet on changes in energy labelling standards for further detail on how this affects efficiency 
selections in BAsiX: www.basix.nsw.gov.au/docs/energy/newstarRating.pdf.
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Figure 67 – 1-phase air-conditioning heating efficiency commitments 
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Proportion of heating efficiency selections in 1-phase air-conditioning 

in unit projects with large numbers of dwellings, it can be costly to install high efficiency 
systems (such as 5 star) in every single dwelling, even if discounted bulk purchases can be 
negotiated. developers may minimise costs by supplying higher efficiency systems only in 
dwellings with a higher expected return on investment. mid and high-rise unit dwellings also 
tend to have smaller conditioned areas, which reduces overall energy demand for heating 
and cooling, meaning that differences in air-conditioning system efficiency will have a smaller 
impact on energy scores.

Attached house projects are more likely to be located in regional areas where energy targets 
are lower, which may explain the lower incidence of highly rated systems in this project type. 
they also have more flexibility to reduce heating and cooling energy through efficient building 
design than units.

in larger mid and high-rise projects, dwelling cooling and heating contributes proportionally 
less to per capita greenhouse gas emissions than does energy use in common areas. it is 
often more cost-effective to address energy use in common areas for these project types  
than internal dwelling use such as heating and cooling.

the following graphs show the distribution of rated air-conditioning in different dwelling types.
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Figure 68 – 1-phase air-conditioning cooling efficiency commitments  
in different dwelling types
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Figure 69 – 1-phase air-conditioning heating efficiency commitments  
in different dwelling types
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3-phase air-conditioner efficiency

A declining number of hard-wired 3-phase systems are being selected for multi-dwellings, 
possibly due to the increasing proportion of mid and high-rise units in the nsw residential 
market, for which consumer preference appears to be for smaller 1-phase units.

3-phase systems are rated only by eeR (cooling) or COP (heating). Over the reporting period 
the most common rating for both heating and cooling was eeR 3.0 – 3.5, roughly equivalent  
to a star rating of 3.5 – 4.5 stars for heating and 4.5 – 5.5 stars for cooling.

Figure 70 – 3-phase air-conditioning cooling efficiency commitments
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Figure 71 – 3-phase air-conditioning heating efficiency commitments
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Gas heating system efficiency

gas heating is less greenhouse gas intensive than air-conditioning, as air-conditioning is usually 
powered with high-emission coal-fired electricity. BAsiX calculates the impact of gas fixed flued 
heaters on projects’ energy scores according to their efficiency ratings. the following chart 
shows that in the 1,627 multi-dwellings for which gas heating was chosen, 53% had a system 
rated 4 stars or higher. there were no gas heating systems rated below 3 stars (the efficiency 
of a gas hydronic system is assumed to be equivalent to a 5 star gas fixed flued heater).

Figue 72 – Efficiency commitments for gas fixed flued heaters
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Day/night zoning

some ducted air-conditioning systems have the capacity to direct their output to different parts 
of a dwelling depending on time of day, for example living areas during the day and bedrooms 
at night. so the air-conditioning unit will either cool/heat one area or the other, but not both  
at once.

with this feature, the required air-conditioner size and frequency of use is reduced. this can 
reduce energy demand for heating and cooling by up to 20%.

Just over half of all multi-dwellings selecting air-conditioning over the reporting period 
incorporated this feature (see following table).

Table 61 – Dwellings with air-conditioning that commit to day/night zoning

Dwelling types
Number of dwellings with 

day/night zoning
Proportion of air-conditioned 

dwellings with day/night zoning

Attached houses 2,605 42.8%

Low-rise units 1,884 51.9%

Mid-rise units 3,652 65.8%

High-rise units 4,072 48.9%

All dwellings 12,213 51.8%
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Dwelling Lighting
energy demand for dwelling lighting contributed 10% of per capita greenhouse gas emissions 
in the average pre-BAsiX dwelling. BAsiX assesses lighting in multi-dwellings according  
to whether or not developers commit to energy-efficient lights as the primary form of lighting  
in bedrooms (including studies), living rooms (including dining rooms), kitchens, hallways, 
laundries and bathrooms (including toilets). this means that more than 80% of lamps included  
in each room type are fluorescent or light-emitting diode (led) lamps.

wHaT TyPe of LigHTiNg iS THe MoST eNergy-effiCieNT?

in BAsiX, fluorescent lamps are considered the most cost-effective and energy-efficient 
for internal lighting. A compact fluorescent lamp (CFl) uses only 20% of the electricity to 
produce the same amount of light as an incandescent bulb. led lamps use about 30%.122

installing fluorescent or light-emitting diode (led) lamps in high-use rooms, such  
as bedrooms, living areas and hallways will achieve a higher score than in rooms  
with lower use, such as laundries.

bulb.122

Just over half of all laundries, bathrooms and hallways in BAsiX multi-dwelling projects 
committed to energy-efficient lighting, and was a more popular option in low and mid-rise unit 
dwellings than in other project types, as illustrated in the following graph. 

Figure 73 – Dwelling rooms with 80% or more energy-efficient bulbs123
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122 source: Phase-Out of Inefficient Lighting, 2009, dewhA.
123 living room lighting results expressed as a proportion of total living and dining room numbers as predicted by BAsiX 

from bedroom number data. Bedroom results expressed as a proportion of total bedrooms and studies as predicted  
by BAsiX from bedroom number data. Other rooms expressed as a proportion of total dwellings selecting energy-efficient 
lighting in each room type. All rooms of selected type must have 80% energy-efficient lighting installed on inspection  
by the certifying authority.
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Dedicated fittings

installation of dedicated fittings for fluorescent or led lamps will improve a project’s BAsiX 
energy score, as it locks in efficient lighting use over the lifetime of the dwelling. 

the following trend graph shows that, while commitments to dedicated fittings are relatively  
low in high-use rooms such as bedrooms and living rooms, their popularity is increasing.

Figure 74 – Trends in commitments to energy-efficient light fittings124
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Natural lighting

BAsiX also rewards dwellings with bathrooms and kitchens that are naturally lit from  
a perimeter window or skylight, as this reduces the amount of electrical lighting needed  
during daylight hours. the following graph shows a lower incidence of naturally lit rooms  
in denser unit types. these typically have more restrictions on window placement or available 
roof space for skylights.

Figure 75 –  Dwellings with natural lighting in bathrooms and kitchens
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124 living room dedicated fitting results expressed as a proportion of total living and dining room numbers as predicted 
by BAsiX from bedroom number data. Bedroom results expressed as a proportion of total bedrooms and studies  
as predicted by BAsiX from bedroom number data. Other rooms expressed as a proportion of total dwellings  
selecting dedicated fittings in each room type. All rooms of selected type must have dedicated fittings on inspection  
by the certifying authority.
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Dwelling Ventilation
ventilation contributed a relatively small amount of average per capita greenhouse gas 
emissions in pre-BAsiX dwellings (1.4%). BAsiX takes account of ventilation system types, 
as well as any operational controls that reduce continuous or unnecessary operation.

the following internal ventilation system options are available in the BAsiX multi-dwelling  
tool for bathrooms, kitchens and laundries (one selection can be made for each room type  
in each dwelling):

• individual fan, ducted to façade or roof

• individual fan, not ducted (i.e. installed in external wall or window)

• individual fan into central duct with variable speed drive (vsd)

• Centrally ducted (i.e. with a central drive)

• Centrally ducted with motorised damping and vsd or

• natural ventilation (i.e. no mechanical ventilation or no laundry).

Dwelling ventilation systems

natural ventilation (such as operable windows or external doors) is the most energy-efficient 
ventilation option. where this is not feasible, manual switches and timers are encouraged  
to manage the operating time of fans. 

Continuously operating central ducted systems are the most inefficient system as they exhaust 
from all apartments at the same time regardless of actual need. they can take several points 
off a dwelling’s energy score. 

Of the centrally ducted systems, the most efficient are those with individual motorised 
damping and variable speed drive (vsd) fans. even though the central fan in this type of 
system operates continuously, the vsd matches movement of air to system demand. energy 
consumption is therefore reduced in low-use periods. motorised damping works in a similar 
way to air-conditioning zoning, in that the ventilation system incorporates a computerised 
control that automatically opens and closes vents in different rooms depending on the time  
of day.

the following graph shows that most dwellings chose to install ventilation systems in all 
assessed room types. the variance across dwelling types is likely due to less available natural 
ventilation in unit types than house types.

Figure 76 – Dwellings installing mechanical ventilation systems
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Ventilation system types

the following graph shows the distribution of ventilation system type selections for each project 
type (includes bathroom, kitchen and laundry ventilation). unit dwellings are likely to have 
restricted potential for natural ventilation due to fewer external doors and operable windows; 
this is reflected in the lower proportion of ‘no mechanical ventilation’ selections in these 
dwelling types. 

12% of dwellings had some form of central ducting, mostly high-rise units (17% of high-rise 
dwellings) where natural ventilation or individual fans ducted to the exterior may have been 
more difficult to incorporate into dwelling design.

Figure 77 – Ventilation system selections in different dwelling types
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Ventilation operation controls

it is important to ensure that ventilation systems do not operate continually or when they 
are not required, and BAsiX rewards dwellings that include operational controls to manage 
ventilation energy demand, especially in the case of central ducting in large unit blocks.

95% of all bathroom and laundry ventilation systems, and 99% of those in kitchens, were 
accompanied with an operational control to avoid continuous ventilation. the following graph 
shows that a simple manual on/off switch was the most commonly employed operational 
control across all room types.

Figure 78 – Ventilation controls in rooms with mechanical ventilation

Manual switch on/off
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Dwelling Appliances
data collected by BAsiX preceding the introduction of BAsiX found that 24% of average 
per capita domestic greenhouse gas emissions were attributable to cooking appliances and 
whitegoods (refrigerators, clothes dryers, dishwashers and clothes washers, in order  
of emission intensity).

in the BAsiX multi-dwelling tool the type of cooktop and oven to be installed needs to be 
indentified for all dwellings. where a developer opts not to include one or both of these items, 
they must apply for an alternative assessment.

in recognition that many units pre-install appliance packages at sale, and to address the  
potential of meeting energy targets in unit projects due to energy demand from common areas, 
BAsiX allows the selection of star rated appliances to help improve energy scores in these 
project types. 

Cooking

energy demand for cooking contributed 5% of per capita greenhouse gas emissions in the 
average pre-BAsiX dwelling.

gas cooktop/gas oven combinations have the lowest greenhouse gas emissions, but were 
selected in fewer multi-dwellings than gas cooktop/electric oven combinations (see following 
graph). electric only options are likely to be used in more affordable dwellings or in regional 
areas where access to reticulated gas is limited. An electric induction cooktop has lower 
greenhouse gas emissions than a normal electric cooktop. this option was included in the 
BAsiX tool in 2007, since which it has been selected for 219 dwellings.

Figure 79 – Cooking appliance selections
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the following graph shows that attached house dwellings feature a higher prevalence of 
electric only cooktops and ovens, possibly because these project types are more commonly 
located in regional areas with less access to reticulated gas.

Figure 80 – Cooking appliance selections in different dwelling types
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Whitegood appliances

unit buildings have higher per capita energy consumption compared to other building types 
due to lower occupancy rates and shared energy use in common areas. space limitations and 
ownership allocation issues can also make it difficult to incorporate energy-efficient systems 
and design features that attached house projects or single dwellings may more easily employ 
to meet their BAsiX energy targets, such as solar hot water heating.

Particularly in mid and high rise projects aimed at an investor market, developers often pre-
install whitegoods such as refrigerators, dishwashers, clothes washers and dryers. Accordingly, 
BAsiX allows unit developers to commit to installing star rated appliances as a means of 
improving their BAsiX energy scores. including star rated appliances also encourages 
market penetration of higher efficiency products and product innovation, and overcomes split 
incentives where the responsibilities of developers, owners and occupiers to energy efficiency 
in the rental property market are often blurred. 

whitegoods contributed 19.8% of per capita greenhouse gas emissions in average pre-BAsiX 
dwellings. this figure was slightly lower for units (15.5%) as common areas contribute 
a proportionately higher amount of greenhouse gas emissions than in other dwelling types.  
the following chart shows the relative contributions of different appliances to pre-BAsiX  
per capita greenhouse gas emissions, and shows that refrigerator efficiency has the most 
potential for minimising emissions.

in house dwelling types, or where no star rating is specified, BAsiX presumes that the 
greenhouse gas emissions of appliances and whitegoods will be equivalent to the average 
emissions for market standard appliance types at the time BAsiX was introduced.125

125  star ratings are not assessed for appliances in attached or detached house dwellings in BAsiX.
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Figure 81 – Contributions to the whitegoods component of average pre-BASIX 
benchmark emissions126
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the replacement of appliances with less efficient models and the variability of end-use 
consumption can make appliance commitments an unreliable determinant of ongoing energy 
use, so BAsiX takes the projected lifetime and average behavioural use of these appliances 
into account when calculating their impact on energy scores.

At least one star rated appliance was nominated for 83% of all unit dwellings. the following 
graph shows that dishwashers and dryers were the most likely appliances to be nominated.127 
developers may bundle appliances that are not identified in BAsiX assessment, as long as  
the required energy target is met through other means.

Figure 82 – Unit dwellings committing to one or more star rated appliance
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126 Figures according to BAsiX data analysis conducted preceding the introduction of BAsiX. 
127 wels water efficiency ratings on clothes washers and dishwashers are also assessed in the BAsiX water section 

(see Chapter 6 Water: Water-efficient fixtures and appliances).
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Appliance efficiency ratings

Consistent trends in the star ratings of assessed appliances were difficult to determine, 
suggesting that fluctuating external influences beyond the scope of BAsiX, such as expected 
return on investment, impact significantly on appliance choice. the quality and ratings  
of appliances may vary throughout a project’s dwellings.

Across all appliance types, the popularity of appliances with the highest energy rating 
diminished over the course of the reporting period. this could be due to accompanying  
market improvements in thermal comfort performance and other system efficiencies resulting 
in less need to commit to higher efficiency appliances in order to meet energy targets.

CHaNgeS To aPPLiaNCe STar raTiNgS

From 1 April 2010 ratings for refrigerators and air-conditioning units have been  
recalibrated, with fewer stars for the same energy consumption.

the ratings referred to in this report are relevant at the time certificates were generated.

Dishwashers

dishwashers are responsible for a relatively small proportion of domestic greenhouse gas 
emissions (around 1.1% of per capita greenhouse gas emissions in the average pre-BAsiX 
dwelling), so nominating an energy-efficient model for a unit dwelling will have a small impact 
on the BAsiX energy score. the popularity of highly rated dishwashers over the reporting 
period (see following chart) may instead be due to demand or higher efficiency models 
becoming the standard in the market.

Figure 83 – Dishwasher star ratings in unit dwellings
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Clothes dryers

Committing indoor or outdoor space to clothes lines can improve a project’s energy score  
by reducing the need for powered clothes drying. A private indoor clothes line was selected  
for 91% of unit dwellings, while a private outdoor clothes line was selected for 51% of 
attached house dwellings. A common area clothes line was selected in less than 1% 
of multi-dwelling projects.

the contribution of clothes dryers to emissions in units can be higher than average, as units  
do not always have ample space for air-drying, resulting in more use of powered clothes 
dryers. Clothes dryers were specified in 63% of unit dwellings, with a wide range of star ratings 
(see following chart). it is likely that clothes dryers feature relatively frequently in unit projects 
due to planning requirements to provide dedicated clothes drying facilities.

gas heated clothes dryers are not rated by star ratings but have the lowest greenhouse gas 
emissions. A gas heated clothes dryer was selected for only 36 dwellings (0.1%). Only one gas 
heated clothes dryer model is currently available in Australia at significantly higher cost than 
many electric heated models. By comparison, there are many gas heated clothes dryer models 
available in europe and north America that are comparable in cost to electric heated models 
(and usually significantly cheaper when lifetime operating costs are taken into account).

Figure 84 - Clothes dryer selections in unit dwellings
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Clothes washers

Clothes washers are responsible for a relatively small proportion of domestic greenhouse gas 
emissions (around 0.8% of per capita greenhouse gas emissions in the average pre-BAsiX 
dwelling), so energy-efficient models may have a small impact on the BAsiX energy score. 

in 38 low-rise and 22 high-rise unit dwellings  the ‘no washing machine taps’ option was 
selected, indicating that there was a common laundry available for these dwellings.

Figure 85 – Clothes washer selections in unit dwellings
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Refrigerators

the most important appliance to focus on when looking at appliance energy efficiency is the 
refrigerator. On average, approximately 17% of pre-BAsiX per capita household greenhouse 
gas emissions was attributed to refrigerators. Refrigerator energy efficiency therefore has  
a greater impact on energy scores than other appliances. 

As the following chart shows, a star rated refrigerator was specified in less than half of unit 
dwellings. this could be due to the preference of consumers to provide their own refrigerators. 
where star rated refrigerators were specified, most were higher efficiency models of 5 stars  
or higher.

BAsiX also rewards dwellings with well-ventilated fridge spaces. in 65% of all BAsiX certified 
unit dwellings, a well-ventilated fridge space was included.

Figure 86 – Refrigerator selections in unit dwellings128
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Refridge

128 new energy labelling standards for refrigerators were introduced on 1 April 2010. the new standards reduce the number 
of stars on the label for the same energy consumption. see the BAsiX Factsheet on changes in energy labelling standards 
for further detail on how this affects appliance selection in the multi-dwelling tool: www.basix.nsw.gov.au/docs/energy/
newstarRating.pdf. 
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Methodology and Terminology

What are multi-dwelling projects?

the BAsiX multi-dwelling tool captures detailed data on all new residential developments  
in nsw of more than one dwelling, including these main types of development (defined  
in the glossary):

• detached houses (such as subdivisions or greenfield lots)

• Attached houses (such as rows of townhouses or villas)

• mixed attached and detached houses

• low-rise units (2 to 3 storeys)

• mid-rise units (4 to 5 storeys)

• high-rise units (6 storeys or more) and

• mixed houses and units (any combination of the above).

these development types are referred to throughout the report as projects. BAsiX assesses 
multi-dwelling development features at both this project level, including common areas and 
central systems, and also at an individual dwelling level.

unless otherwise indicated, the 319 mixed projects with both attached and detached house 
were treated as attached house projects for the purposes of analysis, due to their similarity  
to attached house only projects.

Reporting period

the reporting period covers all projects certified in the BAsiX multi-dwelling tool between  
1 July 2006 and 30 June 2009.

Certificates issued between the introduction of the BAsiX multi-dwelling tool on 1 October 
2005 and 30 June 2006 have been excluded from this analysis due to (1) an incomplete 
sample year, and (2) changes to the pass criteria over this period that disrupt comparative data 
analysis. Furthermore, certificates produced at this introductory stage were often found to 
represent test projects rather than submitted project plans.

Unit building height classification

this report classifies unit projects according to the highest building (measured by number 
of storeys) present in the project, as this is where most dwellings are assumed to be 
concentrated. A project classified as high-rise, for example, could rightly include another 
low-rise or mid-rise unit building (see Chapter 5 Project details for further detail on building 
distribution). Around 1% of all projects consisted of unit buildings with more than one height 
classification. 

the BAsiX energy target for a project is set to that of its lowest building (see Chapter 5 
Project details: unit buildings).
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Excluded certificates

All valid projects are included in Chapter 4 BaSix Multi-dwelling outcomes analysis.

unless otherwise indicated, 1,179 projects consisting of 6,531 dwellings (14.2% of all 
certified multi-dwellings) were excluded from the detailed BAsiX analysis in Chapters 5 
through 8 to avoid complicating or distorting the clarity of results. these included:

Mixed projects

155 mixed house and unit projects containing 3,228 house and unit dwellings were excluded 
from the BAsiX analysis in Chapters 5 through 8 to maintain reporting accuracy. 

Consistent results in the selection details of these projects were difficult to interpret due to the 
lack of standard characteristics across the group (e.g. varying densities, differing targets and 
combinations of dwelling types leading to broad compliance selection results). Furthermore, 
these projects made up a small proportion of total projects (less than 2%) and were not 
considered to be representative of the townhouse/villa or unit development types that are  
the focus of this report.

Detached house projects

the multi-dwelling tool also captured 1,024 projects containing 3,303 detached house 
dwellings, typically small developments with an average of around 3 dwellings per project. 
these were excluded from the BAsiX commitments analysis as the results for this group were 
presumed to closely follow the outcomes previously reported in the BASIX Single Dwelling 
Outcomes 05-08 Report.

detailed reporting on both these excluded groups will be completed at a later date. some data 
on typical features of multi-dwelling detached house projects can be found in the appendix of 
this report.
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Typical Features of Multi-Dwelling  
Detached House Projects
developers who intend to construct several detached houses on the same site are able to 
certify these projects using the multi-dwelling tool, rather than entering the details for each 
home in the single dwelling tool, which can be laborious and does not include assessment  
for any common areas or central systems that may be included in the project.

the following table shows average or median values of a number of project features for  
multi-dwelling detached house projects over the reporting period. it indicates how these 
projects are meeting their BAsiX targets.

Table 62 – Characteristic multi-dwelling detached house project features 

SCORES    

Average water target 38
Average  
energy target

37

Average water score 41
Average  
energy score

41

PROJECT DETAIL  

Average number of 
dwellings per project

3
Average number 
of bedrooms per 
dwelling

3

Median project site area 935m2 Median dwelling 
floor area

114m2

Avg. number and median 
area of common areas

no common areas
Average  
garden area

Private gardens only 
- 110m2 per dwelling

WATER  

Alternative water supply
individual 3,000l 

water tank  
(each dwelling)

Alternative  
water use

toilet, laundry  
and garden

THERMAL COMFORT  

Average equivalent NatHERS star rating 4.9 stars

ENERGY  

Hot Water Systems
5 star rated individual 

gas instantaneous
Heating systems

3 star rated 1-phase 
air-conditioning  

(living room only)

Cooling systems
4 star rated 1-phase 

air-conditioning  
(living room only)
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Table 63 – Average water scores in multi-dwelling detached house projects

Water target
Average water 

score
Number of 
projects

Number of 
dwellings

Proportion of 
detached house 

projects

0 14 3 13 0.3%

10 20 7 27 0.7%

20 22 53 184 5.2%

30 33 40 140 3.9%

40 43 921 2,939 89.9%

All detached  
house projects

41 1,024 3,303

Table 64 – Average energy scores in multi-dwelling detached house projects

Energy target
Average 

energy score
Number of 
projects

Number of 
dwellings

Proportion of 
detached house 

projects

25 (zone 3) 33 184 639 18.0%

35 (zone 2) 40 78 262 7.6%

40 (zone 1) 43 762 2,402 74.4%

All detached  
house projects

41 1,024 3,303

Table 65 – Alternative water supply in multi-dwelling detached houses

Alternative water supply
Number of detached 

house dwellings
Proportion of detached 

house dwellings

Some alternative water supply 4,469 95.0%

Individual tank 3,886 82.6%

Central tank 311 6.6%

Individual and central tanks 14 0.3%

On-site recycled water supply 194 4.1%

Reticulated recycled water 
supply

64 1.4%

No alternative water supply 236 5.0%
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Table 66 – Hot water systems in multi-dwelling detached houses

Hot water system type
Number of detached 

house dwellings
Proportion of detached 

house dwellings

Gas instantaneous 2,461 52.3%

Gas storage 470 10.0%

Solar (electric boosted) 584 12.4%

Solar (gas boosted) 371 7.9%

Electric heat pump 809 17.2%

Electric storage 10 0.2%

Electric instantaneous 0 0.0%

Central hot water 0 0.0%

Table 67 – Heating systems in multi-dwelling detached houses

Living room heating system Number of dwellings
Proportion of detached 

house dwellings

1-phase air-conditioning 1,641 34.9%

3-phase air-conditioning 454 9.6%

Gas fixed flued heater 363 7.7%

Air-conditioning ducting only 72 1.5%

Electric floor heating 2 0.04%

Gas hydronic system 13 0.3%

Some living room heating system 2,545 54.1%

No heating system 2,160 45.9%

Bedroom heating system Number of dwellings
Proportion of detached 

house dwellings

1-phase air-conditioning 1,061 22.6%

3-phase air-conditioning 413 8.8%

Gas fixed flued heater 213 4.5%

Air-conditioning ducting only 79 1.7%

Electric floor heating 3 0.1%

Gas hydronic system 3 0.1%

Some bedroom heating system 1,772 37.7%

No heating system 2,933 62.3%
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Table 68 – Cooling systems in multi-dwelling detached houses

Living room cooling systems Number of dwellings
Proportion of detached 

house dwellings

1-phase air-conditioning 1,661 35.3%

1-phase air-conditioning  
+ ceiling fans

92 2.0%

3-phase air-conditioning 435 9.2%

3-phase air-conditioning  
+ ceiling fans

3 0.1%

Ceiling fans only 380 8.1%

Evaporative cooling 118 2.5%

Air-conditioning ducting only 76 1.6%

Some living room cooling system 2,765 58.8%

No cooling system 1,940 41.2%

Bedroom cooling systems Number of dwellings
Proportion of detached 

house dwellings

1-phase air-conditioning 1,048 22.3%

1-phase air-conditioning  
+ ceiling fans

58 1.2%

3-phase air-conditioning 409 8.7%

3-phase air-conditioning  
+ ceiling fans

5 0.1%

Ceiling fans only 461 9.8%

Evaporative cooling 118 2.5%

Air-conditioning ducting only 86 1.8%

Some bedroom cooling system 2,185 46.4%

No cooling system 2,520 53.6%
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Glossary
Term Definition

Attached house An attached dwelling house is a dwelling which is attached to, or less 
than 0.5m from, any other dwelling or building (excluding a garage 
or car park), but which does not have another dwelling or building 
(excluding a garage or car park) above or below it, such as a semi-
detached house, terrace house, row house or townhouse. 

BASIX the nsw Building sustainability index - BAsiX - is a policy (State 
Environmental Planning Policy (Building Sustainability Index: BASIX) 
2004) that mandates water and energy targets for all new residential 
developments across nsw. it is implemented through an on-line tool 
accessible to anyone at www.basix.nsw.gov.au. the user (usually 
the building designer) enters data relating to the house or unit design 
- such as location, size, building materials etc - into the BAsiX tool. 
BAsiX analyses this data and determines how it scores against the 
water and energy targets. the design must pass these project-specific 
targets (which vary according to location and building type) before the 
user can obtain a BAsiX certificate.

BASIX certificate the BAsiX certificate lists all the commitments made by the user to be 
checked by the certifying authority at various stages of development 
approval, construction and prior to occupancy. the BAsiX certificate 
must be attached to the development application before it can be 
processed and verified before an occupation certificate can be issued.

BASIX benchmark BAsiX applies estimates, called benchmarks, of per capita greenhouse 
gas emissions and water consumption to all dwellings across the 
state. these benchmarks, determined prior to the introduction of 
BAsiX in 2004, are derived from average residential water, electricity 
and gas consumption data collected from nsw utilities and the nsw 
government. the BAsiX water benchmark is 247.5 litres of water per 
person, per day and the BAsiX energy benchmark is 3,292 kilograms 
of greenhouse gas emissions (CO2-e ) per year.

BASIX score A project’s BAsiX score is the estimated percentage by which its  
per capita water consumption or greenhouse gas emissions will 
fall below the pre-BAsiX water and greenhouse gas emissions 
benchmarks. the score is based on sustainable design commitments 
made by developers. 

BASIX targets the BAsiX water and energy targets are the mandatory percentages 
by which projects’ per capita potable water consumption (water target) 
and greenhouse gas emissions (energy target) must fall below pre-
BAsiX benchmarks in order to qualify for a BAsiX certificate.
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Term Definition

Common area An area within a multi-dwelling development that may be used by 
or services occupants of more than one dwelling, such as shared 
landscape areas, gyms, car parks, switch rooms or garbage rooms.

Detached house A detached or separate dwelling house is a dwelling which is separated 
from all other dwellings and other buildings (excluding a garage or car 
park) by at least 0.5m.

Dwelling A room or suite of rooms occupied, used, so constructed or adapted 
as to be capable of being occupied or used as a separate domicile.

High-rise unit A unit dwelling in a block of six storeys or more.

Low-rise unit A unit dwelling in a block of two to three storeys.

Mixed project A residential multi-dwelling development consisting of both houses  
and units.

Mid-rise unit A unit dwelling in a block of four to five storeys.

Multi-dwelling 
project

A new residential development project consisting of more than one 
individual dwelling. developments assessed include projects for 
multiple detached houses, attached houses, units, or any combination 
of the above.

Multi-dwelling An individual dwelling within a multi-dwelling project.

NatHERS the nationwide house energy Rating scheme (natheRs) is a national 
strategy that allows various computer software tools to rate the 
potential thermal efficiency of Australian homes. these tools can be 
used in BAsiX to determine the predicted energy required for heating 
and cooling a dwelling.

Single dwelling 
project

this refers to a development project of no more than one detached 
house, attached house or unit dwelling.

Unit A dwelling which has one or more dwellings or buildings (excluding 
a garage or car park) above or below it. Also known as a flat or 
apartment.
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